


My secret?
A bartender named Floyd. The wizard of martinis.

And the perfect gin, of course.”

Seagram’s

Extra Dry

Gin
We suspect Floyd would deny he's a magician.

He's simply a very knowing guy when it comes to gin.

He knows that to pour a drier martini for his customers
he's got to start with a drier gin.

One that's nearly perfect. Seagram's.
Next time you're at a bar ask the resident wizard for a Seagram's martini

One sip and the secret's out.

The perfect martini gin.



You’ve just landed in a city that gets only7inches
of rain a year. All on the day you arrive.

When you lug a raincoat with you

on a trip, it never rains. And when you

leave your raincoat home, it always does.

This is called a paradox.

To keep this paradox from soaking

you, any Hertz office in the U.S. and

Canada will give you a raincoat. And
give your wife a raincoat and a rainhat.

Still, a dry body isn’t everything.

So don’t think you have to wait for the

heavens to open up to get a little help

from Hertz.

We can also give you a survival

manual that tells where to find every-

thing worth finding. And a map to help

you find it. We can call your hotel and
tell them to hold your reservation. We
can even lend you $10 cash. (Just show
us your Hertz charge card and we’ll

tack the loan onto your rental.)

And if you walk in with some other

problem, we’ll do our level best to make
sure you don't walk out with it.

This is not in any way to imply that

Hertz
We can help a little.

Hertz is ignoring the 99% of the people

who walk in simply to rent a car.

For them, we make an all-out effort

to keep our Fords and other cars in better

shape than the car they left at home.
A raincoat is a nice gesture. But

we’re well aware you can't drive one.



Create a *30,000

life insurance

estate overnight

. . .

$
12 a month.

I
T’S a hard fact, but you need life insurance most
when you can least afford it. When your family

is young. And you're on a tight budget.

So Allstate has specially designed this policy to give

you maximum protection at minimum cost.

Let’s say you’re 26 years old. For less than $12 a

month, Allstate's “10-year-term” renewable pol-

icy will guarantee your family $30,000 cash if

something should happen to you.

What's more, anytime, before age 60, you can

convert your policy to permanent life insurance—

the kind that builds solid cash savings.

This is life insurance in the Sears and Allstate tradition

of value. Another example why Allstate is the young
family man’s best buy in life insurance.

Talk to an Allstate Agent at an Allstate

office—or at Sears, or he'll be glad to

come to your home. Allstate Life Insur-

ance Company, Northbrook, Illinois.

"Read the scary part again, Daddy!"

You’re in good hands with Allstate
Founded by Sears
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Next week
THE WINTER OLYMPICS at

Grenoble begin on Feb. 6. In a

special 27-pugc section. 1 1 of

which arc in color, the Games
arc previewed, the teams pro-

filed and the medalists picked.

DEAR PETE: Tex Maulc writes

an open letter to the commis-

sioner of professional football.

The game will become a bore,

he says, unless Rozcllc acts to

restore parity among teams.

EVEL KNIEVEL says he is no

daredevil, so his plan to jump
the Grand Canyon on a motor-

cycle should be considered rou-

tine. Gil Rogin writes of a high-

flying, hard-crashing man.

O 1968 BY TIME INC. PERMISSION IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED.



LETTER FROM

It was only a question of time, once

Judge Roy Hofheinz opened his Hous-

ton pleasure dome, before basketball

would be the attraction and the place

would be packed. Now (page 16) we
know how many people—even in the

football country of the Southwest -

will pay to see the game, given a match-

up of the nation's two top teams. In

the Midwest, it probably would require

an arena twice the size of the Astro-

dome to hold the crowd.

If Texans would like to think that

last Saturday’s audience was the larg-

est ever to watch a basketball game,

however, they’d be wrong. No less

than 75,052 saw the Harlem Globe-

trotters put on their show in Berlin

16Vi years ago. That was an outdoor

exhibition in the Olympic Stadium

and, admittedly, the Trotters were just

an added attraction in an anti-Com-

munist rally. Still, Texas will have to

settle for the U.S. record.

ST. THOMAS! FIGHT! FIGHT!

For the addicted, basketball need

not be played in caverns measureless

to man. Indeed, as designers of the

newest college arenas have grasped,

the game is best appreciated from close-

up seats, unlike, say, baseball and foot-

ball where one’s view is enhanced by

remaining a reasonable distance from

the playing field. Basketball fans like
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to be close to the action; there they

become emotionally involved, part of

the fun of spectating.

For this reason, the game is an ar-

tistic success in church basements,

backyards and playgrounds as well as

in Madison Square Garden, and over

the years our writers have covered (and

uncovered) first-rate talent and spirited

play in some unusual places. From
Panguitch, Utah, Writer John Under-

wood and Photographer Rich Clarkson

sent us a memorable report on the

heartbreak and heroics of the local

high school team for our March 4,

1963 issue. We still get letters about

that one. Just three weeks ago Curry

Kirkpatrick flew into Halifax, N.S.

between blizzards to cover the Bluenosc

Classic and discovered that the deter-

mination that drives players in a land

where hockey is king also inspires

them to pretty good basketball. Joe

Jares will go on from the Astrodome

to explore the rapidly burgeoning

world of junior college basketball for

a forthcoming issue. (Did you know

that the JCs will now have an all-star

team in the Olympic trials?)

And about the time that all those

thousands were buying tickets for the

Dome and millions were preparing to

watch on TV, a few hundred devoted

fans of the St. Thomas the Apostle

Grammar School packed a gym in

Rochester, N.Y. (left) to watch their

team go against Holy Rosary School.

St. Thomas won 35— 1 1 ,
making its rec-

ord 137 victories and 13 losses over

the past eight years, and how about

that, John Wooden? The thing about

basketball is that all you need is a

ball, a little room and a couple of rims

and, inevitably, something good will

come of it. Like maybe another Os-

car, and a lot of fun. Or perhaps even

a crowd of 100,000.

Sports Illustrated

say. at'sjst!



Our Label.

Four reasons why Ambassador
Scotch has its clean,

clear lilt of lightness*
We’re so proud of all this, we put it right on our label.



Explore a Brilliant,

Informative Series

Books

designed to simplify,

unify, organize and

dramatize the whole

fascinating world of

science

THE OFBSCI

NEW, REVISED EDITION OF

MATHEMATICS
May we send it to you so that you may examine

it with your family for 10 days? You are under

no obligation to buy it or receive future volumes.

MATHEMATICS
measures 8 XA x 1 1 inches,

contains 200 pages, 72 in full

color; 35,000 words of narrative

text by David Bergamini; illustrated

appendix on the revolutionary "New
Mathematics.” Price: $3.95 (plus shipping).



FOOTLOOSE
Once famed only for borax and mules.

Oeath Valley is blooming as a resort

I n the fardesert there is peace and tranquili-

I ty. One feels the force of the sun and the

mysterious silence of the night. Under these

high mountains lies buried much treasure,

and great will be the recompense for those

who will search for it with their labor."

When these sentences were carved in Span-

ish 40-odd years ago on a redwood ceiling

at Scotty's Castle in Death Valley, Calif.,

the distinguishing feature of that locality

was its signal lack of hospitality. Even to-

day the climate of Death Valley, where sum-

mer temperatures reach 1 30 , is a challenge.

The valley, which lies some 80 miles west

of Las Vegas, is still rich in ores and in the

chemical that gave it its first fame, but the

old prospectors and their mules have all

but disappeared. Today Death Valley, of

all places, has become a fashionable winter

resort.

From November through March it turns

into a haven for people who stream in by

bus. car and plane to get away from winter

and winter's sports. Activities are centered

at Furnace Creek Inn. a luxurious hotel

nestling on a cream-colored mountain, with

balconies facing the vast salt flat and the

snow-capped Panamint mountains. Its

rooms, priced at $27 a night for one. all

meals included, need no air conditioning.

Daytime temperatures during the season

are a comfortable 65 to 75 . But at night,

when temperatures outside drop some 30'
,

the rooms arc heated. Tics and jackets are

compulsory for men in the elegant dining

room but not in the Oasis bar, which has

walls of sparkling borax crystals and a hand-

carved redwood ceiling.

A terraced garden with manicured lawns,

bustling brooks, tall date palms, pomegran-

ate trees and graceful tamarisks descends

from the inn. as unreal as a mirage in con-

trast to the surrounding dust. An 80-by-20-

foot swimming pool is fed by the warm
water of Furnace Creek.

The inn was built in 1926 on the road

from Death Valley Junction to Lone Pine

by Pacific Coast Borax, then a British com-
pany that wanted to offer its visiting ex-

ecutives accommodations as luxurious as

any they could find at home. Twelve years ago

it was leased by the company whose res-

taurants and dining cars made the Harvey

Girls famous all along the route of the Santa

Fe Railroad.

One mile from the inn, almost on the

edge of the salt crust, is another Fred Har-

vey property, a onetime cattle ranch that is

now a motel. Some of its cabins, which can

be had for SIO a night, were brought all the

way from Boulder Dam. where they had
served as accommodations for the workers.

A magnificent date-palm orchard adjoins

continued
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Save your car
from the daily grind.

upgraded to exceed all car makers’ latest specifications • the uncommon motor oil.

100% Pure Pennsylvania • Wolf’s Head Oil Refining Co., Oil City, Pa.

Never lets you make a mistake.
Well, hardly ever! Mosi cameras with thru-the-lens meter systems will give you correct
exposure under "ideal" conditions. But the new Nikkormat FTN will do it every time.

Reason? In measuring scene brightness, the FTN meter favors the central subject.

Thus, backlighting and background contrast have little or no effect on exposure reading

accuracy. Same principle as in the famous Nikon F Photomic TN. Practically foolproof!

And with exposure problems out of the way. you can take full advantage of all the

picture capabilities of this remarkable new 35.

Under S270 with 50inm Auto-Nikkor f2 lens. At your Nikon dealer, or write. Nikon Inc..

Garden City. New York 115.10 Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries. Inc.

(in Canada: Anglephoto Ltd.. P.Q.i



FOOTLOOSE continued

One day you'll say, "He's his own man
now.'' And you’ll know the way was not

easily found.

Of one thing you can be sure. He'll need

all the education he can get— college,

certainly, possibly even graduate school.

But there's a problem. Colleges are

crowded and enrollments are growing.

More classrooms, laboratories, libraries,

good teachers will be needed.

These take money. So, give to the college

of your choice now and help make certain

college will be ready when he is.

Enrich his future . . . and America's.

COLLEGE IS W
AMERICA’S BEST FRIEND

its lush green nine-hole golf course, and

golfers find an extra hazard in the coyotes

that chase mud hens into its water holes.

The ranch itself is a museum. A 20-mule-

team wagon train, which consists of two

ore wagons and a water wagon, recalls har-

rowing trips in the 1880s when borax was

hauled 165 miles from Death Valley to Mo-
jave in 10 days. There is also a shiny black

locomotive of the "Death Valley railroad”

that was used to transport borate from the

mines at Ryan to Death Valley Junction

from 1914 to 1928.

Horses and mules can be rented for guid-

ed desert rides, and the horses are quite

used to carrying beautiful ladies attired in

colorful stretch pants and knee-high golden

boots. People don't go to Death Valley to

light the elements these days. Why do peo-

ple go there at all? There are other places

to play golf or ride horses. Yet in Death

Valley there are sights that must rate among
the great wonders on earth. There are mys-

terious canyons in the layer-cake mountains

and a natural bridge, as solemn and in^

timidating as a Gothic cathedral. A road

stretches into the salt flat to Devil's Golf

Course, where mud, gravel and salt have

formed a strange broken crust. Two inches

of salty water called "Bad Water,” because

the mules of the early prospectors would

not drink it. cover the lowest point in the

Western Hemisphere, 280 feet below sea

level. A small pool mirrors the distant peaks

of the Panamints.

And then there is the fantastic combina-

tion of Moorish, Spanish, Italian and Cal-

ifornia mission architecture known as Scot-

ty’s Castle, which was built by an over-

generous millionaire for an unpredictable

prospector to whom he had taken a fancy.

Now the property of a foundation, it boasts

hand-carved beams and hand-wrought iron

chandeliers made by craftsmen from Aus-

tria. Its furniture and rugs came mostly

from Italy and Spain. A warm-water spring

leads right into the living room, where it

turns into a fountain amidst a grotto of

jasper stones.

The castle was built in 1924 at a cost of

some S2 million by Chicagoan Albert M.
Johnson as a gift for his friend Walter Per-

ry Scott, whose ability to find and squan-

der fortunes almost overnight and to tell

tall tales about them afterward apparently

enchanted the city man. Whether Johnson

believed Scotty's promise that the pure des-

ert air would cure his failing health or

whether he thought he might repay the gift

out of the gold Scotty swore was lurking in

the ground nearby will never be known.

Whatever the reason, the castle still stands

(Scotty died 13 years ago) to prove to any-

one interested that one can find fun as well

as a fortune in the once forbidding soil of

Death Valley.

—Anita Verschoth

MSW2



Science, once the province of the scientist alone, is now
the dominant factor in our lives, the province of every-

body. Yet too often the great scientific renaissance escapes

our understanding.

Seeking new ways to explain things scientific accurately

and dramatically, the Editors have drawn upon the vast

text and picture resources of LIFE with the guidance of

three distinguished consultants: Dr. Rene Dubos (The

Rockefeller Institute), Dr. Henry Margenau (Yale Uni-

versity) and C. P.

Snow (physicist and

novelist). Together

they have designed

the LIFE SCIENCE
LIBRARY— vol-

umes that will sim-

plify science by using

photographs, paint-

ings and diagrams;

unify science by showing the interrelation of all its con-

gious brainchild— the calculus; and the handful of brilliant

men who have in the last two centuries altered traditional

mathematics to ex-

plain the changing

concepts of the

universe.

Mathematics will

show you better

than any description

how valuable the

LIFE SCIENCE
LIBRARY can be to

your family. To obtain an examination copy to read for

ten days, mail the postpaid reply form. If you do not wish to

keep Mathematics or reserve future volumes on the same

10-day examination terms, simply return the book in its

own reusable carton. There is no minimum number of

books to buy and you may cancel your reservation privilege

at any time, simply by notifying us at Time-Life Books,

Time & Life Building, Chicago, Illinois 6061 1.

NCE LIBRARY
cepts; organize science by dividing knowledge into the

elements of our universe and the elements of life itself;

dramatize scientific ideas by introducing you to the great

minds who conceived and developed them.

MATHEMATICS introduces the LIFE SCIENCE LI-

BRARY because mathematics is indispensable to all the

other branches of science. It is the language of science. In

Mathematics you
will trace the history

ofthis language from
the most primitive

counting systems to

today’s vastly com-

plicated electronic

computers. You will

meet the men who
developed the var-

ious disciplines of mathematics: the Ancient Greeks and

geometry; the Egyptians and Babylonians who used

algebra in astronomy and agriculture; Descartes’ revolu-

tionary analytic geometry: Isaac Newton and his prodi-

A special note to teachers of Science and Mathematics

The LIFE SCIENCE LIBRARY may be purchased with

National Defense Education Act Title I, II funds. Address

orders to Silver Burdett Company, Morristown, New Jersey.

Among other volumes in the

Life Science Library

MATTER • ENERGY • PLANETS
GROWTH • THE BODY • THE MIND



For 15 years,this was the automatic
feed attachment foryour copier.

Ridiculous.



With all the things a copier does, it's hard to order, separated from the originals. If you make a copier, too — the Pitney-Bowes 250

believe you still have to waste time standing need 3 copies of a 50 page report, just keep copier, which is now available with auto-

around feeding in each original by hand. But putting the originals back in the feeder and matic feed. Which is what this ad is all about.

1

that’s exactly what you’ve been doing for the

last 15 years.

Now, (hooray) we have

taken one of our auto-

matic feeders and at-

tached it to our P B 250
copier. All you have to do

is drop a stack of orig-

inals, up to 150 in as-

sorted sizes, in the feeder,

press the button and walk

away. The feeder feeds and the copier cop-

ies. When all the originals are fed, the feeder

stops feeding and the copier stops copying.

Amazing.

All the copies come out in consecutive

picking up the collated copies as they come
out. It’s that simple. And it applies to ledger

cards, manuscripts and hundreds of other

uses you’ll discover yourself.

But why didn't it happen 15 years ago?

Because Pitney-Bowes only started mak-

ing copiers last year.

Pitney-Bowes has been making machines

that handle paper for the last 47 years.We’ve

had automatic paper feeders on our equip-

ment for a long time.We make postage meter

mailing machines and Tickometers and fold-

ers and inserters and collators and precision

scales and all kinds of equipment to make
paper handling easy. And after trying every-

one else's copier for 14 years, we decided to

®Pitney-Bowes
ite Pitney-Bowes, Inc.,

Stamford, Conn. 06904.

Postage Meters
Addresser-

Printers

Maiiopeners

Folders

Inserters

Counters &
Imprinters

Scales

Collators

Copiers



SCORECARD
SELF-IMMOLATION

The cvcr-smoldcring feud between the

AAU and the NCAA is sending up ugly

puffs of smoke once again, and as usual

the signals spell T-R-O-U-B-L-E—at
least for the innocent bystander, who,

in this case, happens to be the athletes

involved. The U.S. Track and Field Fed-

eration. an affiliate of the NCAA, is

sponsoring a meet in Madison Square

Garden on Feb. 9, and since a few non-

college runners arc on the entry list, the

AAU insists that the meet must have its

sanction. The AAU would give the sanc-

tion if asked, but the NCAA won’t ask.

So the AAU has warned that all ath-

letes who take part in the meet will be

barred from future international com-

petition, including the Olympic Games.

Jim Ryun, favored to become the first

American in 60 years to win the Olym-

pics' prize plum, the 1,500 meters, is

scheduled to run in the Garden.

It is inconceivable that Ryun could

thus be barred from the Olympics. But

innocents have been trampled before in

a bureaucratic tug-of-war, so perhaps it

is not all that inconceivable that the best

young runner in the world may never

get to Mexico City. If this happens, the

AAU, regardless of the merits or de-

merits of its stand, is going to look down-

right paranoid. So is the NCAA. So,

for that matter, is Uncle Sam.

AT BAT

A number of major leaguers—among
them John Roseboro of the Minnesota

Twins and Lou Johnson of the Chicago

Cubs—are endorsing and expect to use

a new bat called the Watts Walloper,

which is being produced by the Green

Power Foundation in the Watts area

of Los Angeles. The foundation, which

started the project to provide jobs for

unemployed Negroes, set up a work-

shop last month in an abandoned tele-

phone-company building. It began with

one wood-turning lathe and eight em-

ployees, but by May the company is

expected to be employing 350 men and

manufacturing 1,000 Wallopers a day.

Since existing bat manufacturers have

a corner on the white-ash farms in the

Appalachians, the foundation is using

tan oak from northern California for its

new product. The wood is hardened by

chemicals, and the bats are finished in

an aerospace material that makes them

difficult to break.

COLD COMFORT
Dallas Cowboy fans are not ready to

relinquish the National Football League

title, supposedly decided in Green Bay

on December 31 at a temperature of

13° below zero. One group of Cowboy
followers claims to have obtained the

official NFL watch used in the game

and subjected it to the temperatures

prevailing in Green Bay. Their conclu-

sion: the game should have ended 123

seconds earlier because the prevailing

frigid conditions slowed down the mech-

anism. Ergo, Dallas won, 17-14.

GENERATION GAP

It may now be said that the Turn-on,

Tune-in and Drop-out Movement has

reached frightening proportions. Stu-

dents at Duqucsne University—a seg-

ment of them, at any rate—have dropped

out of the Pepsi Generation.

Pepsi-Cola sponsored Duquesnc bas-

ketball broadcasts over Pittsburgh's

KDKA-Radio the past four seasons,

but then decided to spend its advertising

dollars elsewhere. For one thing, the

Dukes won only seven of their 15 games

last season; for another, the university

wanted to increase the price of broad-

cast rights. No sponsor moved into the

breach left by Pepsi.

Indignantly, and in all seriousness.

Duquesne's Student Congress urged the

student body to boycott Pepsi and de-

manded the soft drink be removed from

the cafeteria and from campus vending

machines, drink milk, commanded a

sign on the Student Congress office win-

dow. "Students UNITE and drink cof-

fee, tea or milk until the Pepsi company

gets the message,*' cried a letter to the

editor of the school newspaper.

Happily the Dukes have become a

winning team (their record so far this

season is 11-2) and—who knows?

—

may again attract a sponsor. In the mean-

time Pepsi is wincing, and things go bet-

ter with. . . .

UNBENEVOLENT ELK

A bull elk in Arizona's Oak Creek Can-

yon recently found his escape route

blocked by a Volkswagen. Annoyed, he

butted the car. ripped through a door

and window and gored the driver in the

chest, breaking two ribs and puncturing

his lung. The elk, having conquered the

obstacle, went his way. What the can-

yon needs is a sign: beware, cross elk

crossing.

GIANTESQUE

If Neiman-Marcus could sell his and

her camels at Christmas, surely there is

a market somewhere for a 15', six-ton

statue of Y. A. Tittle. However, Don
Seiler of Miami hasn’t found it yet.

Seiler is a sculptor who has spent the

last 16 months constructing the mon-

strous statue {below) in his backyard.

"I thought the heroism of Tittle would

live forever," he says. He has written to

Tittle, the Orange Bowl committee, the

Miami Dolphins and Tittle's old team,

the N.Y. Giants, but has had no suc-

cess passing off his work. The Dolphins

showed interest until they learned that

the bill for transportation to their down-

town office would be S 1 .500. When weeds

began to sprout around Y.A.'s feet, Sei-

ler called in a wrecker. He was told it

continued
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Compare
used boat prices

to seewhich
boats hold their

value.

Chris-Craft 52' Constellation

The point is: When it’s time to sell your boat you’ll be glad you bought a Chris-Craft.



America's mosl distinguished motorcar.

Lincoln Continental

Continental designers and engineers start with the

finest car made in America.
They refine it: Wraparound parking lights and taillights.

A new coupe roof line.

Improve it: Instrument panel. Interiors.A smoother shifting transmission.

Test it over 2000 times. Then test it again: our 12-mile road test.

Only then is it ready for your approval:
the 1968 Continental.



SCORECARD continued

would cost S350 to destroy the statue,

so Seiler scrapped that idea. But he has

something else in mind—a new work

depicting the Dallas or Green Bay play-

ers shivering in the sub-zero weather at

the NFL championship game. It seems

likely that Miami will soon have a Na-

tional Backyard Football Museum.

NOT FOR THE MASSES

Since the 1920s, when the Nizam of Hy-

derabad would arrive for his w inter vaca-

tions with 500 trunks and a personal

cook who would sprinkle gold dust on

the rice before serving his master’s cur-

ry, St. Moritz has been the winter place

of the rich and titled. Onassis, Niar-

chos, the Fords, the Rothschilds and

the Thyssens have been sporting there

recently, but this season the rarefied

atmosphere was clouded. Two of the

resort's four luxury hotels—the Kulm
and the Carlton—were up for sale, and

rumor had it that France's Club M6-

diterranee, which deals in mass tourism,

was negotiating to buy them for some-

thing like 55 million. The elite, and the

dressmakers and jewelers who supply

their trifles, talked of moving elsewhere,

and all was glum on the mountain of

gold. But last week a Zurich entrepre-

neur, Karl Steiner, and several esteemed

Swiss banks purchased the hotels and

announced they would maintain the

exclusive character of the resort. The

dressmakers and jewelers relaxed.

A WORKOUT
Two weeks ago Johnny Callison, the

Phillie outfielder, arrived in Wakefield.

Mass, for some special training with

Gene Bcrde. the 63-ycar-old Hungarian

conditioning expert who primed Carl

Yastrzemski for last season. When Calli-

son showed up in the local gym the first

morning he found Bcrde scaling a 20-

foot rope and touching the ceiling with

his toes. A TV cameraman was record-

ing the feat, and newspaper reporters

were taking note of it. “Now you do

it,” Bcrde ordered Callison.

“You‘11 never know how self-con-

scious 1 was." the outfielder said later.

“I'd never climbed a rope before in my
life. But l certainly didn't want to em-

barrass myself in front of all those peo-

ple.” He made it to the ceiling.

After a week of similar exercises, Calli-

son was saying, "I feel so good it's hard

to explain. They tell me Yaz felt the

same way."

Callison hit .261 with 14 home runs

last year. Now if he can only bat .326,

hit 44 homers and. . . .

DOVE!

In an election at the University of Cal-

ifornia students voted Jeff Sokal head

yell leader. Sokal ran on a "peace" tick-

et. and his campaign literature showed

him in front of antiwar half-time card

stunts.

F-F-F-FORE!

The Lake George (N.Y.) Chamber of

Commerce has announced that it is hold-

ing the First Annual Polar Icecap Open
Golf Tournament at. or rather on. Lake

George. February 3 and 4. Since the ice

on the lake is blue-white, a vegetable

dye will be used for greens. Golf balls

will be painted iridescent orange for

visibility and will be warmed to make
sure they will not break into bits when

hit. Heated clubs, however, are forbid-

den. Snowshocs are permitted as well as

skis and skates. Huskies have been sug-

gested as caddies; golfers may also use

polar bears, if they are muzzled. A bird-

ie will be considered a penguin and an

eagle a snow goose. Cups are to be bored

several inches deep into the ice. The only

thing the Lake George course seems to

lack is any kind of water hazard.

DEBATE

The death of hockey’s Bill Masterton in

a game last week again focuses atten-

tion on one of the most delicate and

troubling of sports questions: how safe

is safe enough? The immediate result

has been a debate about whether pro

hockey players should wear helmets.

Masterton, 29. a center for the Minneso-

ta North Stars, fell backward on the ice

and suffered a skull fracture.

He had been shaken up in a game
two weeks before, had complained of

headaches (to teammates but not to a

physician or his coach) and may well

have blacked out in the fatal game, fall-

ing in an unusual way for no apparent

reason. Had he worn a helmet, as play-

ers often do after concussions, he would

have been protected.

Shocked by Mastcrton's death, the

first fatality in the NHL's 51 years, sev-

eral players are talking of wearing hel-

mets voluntarily. “We should all be

wearing them," says Chicago's Bobby

Hull, “but we're just too damn vain."

His teammate Stan Mikita says he will

begin wearing one as soon as he can de-

sign a helmet that will not interfere with

his play. The ones now available are

uncomfortable and hot.

Some players, however, will not wear

them unless forced to. Pittsburgh's Ken
Schinkel explains, "The player who
wears one has always been looked on as

a kind of outsider."

Bobby Rousseau of Montreal, who
used a helmet last season, discarded it

this year and attained greater scoring

proficiency, says paradoxically, “I don’t

think I’d wear a helmet again, if the deci-

sion were left to me. With one on, you

sometimes are unable to sense things

behind you. But it should be a rule."

Another argument used against man-

datory helmets is that they would take

away the "personality" of individual

players, though this has not proved to

be the case in football or in baseball, a

sport that took 50 years to make the

batting helmet standard equipment.

Their use would, however, radically

alter the look of the game.

Statistics indicate that only a small

percentage of pro hockey players receive

permanently disabling injuries —in an

exceedingly rough game. Perhaps man-

datory helmets are not necessary, but it

would be wise for the NHL to sponsor

an intensive research program to devel-

op an ideal lightweight helmet that play-

ers can use if they choose.

THEY SAID IT

• Don Chaney, Houston Cougar for-

ward, recalling the days when he used

to wear out the grass in his backyard

practicing basketball: “If my mother

had things for me to do, she’d just water

down the yard while I was in school."

• Roone Arlcdgc. executive producer of

ABC sports, on a game last season when

the Giants' Willie McCovey stole a base:

"I was thinking of a slow motion re-

play. On second thought, I decided it

would be redundant.”

• Johnny Kerr, former 6' 9' pivotman

and now the coach of the Chicago Bulls,'

when asked by a woman if he was a bas-

ketball player: “No, ma’am. I'm a jock-

ey for a dinosaur."

• Parnclli Jones on the design of his rac-

ing cars: "I always seem to end up driv-

ing ones that look like their owners. I

used to drive for J. C. Agajanian. His

cars always had a long, shiny nose. Now
that I’m driving for Andy Granatelli,

my car has a big, fat belly." end
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After lo these many years our humble
little bug has gone automatic.

Gone is the clutch.

Gone is the wifely whine, "It's cute, but

I can't drive it."

Gone is an era of Volkswagendom. Sniff.

And in its place?

A Volkswagen you can drive all over

town without shifting.

Only on the highway do you shift.

Once. (This is an economy move. Which,

after all, is still the name of the game.)

But you do have a choice in the matter:

you can drive it the easy way (described

above). Or you can start out in low and
take it through the gears like a regular

stick shift.

The automatic stick shift is an option:

you pay a little more.

But you do a little less.



Volkswagen
introduces

the automatic
stick shift.



Sports Illustrated
JANUARY 29, 1968

A DANDY IN THE DOME

This season 's best college basketball game was played before the sport’s largest audience— watching (right) at the

Astrodome, televiewing in 49 states—as Houston became the nation's top team, beating UCLA by JOE JARES

When UCLA recruited Lew Alcindor

and a courtload of other basketball

players whose skills had won them

schoolboy glory, it was generally as-

sumed that the Bruins would shoot and

rebound and full-court-press their way

to a hundred or so consecutive victo-

ries. Easy. It seemed a shame they had

to serve a freshman apprenticeship and

then play three varsity seasons when

the NCAA could just hand over three

championship trophies, let the fellows

turn pro and save the rest of the teams

a lot of grief. The Alcindor-led group,

to nobody's surprise, went unbeaten as

freshmen and once even mangled the

varsity by 15 points. Packing their new

campus arena as sophomores (with jun-

ior Mike Warren added), they ran

through 30 victories to a national title,

and this season they upped that streak

to 47—until last Saturday night, when

the dream of perfection was ruined.

At least UCLA lost in style. Before

the largest crowd ever to sec a basket-

ball game in the U.S. (52,693), in Hous-

ton's famous Astrodome and before the

biggest television audience in the histo-

ry of the sport (150 stations in 49 states),

the University of Houston’s Big E, 6'

8' senior Elvin Hayes (see cover), hit

68% of his shots, scored 39 points, took

15 rebounds and made the two deciding

free throws to beat the Bruins 71-69.

It was not a matter of the Cougars

sneaking up on UCLA. UCLA was

ranked first in both wire-service polls.

but Houston was ranked second and

had won 48 straight games at home.

The Cougars had won 17 in a row since

losing to UCLA in last year’s NCAA
semifinal, and Hayes was the third lead-

ing scorer in the nation and certainly

no stranger. The city of Houston was

all atwitter about the confrontation, to

the point that one radio station kept

listeners up to date with “KTHT Ruin-

the-Bruins time is fivc-oh-four.” The

manager of UCLA's motel provided a

10-foot bed with “Big Lew" printed in

large letters at the foot.

By the time over-the-counter ticket

sales started in mid-December, 40,000

had already been sold by mail and more

than 1 50 had been given away to promis-

ing high school football players—just

to prove that Texans still love football

best. ‘Tve had calls from people all over

the country wanting to fly in for the

game,” said Dome Ticket Manager Dick

McDowell. "We’ve had calls from Mexi-

co City, Chicago and San Francisco. If

we hadn't run out we would have sold

75,000 tickets, no doubt about it.”

The best preparation Houston Coach

Guy V. Lewis could make was to keep

the Big E healthy, and he knew it. Ear-

lier in the season, Hayes was asked by a

teammate to be best man at his wed-

ding. “That doesn’t surprise me a bit,"

said Lewis. "He's been my best man
for three years.”

But just in case Elvin wasn't going to

be enough. Guy V. took some other

precautions, like working diligently

against a full-court press and being sure

not to wear the pink-and-white-checked

sport coat he wore against the Bruins in

the NCAA loss. He wore a turquoise-

and-black-checkcd jacket instead. All

season at home games Houston had sat

on the left side of the scorer, and that's

how the Astrodome seating plan was

made. Then Guy V. remembered the

Cougars had sat on the left side in the

NCAA loss, and he made his sports pub-

licist switch the seating. UCLA sat on

the left Saturday night and also was

brought into the Astrodome through

gate 13 for its Friday workout.

Several weeks before the game a Cou-

gar booster named Joe Thompson, who
had given a season's-end chicken dinner

for the team for 1 1 years, phoned Guy
and said he wanted to have the 1 2th annu-

al dinner a little earlier than usual, on

the Sunday before UCLA invaded. Lew-

is wasn't very interested until Thompson
reminded him that Houston had never

lost a game following the dinner. "You
talked me into it,” said Lewis.

No superstitious gimmicks were really

needed with Hayes around. He complete-

ly outplayed Alcindor, but it should be

noted that Lew had suffered a scratched

left eyeball in the previous Friday night's

game against Cal. Alcindor did not play

in subsequent wins over Stanford and

Portland. He wore an eyepatch and

stayed in bed part of the week, and the

inactivity no doubt affected his play.

continued
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OANOV IN THE DOME continued

He made only four of 1 8 shots and UCLA
Coach John Wooden could not remem-

ber his having shot less than 50','; be-

fore. It was one of the least impressive

performances in Alcindor’s college ca-

reer and it was too bad it came before

an audience that stretched, through TV
cables anyway, to Fairbanks, Alaska.

Houston stayed in a zone defense

throughout the game, although the man
in the middle was free to stay glued to

Alcindor. It worked pretty well—part-

ly, of course, because of Lew’s poor

marksmanship. UCLA's defense, on

the other hand, could not cope with

Hayes in the first half. Edgar Lacey tried,

then Lew. then Mike Lynn, all to no
avail. Elvin pumped in 29 points, and

every time he got the ball the crowd start-

ed chanting, "E, E. E," until it sounded

like one long "EEEE.” When a Hayes

shot went in, the monstrous Astrodome

message board would flash a big E two

stories high.

Still, at half time, Houston led only

46-43, mostly because UCLA’s press

forced a few turnovers and Bruin Guard
Lucius Allen was shooting well. Mean-

while, way up in the $2 yellow-scat sec-

tion, an interplanetary distance from

the floor, a happy Cougar fan said, "I

can’t see what's going on, but I don’t

care, if Houston wins.” Another said,

“With my binocs I can see the pompon
girls O.K., but the ball moves too fast

to follow the action.”

He missed plenty of action in the sec-

ond half. Hayes blocked two shots in a

row (one by Lew), hit a jump shot and

made Mike Lynn commit his fourth

foul—all in the first few minutes. But

UCLA started double-teaming him and

he added only 10 points to his first-half

total. A relatively unknown junior

named Jim Nielsen came in for Lynn

and, with aid, cooled off the Big E.

UCLA, which had been down by as

much as nine points in the first half, bat-

tled back in the second to tic it at 54,

and from then on it was a dogfight, or

whatever kind of fight it is when Cou-

gars and Bruins meet in the wild. An
Alcindor free throw made it 65-all with

PHOTOGRAPHS BY JAMES DRAKE AND NEIl LEIF ER

Houston surprised UCLA with hustle and ball

handling of George Reynolds (top. left) and

defense of Ken Spain, here battling Lew for

ball. After victory the Big E gets a ride and

Coach Lewis wears wreath over lucky coat.

3:02 left, and two Lucius Allen free

throws made it 69-all. Nielsen fouled

Hayes with 28 seconds left, which could

have been a disaster for Houston be-

cause the Big E was shooting a horrid

60' ; from the free-throw line going into

the game. But he put in both shots for

a two-point lead.

UCLA had a pass intercepted, got

the ball back because of a Cougar travel-

ing violation and lost it again out of

bounds with 12 seconds left. Time out.

Coach Lewis’ instructions were to throw

it high to the Big E and let him hold it

a while, which is just what happened.

He held it, then dribbled around like a

Globetrotter and passed as the buzzer

sounded. If the scoreboard had exploded

or the Dome had caved in, few people

would have paid attention because im-

mediately it appeared that the entire

city of Houston was having an impromp-

tu jamboree at center court, with Hayes

the focus. Basketball’s debut in the As-

trodome was a howling success, at least

to Texans.

Disguising the Domed Stadium as a

basketball arena for the big game was

the job of Jack O’Connell, vice-presi-

dent in charge of special events, who at

the same time had to get the next-door

exhibition hall ready for the world's

biggest boat show, starting at noon the

day of the game. Since a basketball does

not bounce very well on Astroturf, the

first problem was to find a portable court.

O'Connell finally settled on the floor at

the Sports Arena in Los Angeles, which

was loaned at no charge. But the 225-

pancl court weighs close to 18 tons and

cost about SI0.000 to transport, round

trip, by truck. It was jigsaw-puzzled

together by Wednesday night and test-

ed by Guy Lewis, who dribbled a ball

all over it and found no dead spots. As
coach of a team that often cuts short its

practices at various small gyms to make
way for girls’ volleyball teams, Lewis

must have had a feeling of power as he

bounced the ball before those thousands

of scats—and took his time about it.

The nearest seats, plush red ones

priced at S5. were more than 100 feet

from courtside. No seats were on the

dirt floor of the stadium, and. to avoid

blocking anybody’s view, chairs lor

press, players and officials were placed

in 18-inch-deep trenches on either side

of the court. The Astrodome very near-

ly became the first place in the world

where a player lost a rebound in the

lights. O'Connell originally had 1,700

lamps, of 1,500 watts each, trained on

the court, but Houston players, after

working out at the Dome on Thursday

night, asked that the lights at each end

be turned off. The remaining 1,400

lamps, blasting down from the rim of

the stadium on each side, still gave off

plenty of light- and heat.

There were other problems besides

the sunlamps, such as the overlong trot

to the dressing rooms. O'Connell almost

forgot to get a buzzer, but he had the

scene set in time, and what a scene it

was. There were three bands, with two

sets of pompon girls anxious to dance

every number. There was a student

dressed up like a bruin, another dressed

like a female bruin, another dressed like

a cougar and then a real-live cougar

named Shasta. In the press pit there were

a scout from the Harlem Globetrotters

and writers from Cocoa, Fla., Pittsburgh,

Mexico City and Conroe, Texas. The

U.S. Information Agency was there to

film a five-minute TV show to be seen

in 33 countries.

If the atmosphere was carnival, it was

just right for Judge Roy Hofheinz, the

majordomo of the Dome and the man
who owns Ringling Bros.-Barnum &
Bailey Circus. Why, when the judge

first thought of basketball in the As-

trodome, he envisioned three games

going on at once. The judge wants to

host an NCAA tournament soon, and

there was an NCAA committee on hand

Saturday to watch the proceedings.

Hopefully, the members will report that,

while the Dome is an exciting and lu-

crative place and the glare problem can

be solved, basketball is not a game to

be watched through binoculars.

In the locker rooms after the upset

the game itself took precedence over

the pros and cons of the Dome. Guy
Lewis called Hayes's first-half heroics

"the greatest I’ve ever seen in college

basketball.” The Big E explained his

game-ending dribbling by saying. “Some
things come natural.” And over in the

subdued UCLA quarters Coach Wooden
was free with praise of Elvin. But, when

goaded, he said he would not trade Al-

cindor for two Hayeses.

Lucius Allen was thinking of a possi-

ble rematch come March in the NCAA
tournament, on this very same floor

back in the Sports Arena. "I hope they

come to L.A. undefeated,” said Allen.

"That would be very nice." end
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NECK AND NECK AT KITZBUHEL

After last weekend's Hahnenkamm, the Olympics begin to look like a horse race. Austria's Nenning won another

downhill. Switzerland's Giovanoli another slalom, and Jean-Claude Killy leaped back to form by DAN JENKINS

W ith Jean-C'laudc Killy getting pub-

licly charged in a paternity suit,

with Karl Schranz resorting to psych

tricks on the other racers, with Austria's

Gerhard Nenning and Switzerland's

Dumeng Giovanoli proving they were

not hallucinations after all, and with

lilm stars Rock Hudson and Claudia

Cardinale swirling through the disco-

theques of intriguing Kitzbiihel while

the local movie house featured local

boy Toni Sailer in something entitled

Das Crosse Gluck, it seemed that the

whole world of Alpine ski racing had

fallen out of its tree on the eve of the

Winter Olympics.

All of this was amplified by the fact

that this was the week of the Hahnen-

kamm, skiing's equivalent of the Mas-

ters. And it is not likely that there will

be another Hahnenkamm like this one

until a few winters have passed. After

some warmup races on other alps where

the results looked suspect and certainly

inconclusive. Kitzbiihel was where the

world's premier racers really got seri-

ous, and where national pride almost

got the best of everyone. It was where

Killy certainly spent the most testing

week of his career, regaining the World

Cup lead, and also where Nenning and

Giovanoli, who were thought to be do-

ing it with mirrors a few days before,

convinced the world that they deserve

to be considered as big favorites in Gre-

noble along with Killy.

On a sunny but cold Saturday, with

the course lined with everything from

full-length minks to glued-on stretch

suits. Nenning careened down the fast-

est, steepest downhill in Europe right

behind Killy and beat the Frenchman

by half a second in a wonderfully ex-

citing race. It was Ncnning's second

straight big downhill win.

A total of 1 2 racers had preceded them

on the start list, and America's Billy Kidd

was in a handsome second place behind

France's Bernard Orcel. It was obvious

that this was a course for the best skiers

only- an icy. fast trail featuring a dan-

gerous drop called the mouscfall, some

demanding turns, and a final schuss-

bump-schuss where a device had been

clocking the athletes at 78 mph.

When it is announced that Killy is on

a course, there is always a murmur in

the crowd. This time, there were some

who had to wonder how he was going

to react to all of the intrigue of the previ-

ous days in Kitzbiihel. For one thing,

three days before the race Killy himself

had pulled a nifty in an effort to psych

the other racers. Slipping onto the moun-
tain ahead of everyone the day practice

opened, he took a couple of warmup
runs. When he got back to the top of

the course, ostensibly for his first prac-

tice spin, all of the other racers from 22

different countries were standing around,

including Nenning and Schranz. wonder-

ing how difficult the Hahnenkamm
would be this year.

Killy quickly brushed past everyone,

mumbled something like. "What arc we

waiting for?" and practically nose-dived

down the mountain, almost as if he could

handle it on tennis shoes. He was out of

sight in seconds, and the other racers

were talking about it for hours.

Later on in the week, Schranz. who
has probably won more races over the

last 10 years than anyone in history,

decided he would try a psych of his

own. Austrian psych tricks are not as

clever as French ones, however. What
Schranz did was get on a tiUphirique

with Killy and Billy Kidd, among oth-

ers, and start talking about something

racers never discuss when they are pre-

paring to make a run—crashing. "It

was the worst fall I've ever seen," Karl

was saying. "He went over and over

and over, and it w as just terrible. I didn't

Killy skied the downhill beautifully, beating all the racers going before him by two seconds.
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think he would live. He must have fall-

en half a mile down the piste. It shows

you how dangerous it can be here.”

Killy stood listening without expres-

sion, hut Kidd couldn't hide a grin.

Schranz was trying to tell Killy that one

of his French teammates, Pierre Stamos,

was practically killed by a tumble he

had just taken. Killy and Kidd knew

better. They had seen Stamos finish

standing up. As it turned out, he had

not actually fallen but had only sat back,

and down, and recovered.

If Killy could survive Karl's efforts

to unnerve him, no one could be sure

how he would survive his next episode.

The night before the downhill, two attor-

neys and a policeman entered his room
at the Pension Reisch, demanded SI,300

child support for a local girl who has

been claiming that her five-year-old

daughter is Killy’s. There is something

about Austrian law which says the po-

lice have to confiscate some property in

order to bring suit, so Killy's intruders

carefully managed to leave h is skis and

took a toilet kit.

Well, now, none of this helped im-

prove relations between France and

Austria, whose normal relations

—

strained—are not particularly helped by

the fact that the two nations are the

major competitors anyhow for domina-

tion of the ski world. The French hurled

blame at "Austrian scandal sheets" but

Killy himself was not all that bothered;

it has happened before, only out of print.

Said French Coach Honore Bonnet,

"Since he has been a star, they have

got after him here. Killy is not the fa-

ther. He has been suing an Austrian

paper for starting the rumor in the first

place.”

And to this a close friend of Killy’s

father added, "If it were true, would he

keep coming back to Kitzbuhcl?”

Even if any of this was on his mind,

Jean-Claude raced the downhill exqui-

sitely. When he flashed into view he was

nearly two seconds ahead of everyone

on the intermediate clock. And as he

crossed the finish he was crushed by

dozens of the same reporters and specta-

tors who had been searching for Clau-

dia Cardinale all week. They didn’t stay

long. In a couple of minutes the public

address announcer began laying on a

lot of Achtungs and screaming that Nen-

ning was heading home faster than Killy.

And here came Nenning. He bent

into a deep tuck and rocked up and

down, squeezing his skis against the

snow, and the eyes of the thousands

had to switch from Nenning to the clock

and back to Nenning, and finally to the

clock where he was that half second bet-

ter. He finished amid a massive chorus

of something which sounds like a pro-

longed "Oh" and passes for an Aus-

trian cheer.

Later, Killy conceded that he had

raced well but that Nenning was "fan-

tastic." Said Jean-Claude, "Nenning

has the confidence now."

In Sunday's slalom, Nenning fell ear-

ly in the first run and Killy almost did,

slipping outside the track, then slipping

backwards and getting into a position

that perhaps no other racer could have

recovered from. But Killy did and fin-

ished the course. Dumeng Giovanoli

had a smooth first run, however, and a

solid lead on Killy. In the second run,

he steamed down with another smoothie

and locked up his second straight

slalom victory. Killy made a strong ef-

fort but was too far behind to catch a

good man and wound up third behind

Karl Schranz. Still, he won the Hah-

nenkamm combined championship with

his second and third places and also

took over the World Cup lead with 80

points to Giovanoli's 77, and Nenning’s

64, through the two downhills, two sla-

loms and two giant slaloms that have

been run on the World Cup schedule.

So now the last big weekend before Gre-

noble was over. Killy seemed pleased

that he had recovered from a dismal

showing in Switzerland. "I have been

paying for a Christmas layoff, but I feel

better,” he said.

Almost everybody was happy. The

Austrians had Nenning and Schranz up

there big in the World Cup standings, a

youngster named Alfred Matt was con-

tinuing to sparkle in slalom, and their

two splendid girls, Gertrud Gabl and

Olga Pall, were still winning more regu-

larly than any French girl. It seemed as

if Austria had fully recovered from two

bad years. The Swiss, in turn, were hard-

ly the disappointments in icy Kitzbuhcl

that other teams thought they would

be. They placed three men in the top 10

in the downhill, and Giovanoli was spec-

tacular.

Even the Americans were pleased.

Kidd, not yet pressing for speed, wound

up sixth in the downhill. After being

sidelined by injuries for a full year, he

was hanging in there in sixth place in

the overall World Cup standings and

getting better all the time. end
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An 18-year-old figure skater from Montana put on a show in Philadelphia last week that wowed the crowd, shook up

the judges and gave the world warning that it had better keep an eye on the U.S. at Grenoble by BOB OTTUM

BOLD BOURKEY FOR JOHN MISHA

A little bit of Vince Lombardi is all

right, but what this country really

needs now and then is a culturally jazzy

event like the U.S. Figure Skating Cham-
pionships, which were held last weekend

in Philadelphia. The best of America's

most esoteric group of athletes got to-

gether and fought it out on the far fringes

of sport, and after a season full of the

crack of helmets against kidney pads it

was a refreshing change. Let’s hear it

for competitors with guts enough to

take on all comers to the tune of some-

thing like the Grand Pus Classique.

There they were, bounding around,

whirling, slashing, flying off the icc into

the rafters of the Spectrum, maybe the

only athletes in the world who suit up

in sequins, spangles and stretch suits.

When it was all over on Sunday night

12 survivors of the 138 in the competi-

tion got their reward : the chance to repre-

sent the U.S. in Olympic figure skating

at Grenoble next month.

Beyond that, after the last Lutz had

been Lutzed and the final triple Salchow

attempted, the championships had pro-

duced an astonishing variety of happen-

ings: 1 ) an Olympic veteran had been

forcefully retired by a cyclonic young

skater, just like in those old Sonja He-

nie movies; 2) a record total of 54,678

people whooped it up during the four

days of competition—there was a nearly

packed house of 14,216 on Saturday

night; and 3) the U.S. team suddenly

found itself with surprising depth it had

never had before.

“The thing is,” said Gary Visconti,

the defending national champion, who
fell to second place in Philadelphia but

still won a ticket to France, “that now
the Europeans won't know who to

watch out for. We’ve been sending teams

with only one or two strong members,

but now, boy, we’ve got a crew where

they'll have to watch all of us, because

any one of us could sneak off with the

whole thing.”

Visconti is right. The U.S. has put

together an all-star team that will bear

close watching. The women will be head-

ed by Peggy Fleming, and anyone who
wouldn’t watch Peggy is out of his mind,

anyway. Behind Peggy arc Albertina

Noyes and a 14-ycar-old sprite from

Rockford. III. named Janet Lynn, and

either of them could stop the Olympic

show. As for the men, Visconti was edged

out of his championship by a supple

youngster named Tim Wood, who has

been after him for years. And in the strug-

gle for the third and last spot in the

men's group, former Olympian and

National Champion Scott Ethan Allen

was sent down to the farm team—which
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means the anticlimactic world cham-

pionships to be held after the Olympics

—by a kid from Montana who was the

hit of the show. He is a blond 18-ycar-old

who skates with three names and all the

cool of a guy who knows he is not going

to fall down and shatter. John Misha Pet-

kevich moved up from the fourth-place

ranking he had held after the school

figures to dominate the free skating,

win a surprising third overall and beat

out Allen for a place on the Olympic

squad. Lest you arc not properly im-

pressed, what he did was roughly equiv-

alent to catching and passing Jim Ryun
in the homestretch.

Why? Well, figure skating operates

on a competitive point system. Under

the system, before a gifted skater can

haul otf and take his competitors apart

he must first go through a compulsory

series of skating maneuvers known as

school figures, which seem designed to

prove that he can distinguish the inside

edge of a skate blade from the outside

edge. Figure skating places an inordinate

amount of emphasis on this sort of silly

warmup—it counts 60% toward the

final score—and it takes precedence

over skating freestyle, even though free-

style is what the game is really all about,

no matter what the purists tell you. The
result of this archaic system is that a

good free skater who is bored by the

school figures can come out of the pre-

liminaries hopelessly behind, while a

fair free skater who is good at com-
pulsory routines can rack up a fierce

lead before the finals.

Which brings us back to John Misha

Petkevich. Going into Saturday after-

noon he had finished his school figures

with 70.72 points, 22 ordinals and no

chances, a score to which you need pay

no attention. The only thing you should

know is that Petkevich was fourth. To
move past the talented Scott Allen into

third place, he had to stage an impossi-

ble performance. And he did.

Petkevich is 5' 8' and 150 pounds of

spring steel and surprises. “I was ner-

vous about this thing all day," he said.

"I had planned to try this triple flip

about midway in my routine, see? But

then I pulled a muscle in my leg, and 1

decided I better not go for it. So 1 gave

them everything else 1 had. And sudden-

ly, about three quarters of the way
through, I knew 1 had them, and I just

sort of said, 'Thanks, God, for letting

me win,* and went right on skating.”

Who needs triple flips? Petkevich came

off the ice in one flying thing he calls

the Bourkey, after his coach— a jump in

which he kicks sideways, whirls, arches

and generally hangs around up in the

air long enough to wash out a pair of

sweat socks. He added some snazzy Sal-

chows, lots of Lutz jumps and a flying

split jump that covered half the distance

to Pittsburgh. His performance left the

old figure-skating pros in tears, though

old figure-skating pros have a marked

tendency to cry pretty easily. Even so,

when it was all over, the audience—not

completely sure what it had seen but

positive that whatever it was it was his-

toric—gave him a standing ovation.

Figure-skating judges make up the far-

right wing of sports, but for all their

tendencies to be conservative they went

slightly wild, too. Four of the judges

gave Petkevich 5.9 points, and one gave

him a perfect 6, which no American man
has received since 1964. Coach Arthur

Bourke (whose jump now will become

the most widely copied move in figure

skating) gave John Misha a bear hug

that was harder than anything else the

kid had been through all day.

Petkevich has been coming on unno-

ticed for years. He won the free-skating

event at the pre-Olympics last year in

Grenoble (after placing 14th in the

school figures), but everyone made the

mistake of assuming that it meant little,

because not all of skating's hot shots

were entered. Petkevich. who has been

at this game since he was 2 years old.

figured it was time to attack. He did

some obligatory work on the compulsory

stuff and rebuilt his free-skating routine

around Espaiia Cafii—bullfightish mu-

sic filled with rhythmic, staccato guitars

and castanets. He began to work on the

secret jumps and, he adds, "that triple

flip goes back in for Grenoble."

He was a tough act to follow. Tim
Wood, who is more of a perfectionist

than a dazzling performer, had come
into the finals well up on school points

and moved calmly through his free-skat-

ing routine to take first place overall.

Visconti, who specializes in grandstand

finishes, staged the next-best show of

the meet with his free-skating routine,

including one triple something that start-

ed out as a Salchow and ended up in

a three-turns-and-a-flashing-smilc, as

though he had planned it that way all

along. Visconti is the Fran Tarkenton

of skating. He brings an element of un-

pasteurized excitement to the sport. For

one thing, he has courage to claim that

he weighs 120 pounds, which is patently

impossible; he is so small that if he were

a sports car his roll center would be

three feet underground. Yet he shrugs

off his flamboyant style. "What the hell

else can I do?" he says. "I always have

to come from behind, so I always give

them everything I've got when I'm out

there. But that's what this sport is all

about. It may sound funny, but this sport

is tougher than anything else I can think

of. Anyone who says we're not athletes

ought to try it one time. It takes strength

and coordination, but you know what

I'm really trying to do? I’m trying to

bring some grace to it. I'm trying to

be— well- a boy Peggy Fleming. It’s

tough.”

And nobody laughed when he said it.

Champ Fleming, who has similar ideas

about skating, has never been stronger

or more graceful than she was in Phil-

adelphia. She skated—floated actually

—to an easy victory on Saturday night,

a 109-pound wisp in an orange costume,

and she made it look easy.

"Well, that's the idea," she said. "We
have to make it look easy. Yet you have

to make like a track star just to get

through a number. Listen, all runners

have to do is run around the track. We
have to work much harder—and do it

all in time to music. I don't know, may-

be I should start grunting and grinding

a little to make this thing look tougher

and get more sympathy."

There is no need. Peggy got five 5.9

votes on the technical merit of her pro-

gram and three 5.9s and two perfect 6s

on composition and style, further con-

tributing to skating scoring history.

How sympathetic can judges be?

After the girls had finished, Petkevich

came back on the ice for an exhibition

round. On one flying Russian split jump

he took off to what had to be a new

height-and-distancc record for figure

skaters, finally came back down to the

ice and brought the crowd roaring to its

feet all over again. "The crowd really

turns me on,” he chortled afterwards.

"Before today's events I was all set not

to get to see Grenoble. But now I'm

ready. I’m really ready to go."

And he won’t need a plane. He could

jump that far. end
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It goes in here and it comes out there.

Pro football's scouts may not know how the

computer works, but the feedback

is taking chance out of the player draft

by TEX MAULE

MAKE NO MISTAKES ABOUT IT

The best computer in the world today

is a small machine about the size

and consistency of a ripe cantaloupe. It

can digest, evaluate and extrapolate

more data than the most sophisticated

hard-metal device yet evolved and can

do it quicker and better. The huge com-

puter complex—a machine that takes

up more than a thousand feet of floor

space—has one advantage over the lit-

tle one. It has a better memory.

Both types of machine are used in

modern professional football, and next

week they will be working overtime as

the combined National and American

football leagues meet to draft this year’s

crop of eligible players. The little ma-

chines- the cantaloupes—rest in the

skulls of the coaches and scouts of the

game. The big one—the computer ma-

chine—accepts the data given it by the

little ones, analyzes it, shuffles through

its memory bank and returns black and

white judgments to the brains for fur-

ther evaluation.

In professional football the use of the

computer has proliferated enormously

during the last five years. The trend be-

gan with the escape of a general man-

ager from a professional football team

to a short term as an assistant to CBS
Sports Director Bill MacPhail. It grew

with the immigration of an Indian sta-

tistics expert to the U.S. and reached

fulfillment when a young man who had

made his living taking pictures of new-

born babies in Milwaukee hospitals

gave up his job to follow his hobby.

The three together—led by the ex-CBS

executive—easily developed the most

intelligent scouting system in all sports.

Tex Schramm, formerly general man-

ager of the Los Angeles Rams and now
president of the Dallas Cowboys, decid-

ed upon computerized consideration of

football players while he was associated

with CBS. The Rams, during the years

Schramm worked for Owner Dan Reeves

and luxuriated in what was then by far

the most efficient scouting system in

pro football, consistently came up with

the best draft in the National Football

League and just as consistently lost to

other teams that grabbed their discards.

Deluged with fine young talent in those

years, the Rams tended to drop ripen-

ing players in favor of bringing in the

new ones.

“While I was with CBS, I thought

the whole thing out very carefully,”
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Schramm said the other day. “I decid-

ed that I had undervalued experience

and overvalued youth. And I decided,

too, that I would have to find an ob-

jective method of deciding on the worth

of a football player when I went back

into pro football. The only defect in the

Ram scouting system was that the peo-

ple involved all had built-in prejudices

of one sort or another. I thought we
had to find a way to judge players with-

out emotion. We used computers to

figure scores and standings when I was

in charge of CBS coverage of the Win-

ter Olympics in 1958, and I discussed

using computers to evaluate football

players with IBM experts then. But I

didn’t get a chance to put the idea into

operation until 1962, when I was with

the Cowboys.”

As examples of what Schramm means

by emotional judgment, he admits that

for years he has been partial to speed to

the exclusion of other qualities when

judging the ability of a player. “If a

guy can run a 9.4 hundred,” he says,

“I’ll overlook a lot of faults. Some
coaches have built-in prejudices against

small colleges, and some coaches feel

that a Big Ten player automatically is

good. There are prejudices for and

against regions and for and against in-

dividual coaches. These prejudices all

lead to inaccurate judgments.”

Restored to football in 1960, when
Clint Murchison bought the Dallas fran-

chise, Schramm hired Photographer Gil

Brandt of Milwaukee as his chief scout

and installed a detailed and expensive

scouting system. Because there were so

many other details to be mastered, it was

not until 1962 that he began to solve the

problem of objective analysis. In that

year the Cowboys were approached by a

subsidiary of IBM, Service Bureau Cor-

poration, which was trying to develop a

market in handling pro football account-

ingsystems. Schramm countered with the

suggestion that SBC try to develop

a method for applying computers to

the multiple problems of scouting.

Eventually SBC sent an Indian—Salam

Qureishi—to Texas to look the situation

over.

“By the time we had organized and

set up the Cowboy scouting system and

it was operating efficiently I found an-

other problem,” Schramm said. “The
more efficient we were the less efficient

we became. We were gathering too much
information on too many players. We
would start with, say, 2,000 players in

their freshman year in college and steadi-

ly accumulate information on them. By
the time they were seniors the number

was down to 500 or 600. That total was

reduced to 300. Then each of the 300

was ranked from one to 300. Since it

took a man at least an hour to read and

evaluate the information on a player, it

became obvious at once that no one

could judge the 300th player as efficient-

ly as he did the first.

“Then the individual rating varied by

the qualities the rater considered most

continued
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NO MISTAKES continued

important, consciously or unconsciously.

For instance, Tom Landry [the Cowboy

head coach] tends to give priority to

character. A player who gets a good

character rating gets special considera-

tion from Tom, even if he may fall short

in other areas. When I saw the mass of

information we had to digest and the

difficulty of getting uniform reactions

front the people who had to digest it, I

knew we had to find a quick, dispas-

sionate judge. The computer was the

answer."

Schramm immediately began work

with Qureishi, who was employed by

the Computing Sciences Division of the

Service Bureau Corporation. The up-

shot of their discussions wasa hush-hush

contract between the Cowboys and

SBC to develop computer analysis of

the qualities that make up a good foot-

ball player.

Q ureishi, who was born in Aligarh,

India and took his B.A. and M.A.

degrees there, knew cricket well, but he

had never participated in any sports.

"Until I was called to Dallas,” he

said recently, "I knew nothing about

American football. I had learned to en-

joy baseball because of its similarity to

cricket. Now I think American football

is easily the most scientific game ever

invented.”

Qureishi set out quickly to learn about

football, but his first steps were stum-

bles. according to Schramm. "We had

an Indian who knew absolutely nothing

about football and coaches who knew

nothing about computers and less about

Indians. Luckily, Landry is always look-

ing for a better way to do things. If he

had not wanted to cooperate, we never

could have succeeded."

In long and difficult sessions with the

Cowboy coaches Qureishi found himself

concentrating almost exclusively on
what made a good player. The coaches

came up with a staggering total of 300

or so variables affecting their judgment

of talent.

"At that time." Qureishi says, "the

most sophisticated computer system

could work with something like only 80

variables. It was immediately evident

that we would have to cut down. We
reduced everything to five dimensions.

But there w'as a problem of semantics.

We had to make sure that the scouts

and coaches all meant the same thing

when they analyzed a player. We had to

find key words that, as much as possi-

ble, said w'hat w’e wanted to know and

what the coaches and scouts wanted to

say."

The five intangibles were character,

quickness and body control, competitive-

ness, mental alertness and strength and

explosiveness. Three other qualities

—

weight, height and speed- -were physical-

ly measurable, and no evaluation by a

coach was necessary.

"You get down this far, then you have

to have an accurate measure of all of

these qualities,” Schramm explains. "I

mean, you ask a coach a general ques-

tion about any one of these qualities

and you get an answer that is practical-

ly meaningless. For instance, we used

to ask how quick a player was. One
coach said he was quick as a cat; an-

other said he was quick as two cats. We
had to ask hundreds of questions, try-

ing to find the key phrases that were

meaningful both to the coaches and to

us."

Now the Cowboys' scouting question-

naire, which is filled out by all of their

many scouts, is a rather simple form,

w ith 16 options, all of them in the form

of statements. The scout grades a pros-

pect from one to nine on each state-

ment, depending on how well he fits the

description.

"We have discovered that the human
mind is not capable of judging degrees

on a scale with more than nine ratings,"

Qureishi explains. "I mean, you cannot

say that this man is one-twentieth more

agile than that one or one-twentieth

more competitive. So we designed our

grading system to fit into the scale of

the mind."

The Cowboy questionnaire provides

declarative sentences describing a facet

of football skill and asks the scout to

decide, from one to nine, how the can-

didate fits the description. For instance,

one sentence reads: "His movement is

awkward in wave drill." A wave drill is

an agility exercise familiar to all coaches,

and it means the same thing to Robert

Smith at Southern University as it docs

to Woody Hayes at Ohio State. So when
a coach or a scout is asked to rate a play-

er on his awkwardness, or lack of it, in

wave drill, he has something concrete

to go by, and his rating is far more mean-
ingful than "Quick as two cats.” It is

also usable in a computer.

Aside from the eight basic qualities.

the scout must rate a player on the specif-

ic skills of his position. For offensive

ends and flankers, for instance, there

are eight such dimensions: receiving

short, receiving long, avoiding being

held up, faking and cutting ability, run-

ning ability after catch
.
ability as a block-

er, catching in a crowd and hands. Each
word, or combination of words, has a

clear-cut, definite meaning to any scout.

If he gives a player a rating of nine this

means, in the Cowboy lexicon, that he

has rare ability. Five would mean above

average, and the lowest grade, one. is

poor. Finally the raters must decide on

the likelihood of a particular player mak-

ing it in the National Football League.

Nine in this category means a cinch,

and one means none. Ones are seldom

drafted.

It took more than three years to ar-

rive at the dimensions that define a pro

football player and to winnow down
the definitions to a usable few, but then

Schramm and Qureishi found another

troublesome problem: how to assay the

qualities of the scouts who were feeding

information into the computer.

One scout may tend to overestimate

the value of a player, another to be too

harsh in his judgments. Schramm.
Brandt and Qureishi worked for years

going over scouting reports and assigning

a value to each scout. This value—or

weight—then was fed into the computer

and forthwith became an integral part

of its memory.

Recently the Cowboys joined with

the San Francisco 49ers, the Los An-

geles Rams and the New Orleans Saints

in setting up a systems consulting com-

pany. Qureishi quit IBM last spring

and became president of Optimum Sys-

tems. Inc. on August 16. Optimum Sys-

tems, at the moment, primarily operates

as the computer division of the scouting

system of the four clubs although it

has recently acquired contracts in other

fields. If a computer can help decide the

relative merits of football players, then

it may also be able to predict who will

be a good astronaut, jet pilot or comp-

troller.

Los Angeles and San Francisco be-

came part of the Cowboy computerized

scouting project in 1963 almost at the

beginning, the Saints last year when

they joined the league. "I'm no phi-

lanthropist,” Schramm says frankly. "I

wasn’t trying to help the other clubs,

but we needed a bigger sample for our

continued
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Corvette Sting Ray Convertible and Camaro SS Convertible

'68

Camaro Corvette
Be smart! Be sure! Buy now at your Chevrolet dealer's.

Camaro hugs the road with the best of them.

If you've ever driven a Corvette Sting Ray, you know what handling's

all about. About as precise and steady and smooth as they come, right? Never

a question who's driving what. Trouble was. after one ride in a 'Vette

nothing else quite measured up. Not until Camaro came along. If you've never

driven "The Hugger," you’re in for a big surprise. From the way it sticks

to the pavement to the way it straightens a curve, you know this one's

got Corvette's sporting heritage. Go on! Let a '68 Camaro do its

stuff. Even if you've never driven a Corvette.



HS4M* DESERT CLASSIC BOMBAT BLAZER CONTAINS SO* DACRON® POLYESTER AND SOX WOOL. * DUPONT REGISTERED TRADEMARK.

Bob Hope’s Most Colorful

ft Hart Schaffner&Marx
36 South Franklin Street, Chicago, Illinois 60606

The Desert Classic Bombay Blazer with Dacron by Hart Schaffner & Marx
Leave it to a colorful personality like Bob to favor the coat

that covers the color spectrum. It's the official blazer of his

annual Desert Classic Golf Tournament. (Seen on NBC-TV.
Sponsored by Chrysler Corporation). The lightweight fabric

blends "Dacron" and worsted in a distinctive basketweave.

HS&M's Bombay Blazer tosses off wrinkles; gives and

springs back with every move you make. It stays neat while

you stay cool. Tailored to the last detail by Hart Schaffner

& Marx. And shown here proudly paired with a full array of

color-blended slacks, plain and patterned. Plus color-

coordinated shirts, ties, ascots and handkerchiefs. Cost of a

single-breasted blazer, about $70. Double-breasted, about

$75. Pick your color at your HS&M dealer s. Not sure where

he's located ? Write now for the address nearest you.



Proceeds from the

Bob Hope Desert Classic

Golf Tournament benefit

the Eisenhower Medical Center.

BOB HOPE NAMES FAVORITE COLORS
AFTER FAVORITE GOLF COURSES:
Ihorn left to right)

Lakeside Blue

Congressional Blue

Cypress Point Tan

Pinehurst Green
Olympic Gray
Medinah Gold
Burning Tree Green
Eldorado Gold

Scioto Green
Oakmont Olive

LaQuinta Olive

Indian Wells Rust

Champions Orange
Bermuda Dunes
Blue

Cherry Hills Red
Seminole Flamingo
Preston Trail

Burgundy
Riviera Navy



Coordinated Gleneagles golf jackets and hats,

Hart Schaffner & Marx slacks and Hathaway shirts.

Gleneagles jackets, hats

Outerwear for "in ' golfers I Desert Classic jackets by
Gleneagles in imported cloth by eNino . A feather-

weight blend of 67% polyester/33% cotton makes
them 100% machine washable. Rain and stain repel-

lent. Available in 18 exclusive Gleneagles colors.

Top it off with the perfect match
— Gleneagles "crush" hats in same 0

fabrics and colors as jackets. With f
nylon mesh liner to retain shape.

Hart Schaffner & Marx slacks Hathaway shirts

New country club classic for today's golfing ward-
robe. Desert Classic slacks by Hart Schaffner & Marx.

Action-loving and comfort-tailored. A cool-weight

basketweave of 55% Fortrel ’ and 45% wool, woven
exclusively for HS&M by Stevens Greer. It sheds

wrinkles, movesand springs back asyou
move, keeps your slacks in shape all day .

long. In 18 favorite fairway colors, in

your choice of solids and patterns, at

fine stores everywhere

A sure score in shirt comfort. Hathaway's new
Desert Classic. This colorful newcomer on the

links is the golf shirt you forget you have on. Made
of lightweight cotton lisle with such a wonderful

cut you'll play cool, swing free right down to the

last hole I Available in your choice of
.

-

27 championship colors, striped or

solid. For a close-up of Hathaway's ^ J

Desert Classic, turn the page.



Foursomes

Proceeds from the

Bob Hope Desert Classic

Golf Tournament benefit

the Eisenhower Medical Center.



Hathaway’s Desert Classic—the golf shirt you forget you have on

The orders came direct from a high-handicap golfer who
also happens to be Hathaway’s president: “Invent a golf

shirt I can forget I have on, no matter how hot things get.”

The result is the Desert Classic. Notice the sleeve. No
tight cuff to grab you during your backswing. And some
extra fullness under the arms for further freedom.
And the coolest kind of knit— cotton lisle. The secret of

lisle: it’s smooth— no fuzz to trap body heat. And its neat

look won’t wash out even with commercial laundering.

The shirt is really something of a triumph, and we’d hate

to see anybody deprived of it because he hates stripes — or

can't find the color he likes. So we make the Desert Classic

in twenty-seven different stripes and T t .1

solid colors, and we 're urging stores ildlllSWdy*
to carry as many as they have space ™ E wawmco group

for. £10.

Cotton, you can feel how good it looks, conow



NO MISTAKES continu'd

computers. Wc weren't getting enough

reports from just our own scouts. Now
we get three or four times as much infor-

mation, and that reduces the margin of

error.”

When Schramm originally met with

Qurcishi and the officials of SBC, Qur-

eishi, after having had the problem ex-

plained to him, was asked how accurate-

ly he thought a computer system could

operate on the given information.

“Oh,” he said airily, “'I should think

to about 95' ,' accuracy."

Since scouting systems obviously do

not operate with anything like that kind

of efficiency, Schramm was very skep-

tical. When Qurcishi came to understand

the complexities of evaluating human
capabilities he was not quite as sure of

the 95% accuracy, either.

During the live years the Cowboys
have been using the computer on scout-

ing, they have refined their methods

more each season. Weights now arc as-

signed not only to the individual scouts,

but to the type of scouting material (i.e.,

whether the report comes from observa-

tion of movies, from a report from a staff

member in the field or from an area

scout hired by the club), the school from

which the player comes and the type of

competition he operates in.

‘‘The reports are getting better each

year,” says Schramm. “Our scouts arc

getting better, for instance. They have

seen their ratings—too harsh, too soft

—and they have tended to improve so

that the reports are getting more stan-

dardized and more accurate."

When all the information has been

fed into the machine the Cowboys—or

the 49ers, Rams or Saints— readily can

extract what they want. Under the old

system, each club had hundreds of black

loose-leaf notebooks crammed with

data. The process of extracting from

this formidable array a list of, say, the

10 best defensive tackles was so time-

consuming that it had to be started in

the spring before a player was to be-

come eligible. Updating at draft time

was impossible.

“Now wc can get a list of the top hun-

dred in a day,” Schramm says. Still, the

manual system is retained as a check on

the computer. If a computer comes up

with a surprising rating, the coaches

can go back to the notebooks and discov-

er exactly what each scout had to say

about the player in question.

To test their computer system against

known quality, the Cowboys evaluated

the 1964 draft against the weights being

used in 1967. The New York Jets and

Sonny Werblin doubtless will be hap-

py to know that the computer agreed

with their S400,000 price tag on Joe Na-

math. Namath came out No. 1 of the

1964 crop, although Dick Butkus, now

the middle linebacker for the Chicago

Bears, and Gale Sayers, the brilliant

Bear halfback, had higher numerical

scores. On that part of the scale where

900 is perfect, Butkus scored 854, Say-

ers 851 and Namath 803.

“Namath rates ahead of them any-

way, because he had qualities that were

held in particularly high esteem by this

model. He had individual qualities that

outweighed certain aspects of the 900

scale,” Qureishi explains. “On another

model with another set of requirements

Butkus or Sayers might have come first."

Of course, it did not take an IBM com-

puter in 1964 to know that Namath,

Sayers and Butkus were all extraordinary

pro prospects. Of the 100 players rated

by the computer in this experiment. 87

became pros. For the record, here is

how the computer rated the first 15 pros-

pects in 1964:

1 ) Joe Namath, 803, starting quar-

terback, New York Jets; 2) Dick

Butkus. 854, starting middle line-

backer, Chicago; 3) Gale Sayers,

851, starting halfback, Chicago;

4) Fred Biletnikoff, 776, starting

flanker, Oakland; 5) Mike Curtis ,

801, starting linebacker, Balti-

more, now on injured reserve; 6)

Steve DeLong. 764, defensive line-

man, San Diego; 7) Clancy Wil-

liams, 772, starting defensive back,

Los Angeles; 8) Roy Jefferson.

749, starting flanker. Pittsburgh;

9) Tucker Frederickson. 750 (rat-

ed as defensive back), starting

fullback. New York Giants; 10)

Fred Brown, 719, starting defen-

sive lineman. Philadelphia; II)

Ralph Neely, 725, starting offen-

sive tackle, Dallas: 12) Dave Sim-

mons, 740, linebacker, St. Louis

(now with New Orleans); 13) Jack

Snow, 739, starting flanker. Los

Angeles; 14) Larry Elkins, 728,

flanker, Houston; 15) Craig Mor-

ton, 725, quarterback, Dallas.

“We get at least 50r f more informa-

tion on each player now than we did in

1964," Schramm points out. "About

1 12 rookies made it in the NFL last

year. That averages out to about seven

players per club, or 175 players per year

for the 25 teams in both leagues. We
want to be able to pinpoint those 175

players and avoid wasting draft choices

on the hundreds of others who will be

drafted and will not have the ability to

play professional football.”

Although the four teams sponsoring

Optimum Systems, Inc. completely share

the computer, they do not completely

share information with one another.

"About 40' ,' of the information we

get on players is common knowledge,"

Schramm explains. “The other 60','r the

clubs keep to themselves." Brandt, in

fact, often wants to keep back more than

60':; . An intense, exceptionally dedicated

man, Brandt sometimes works straight

through the night on his scouting proj-

ects. His complete devotion to his job

and to acquiring football players for

Dallas probably has made him the most

thoroughly disliked scout in the business

—by the other scouts.

“That shows he is doing his job bet-

ter than any of the others," Schramm
says, grinning. "If the other scouts liked

him. I'd be worried. The players like

him. He has a real knack for meeting

players and coaches on their own ground

and gaining their respect."

Brandt himself never played or

coached football. While he was mak-

ing his living taking photos of newborn

babes in Milwaukee, he scouted football

players as a hobby. He attended as many
games as he could for more information,

and each year he held a mock draft for

his own edification. He worked for

Schramm when Schramm was with the

Rams, getting information on players

in the annual All-Star games.

"I asked him to sign some ballplayers

for me when I took over the Cowboys,”

Schramm said. “He worked 18 hours a

day signing them, and he never missed.

I was impressed with his knowledge of

college talent. Maybe it was a long shot

hiring him, but it paid off."

Although Schramm has been a mover

and shaker in the development of group

scouting, he feels that it has problems.

“One of the gravest dangers facing pro

ball is the growing tendency to share

what should be competitive jobs.” he

says. "You can't share in anything that

bears on the competition on the field.

continued
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In our scouting combine we remain high-

ly competitive in all but the purely me-

chanical aspects of scouting. There arc

other groups now, and they are sharing

totally, or tending that way, and that’s

wrong. When you do that you abrogate

your basic responsibility to compete. I

have grave misgivings about total shar-

ing of scouting information.”

As an example of how diverse the in-

formation available to the Rams, Cow-
boys. 49ers and Saints can be on a par-

ticular player, Schramm cites Clinton

Jones, the Michigan State halfback.

“San Francisco had 21 scouting re-

ports on Jones,” Schramm says. “We
had 24, and only six of the reports were

common to both clubs.”

At present the repository for all this in-

formation is a collection of magnetic

tapes resting in the offices of < >ptimum

Systems. Optimum is using two com-

puter centers, one at the American Insti-

tute for Research, a computer complex

perched in the hills near Palo Alto, Cal-

if., not too distant from its offices, and

the other at SBC. The computer in use at

AIR is one of the most sophisticated of

the IBM units. It leases for about S35,-

000 a month and is used for many proj-

ects other than scouting for the pros.

Not long ago Qureishi and Schramm
visited the computer to extract some

information. Qureishi walked over to

the biggest machine in the room, a box

which operates as a sort of mammoth
typewriter, printing out the information

requested from ihe computer. It was

burping information for another custom-

er at the time.

"We have space optioned in our build-

ing for our own computer," Qureishi

said. "When we get a few more cus-

tomers, maybe we will lease it. I would

like an IBM System 360, Model 67. It

is a more sophisticated system than this

one.”

Schramm regarded Qureishi through

cool blue eyes.

"How much docs that rent for?” he

asked.

"Ninety thousand dollars a month,"

Qureishi said. "But it can handle so

much more than this one, Tex."

Qureishi and each of the four clubs

own a fifth of Optimum Systems. "I

hope you become a very wealthy man,"

Schramm said. "But we aren’t any of

us wealthy yet. Wait.”

Undoubtedly Optimum Systems will

acquire its own computer—starting

with one of the modest S35,000-a-month

models. When it docs, there will be two

sets of customers it will never service.

They are BLESTO and SEPO, the scout-

ing combinations that include all the

rest of the clubs in the National Foot-

ball League. BLESTO and SEPO joined

the computer parade this year, signing

a contract with Computer Applications,

a company based in Silver Spring, Md.
Computer Applications will operate

somewhat as Optimum Systems does.

Computer Applications also will work

with member teams on offensive and

defensive game analysis, or game scout-

ing. The game-scouting phase of com-

puterized football got its start about

four years ago with Bill Witzel, a Mary-

land alumnus who was an employee oT

Computer Applications at the time. As
a hobby, Witzel went to the Maryland

coaches and took the information they

could give him on Maryland opponents

and programmed that into the computer,

coming up with frequencies, formations

and habits of the upcoming teams. He
was unable to sell his idea to Tom Nu-
gent, the Maryland head coach, so he

tried Bill McPeak, then head coach of

the Washington Redskins. McPeak
turned him over to Ed Hughes, the Red-

skin defensive backfield coach, and to-

gether Hughes and Witzel worked out a

computer program for game analysis.

That year— 1965—the Redskins finished

second on defense in the NFL, despite

a so-so won-lost record.

Hughes is the brother-in-law of Dick

Nolan, the Cowboy defensive coach who
last week was named the new head coach

of the 49ers. Nolan followed Hughes's

lead and installed much the same system

for the Cowboys. "The computer does

about 10 hours’ work for you in 30 min-

utes,” Nolan explains. "It will analyze

the other team’s offense much more

quickly than we can do manually. It

will tell you what the other club has

done inside its own 10-yard line or inside

yours, what it does from one hash mark

or the other, what it will do inside its

own 30 on third and short, third and

long, and so on. You can get frequencies

on any situation you can imagine.”

The use of computers in game anal-

yses and in the creation and adjustment

of game plans is only getting started.

When the Cowboys do set up their own
computer machines in Palo Alto, it is

conceivable that they will be able to

use them in order to decide what strat-
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egy to pursue during the game itself.

“All we would need would be a termi-

nal in the press box," Nolan says. “We
could feed the first half into the com-

puter play-by-play, then, while the teams

are walking off the field after the sec-

ond quarter ends, we could ask the com-

puter in Palo Alto for an analysis of the

other team’s offense and find out if they

were going away from the trends we

expected. We could find out where they

were hurting us most, which holes they

were hitting. We could analyze our own
play and find out what had been success-

ful and what had failed and what de-

fenses they had used most effectively

during the first half. The computer could

print out all that information fast enough

for us to use it for adjustments during

the half-time interval.”

The Cowboy and Redskin computer-

ized defenses met for the first time this

year, with Hughes and Nolan basing

their defenses, for the most part, on what

the machines had revealed to them. As
you might expect, it was a whale of a

defensive struggle, with the Cowboys
winning on the last play of the game.

On that play Don Meredith threw a

36-yard scoring pass to Dan Reeves, the

Cowboy halfback. Reeves was all alone

and had ample time to score, even though

he had to wait for Meredith’s wobbly

pass. The Redskin computer might have

been confused by a couple of things.

Meredith had been knocked silly the

play before and had no recollection ol

calling the play or throwing the ball af-

ter the game, so it would have been

impossible for the computer to forecast

what he would do.

As Qureishi pointed out, computers

are not creative thinkers and cannot

react to situations like this. No matter

how sophisticated the machines get, the

game will always be dependent upon

human inspiration and human error.

But there is one thing to ponder

—

Reeves was not drafted by either the

AFL or the NFL when he ended his col-

lege career at South Carolina. Not long

ago Schramm ran Reeves through the

computer, using the 1967 Cowboy mod-

el to find out how high the computer

would have picked him.

The computer rated him 29th. That

means he would have been drafted on

the second round instead of having been

ignored.

So the computers aren’t exactly stu-

pid, are they? end
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A BOAT
BUILT TO GO

PLACES
BY TOM C. BRODY

Frustrated by the shortcomings of the average express

cruiser and yearning for the freedom of sail without the

work it entails , a retired Navy man found inspiration in

a fisherman's flopperstopper for a motor vessel rugged

enough to take him across any sea. In 50,000 miles of

cruising, his ‘Passagemaker' has set a new style in yachts

R
etired U.S. Navy Captain Robert P. Beebe has spent

most of his 58 years in, on, under and around the

water. He should, therefore, be reasonably used to the

behavior of any craft subject to the vagaries of wind and

wave. Yet, there in the galley of his own oceangoing motor-

boat Passagemaker, Captain Beebe sat stunned and un-

believing. The reason: six plates, stacked neatly on a coun-

ter near the galley stove, had suddenly leaped off their

shelf and cascaded onto the deck, clattering and shatter-

ing all over the place.

It was a sight at which most sailors would merely have

shrugged. Aboard virtually any boat smaller than the late

R.M.S. Queen Mary, anything that can come unhitched

eventually will. Plates, pans, tools, gear, people are all fair

game if they arc not strapped securely in place. The wrong

wave from the wrong quarter and hey, watch it! Why,

even the rawest lubber knows that.

Yet there was Bob Beebe. 50 years a sailor, staring in

amazement at the pile of plates strewn on his galley deck.

And while it may come as a shock to anybody who has

ever tried to sip hot coffee in a beam sea, he had good rea-

son to stare. Sturdy, high-sided, salty and tough, his 50-

foot Passagemaker had taken him across two oceans non-

stop, flirted with hurricanes, bulled headlong into full

gales, ridden easily over rolling swells, and in 50.000 miles

of cruising had almost never broken a dish under way.

The trouble with the present circumstances was that she

was not under way. At the moment of Captain Beebe’s

shocked surprise, she was hanging on a mooring in the

anchorage of the Balboa Yacht Club with all her sea-

going defenses down and at the mercy of every souped-up

sportsfisherman who cared to roar past her at 10 knots

over the courteous limit. So just forget that pile of crock-

ery on the deck, C'ap’n Bob. It was a freak happening, one

that can’t be repeated if only you and Passagemaker stay

at sea where you both belong.

So what is she, this rugged but stylish craft that can do

things no other boat of her general size and shape could

dream of? Is she an express cruiser? Oh, no, no. A sail-

boat? An auxiliary? No, though she carries both sail and

power. A motor sailer then? Oh, dear, no. She is, as her

name not only implies but states most explicitly, a vessel

designed to make passages.

Captain Beebe's boat can chug happily along for 3,200

miles without a stop and without a groan from her single

huge Ford diesel. Single, you say? Yes, why carry two

engines when the weight of a second could be converted

into extra fuel, far more useful when you’re halfway across

an ocean? The thing is to make sure your single engine is

reliable. Passagemaker's big Ford will get her across any

ocean as smoothly as the old Super Chief riding the rails

of the Santa Fc as long as it keeps running. And if it

doesn’t—well, there are Passagemaker's unique auxiliary

sails to get you home. The term “auxiliary” is used advised-

ly, for on this boat the sails, not the engine, provide the

extra, emergency power.

On the wind Passagemaker carries a normal working

ketch rig: jib, main and mizzen. Downwind she flies two

triangular foresails wung out to port and starboard with

two more triangular sails on the mizzen. somewhat like

huge storm trysails clewed to the struts of her

floppersioppers.

Her what? Her flopperstoppers. Thai’s what the fisher-

men of the Pacific call the gadgets that play the most

important role of all aboard Passagemaker. They consist

of two clumsy-looking chunks of metal, about two feet

continued
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PASSAGEMAKER continued

across and two feet long, shaped vaguely like stingrays.

These steel “fish” swim along under the water on either

side of the boat on the end of steel cables held in place by

outriggers stayed to a sturdy mizzen mast. Because they

tend to hold their course evenly well below the surface

where the waves have no effect, any effort on the part of

Passagemaker to pull them up or down as she tries to roll

is promptly discouraged.

Beebe's flopperstoppers, his unique sails, his single

reliable diesel and the stern seamanship he has built into

his Passagemaker are ail practical expressions of a new
wistful trend in yachting—the yearning of the amateur to

own a boat on which he can truly rely as those who make
their living by the sea rely on their working craft. This

trend has led to a whole new class of motor yachts pat-

terned on the ocean fisherman's rugged trawler.

Less wistful yachtsmen today are often sent to sea by

more wistful wives. You can see them every year at the

boat show in Manhattan's Coliseum. There he stands on

the flying bridge of the latest chrome and mahogany mar-

vel, knuckles white on the wheel, gazing off into the Co-

lumbus Circle exit. And below she goggles at the plush

carpeting, the nifty full-sized refrigerator, the huge, lux-

urious staterooms, the hot-water faucets. “Why, it’s just

like an adorable little house,” says she. Next summer, in a

great fog of internal combustion fumes, they roar out at

continued





PASSAGEMAKER continued

flank speed for the breakwater and the open sea. Then it

comes, the first long ocean swell that turns the adorable

little home into a Luna Park crazy house and the mari-

time marvel into a torture chamber. If she ever makes it

back to shore, she will spend the following weekend tied

up at the marina and likely stay there the rest of the sum-

mer. Come fall, there will be a natty “for sale” sign on

her tuna tower. It is, perhaps, the most significant fact of

Passagemaker that when Captain Beebe talked of selling,

it was Mrs. Beebe who demurred.

Captain Beebe's effort to bring a sea change to the

sport of motorboat cruising began some nine years ago

when he was finishing up a 30-year career in the U.S.

Navy as a department head in the Naval Postgraduate

School in Monterey, California. With retirement immi-

nent, he began to dream of a small boat that would take

him where he wanted to go, when he wanted to go.

“Long-range cruising had always meant sail," Beebe

says, “mostly because a motorboat is a punishing device

in any kind of sea.” Yet a lifetime's familiarity with wind,

current and tide charts told him there were vast areas of

water where a sail was very likely to flap in its own juice,

sometimes for days at a time.

“I knew auxiliary power wasn’t going to help me,”

Beebe says, “when I couldn’t carry enough fuel to get me
out of those calms.”

Besides, making sail is a sport for the young and the

vigorous. “I’ve had my share of fighting a jib in a full

gale,” he said. “It’s invigorating, exciting work, and I

enjoyed it. It is also hard, dangerous work and I had

reached an age when I wanted to cruise easily, comfort-

ably and on my own schedule. Moreover," he adds, “I

wanted a boat that could cruise not only the oceans, where

harbors are thousands of miles apart, but the shallow

canals of Europe.”

Having decided that he wanted the impossible, Beebe

went to work in Seattle to try to bring it to reality. Gradual-

ly the dream began to assume form. Each day, winter and

summer, foul weather and fair, Beebe saw the salmon

trawlers chug out to sea, their passages made easy by their

makeshift outriggers. “Flopperstoppers, by golly," thought

Beebe. “The trawlers of the Northwest have been using

them for years. If they work for the fisherman, why won’t

they work for me?" The answer he got from other yachts-

men was a classic in Corinthian reasoning-, they had never

been used on pleasure boats before, so they obviously

would not work.

“You don’t say so,” said Beebe and promptly got on

the job. What he had in mind was not a boat with flop-

perstoppers stuck on it, but rather a boat intrinsically

designed to accommodate the things.

After hours and hours of research, seven different de-

signs, three full working plans and eight months’ building

in the Thornycroft yard in Singapore, he had his answer:

Passagemaker.

It was, of course, far more than just a platform for flop-

perstoppers. It combined a whole philosophy of yacht

construction aimed at long-distance cruising.

First of all, there was a hull designed to be at its best at

cruising speed, not flank speed. “The object was to get

there approximately on schedule,” said Beebe, “not in

record time." Then there was the question of power. The
obvious answer was a diesel, big and dependable and with

a fuel capacity to keep Passagemaker going for at least

2,400 miles nonstop. “There is nothing duller than steer-

ing a boat day after day without the stimulation of the

changing weather you get under sail,” says Beebe, and so

an automatic pilot was a necessity. But what kind? “I

picked this," he will point out, showing you the converted

bombsight that he uses, “because it's all electric. You can

fix it even at sea."

To top it all, Beebe gave his Passagemaker a big comfort-

able great cabin aft, a semi-enclosed cockpit guaranteed

to keep one dry in all weather, a cheery galley and a

roomy deckhouse.

Beebe’s first cruise took him across the Indian Ocean

from Singapore to Greece. With his diesel clicking off 7 Vi

knots, he met his first real seas and launched the flop-

perstoppers. They hit the water with a splash and zipped

down to their 1 5-foot cruising depth. Suddenly Passagemak-

er stopped wallowing, immediately and completely, and

began a continuous flow of conversation. That is the first

thing Beebe learned. Flopperstoppers talk. It is a strange

language, almost but not quite intelligible. Coming on
watch in the dead of night, for instance, as you step out

into the cockpit, you will hear: “Helloooo there

hummmmmm.”
“I beg your pardon?" you will ask.

“Hooow booom, rah rah boooom,” they answer.

“How’s that?” you say.

“Hooo raaa raaaaa whoooooo!"

Beebe has never quite got the gist of fiopperstopperese,

but no matter. What they say isn’t important; it’s what

they do.

Beebe and Passagemaker spent that summer puttering

about the Greek isles, where they met an American artist

whom Beebe soon married (his first wife died just before

he retired). Next spring all three of them sailed for Mar-

seilles and Passagemaker'

s

second test: the canals. Down
came the masts and away they went, slowly, happily, some-

times with less than an inch to spare in the locks, but

Passagemaker did just fine, thank you, chugging up the

Rhone River all the way to the Rhine and down to the

North Sea. Nothing to it.

It was in England that Norris Hoyt, a long-time sailor

and frequent SI correspondent (Aug. 8, 1966), met Pas-

sagemaker and almost instantly signed on for a trip

across the Atlantic. The voyage was a revelation. In the

Bay of Biscay, 25-knot winds whipped up big seas quarter-

ing from the stem—exactly the conditions guaranteed to

make life hell on a small motorboat. Out went the flop-

perstoppers and presto, pots and pans sat quietly on
shelves, food stayed on table and sleepers were able to stay

in their bunks.

Hoyt, a schoolmaster by trade, spent the rest of the

cruise jotting down such things as: "The flare of her bow
increases exactly enough to lift air before taking water

—

and she nuzzles ahead" and “Layout is leisurely, comfort-

able, filled with privacy and places to put things. In fact,

there is so much room it’s sinful.”

That is exactly what Beebe had in mind when he built

Passagemaker. end
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PART 3: THE RUNNING OF THE GREEN

by RON DELANY

ULTIMATE TRIUMPH:
THE OLYMPIC 1,500

The years of learning, of training, of agony and ecstasy came to a

glorious peak at the Melbourne Games when Delany swept to victory

After completing exams the Villanova

‘ track team headed west in May of

1956 to compete in the Compton Invita-

tional meet and the National Collegiate

Championships. The American boys on

our squad had a lot at stake for they

were trying to make the final tryouts

for the Melbourne Olympics. Charlie

Jenkins and Phil Rcavis were to be suc-

cessful and gain selection on the Amer-

ican team. As an Irishman I was under

considerably less pressure. We have no

tryouts in Ireland. An Irish Olympic

Council sets standards for the various

events, and if an athlete meets the re-

quired standard he is eligible for selec-

tion. For my own part I had already

bettered the standards set for the half

mile and the mile, 1 :50 and 4:05.8 re-

spectively. But I still did not know if I

would be selected and was not to know
officially for a long time yet.

At that time Irish sport was very com-

plex at the organizational level. In our

small country we had three different

athletic bodies administering the sport

of track and field. For various reasons,

political and otherwise, they did not see

eye to eye. As a result, the Irish Olym-

pic Council, which is made up of rep-

resentatives of the various Olympic-

sports such as boxing, fencing and weight

lifting, did not have any representative

of track and field on its board. This

amounted to our athletics team being

selected by persons with no knowledge

of or connection with the sport. This

misfortunatc system almost led to my
not going to Melbourne.

But, for now, back to Compton. Af-

ter my defeats by John Landy I was

paradoxically not nearly as anxious

about my miling and my desire to beat

four minutes. I was in a relaxed frame

of mind, and I was not thinking specifi-

cally of trying to break through the magic

barrier. There was a classy field lined

up for the Compton Mile. World 1,500-

metcr record holder Gunnar Nielsen of

Denmark headed the list. The American

challenge included Fred Dwyer, formerly

of Villanova, and Bobby Seaman, a ris-

ing UCLA star. Before the race I was

more concerned with getting a pair of

spikes to run in, for my old ones were

worn out, than in preparing myself for

the race. I got a pair on credit about 15

minutes before the off from a shoe sales-

man at the meet. He made me pay up

afterward, too, my last SIO in fact, in

spite of the exciting result of the race.

He obviously didn't appreciate the val-

ue of good public relations.

As usual, by now, there was a rabbit

in the Compton Mile to ensure a fast

pace. Danny Schweikart, a no more
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winning strategy in the Olympic
1,500-mctcr final: Delany (arrows) stayed well

back for the first two laps, moved within strik-

ing distance at the end of the third lap, then

sprinted around the field to a decisive triumph.

than average miler, did the early run-

ning. I lay back in the field but at no

time lost contact with the leaders. Jum-

bo determined the “contact point” as

anywhere within 10 yards of the pace-

setter. I was always supposed to keep

within this range. However, I must have

given Jumbo many a start, for 1 seldom

if ever could keep up early on in a race.

I often felt more tired during the sec-

ond lap than at any other stage, and I

had this terrible tendency to dawdle

along behind—completely out of touch.

But in Compton I was not taking any

chances and for once followed Jumbo’s

orders. The early part of the race, up to

the three-quarter mark, was unexciting.

The lead interchanged a few times be-

tween Nielsen, Dwyer and Seaman. I

did not hear the three-quarter time called

out, so I had no idea how fast we were

going or, more important, that we were

on schedule for a four-minute mile.

The final lap was a scorcher. Nielsen

was being chased by Dwyei and Sea-

man. About 200 yards from home I

began to move up. I slipped past the

two Americans and into an attacking

position about one yard behind the big

Dane. 1 was only conscious that 1 was

racing another man at this point, and I

had absolutely no idea of how fast we
were going. About 100 yards from the

finish I moved up on Nielsen’s shoul-

der. He was still very strong and held

me off. But I was determined to pass

him, for l was still smarting from the

two Landy defeats. Forty yards from

the tape I edged in front. I stayed there,

barely holding off Nielsen's challenge.

Immediately I finished I was swarmed

on by my teammates and some of the

spectators. I knew 1 had achieved some-

thing in beating Nielsen, but I could

not quite understand all this excitement.

In the jumble of voices around me I

thought I heard someone say I had bro-

ken the barrier. Just then over the pub-

lic-address system came the voice of the

continued
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announcer. There was a silence, startling

in its suddenness, as he called the result

of the mile and the time: 3 minutes 59

seconds.

I had made it. and Nielsen also with

3:59.1. I could hardly believe my cars.

I was amazed, dumfounded. I knew I

would break four minutes someday but

not so soon. But. suddenly. I was the

seventh four-minute miler in history. I

had joined Roger Bannister. John Lan-

dy, Laszlo Tabori. Chris Chatawav,

Brian Hewson and Jim Bailey in the

most exclusive club in the world. And.

with Tabori, I was the fourth fastest

miler of all time. I was full of gratitude

in my heart to everyone who had helped

me achieve this, and especially to Jum-

bo Elliott for his unceasing confidence

in me.

Nielsen and 1. in breaking the bar-

rier, ended a lot of drivel at that lime

about the psychological aspects of four-

minute miling. There was no resolution

here on either side, no great tactical plan-

ning for our achievement. Rather, two

men pitted against each other had run

as fast as they could in an effort to de-

feat the other and in the process had

run four minutes. Perhaps Bannister

had to fight a psychological barrier to

become the first to crash through, but

from now on four-minute miles would

become a matter of physical condition

and the necessary effort required. The

die had been cast.

To add to my joy. two weeks later in

Berkeley. Calif. I won the NCAA 1.500-

metcr championship, beating Landy's

recent conqueror. Jim Bailey of Oregon,

in the process. So 1 was able to set off

on the journey home to Ireland for my
summer vacation happy in the knowl-

edge that I had run a four-minute mile

and had beaten Bailey. I was becoming

optimistic about my chances in Mel-

bourne—if I ever got there. But on ar-

rival home in Dublin I discovered the

members of the Irish Olympic Council

had not yet made up their minds about

sending me to the Olympics. Under tre-

mendous pressure from the press and

athletic officials the council met again.

But they were not going to be rushed.

The outcome of their meeting was a bald

statement to the effect that Ireland would

be represented in Melbourne if funds

were available. They mentioned certain

sports, athletics included, but did not

nominate any one athlete. This was most

upsetting at the time and the strain of

not knowing officially if I would be trav-

eling to the Games had an adverse ef-

fect on my training. I began to wonder

seriously what I would have to do to

earn selection.

To add to my worries I was seriously

spiked in the heel during an 800-meter

race in Paris in early July. For some

strange reason or other the organizers

had about 20 athletes entered in the race,

and they elected to start us on a turn.

There was a mad stampede at the start.

An Iranian athlete running his first inter-

national race ever chose, in his excite-

ment, to try to run over me rather than

around me. In the process he nearly cut

my right heel off. I was taken to the hospi-

tal with two deep gashes in the heel,

but the doctors said they would mend
in about a month. I was greatly relieved.

My relief nearly turned to horror when

l saw a nurse preparing the largest injec-

tion I have ever seen in my life. I knew

it was for me, but I didn’t expect her to

want to put it directly into my back

above the shoulder blade. I tried to rea-

son with her in my best school French,

suggesting an alternative area with a

little more flesh in preponderance. How-

ever. she kept insisting ici and pointing

to my back, so I had to succumb. I

really was beginning to hate nurses. But

it's an ill wind that does not blow some-

body good, for after leaving the hos-

pital, in the company of Louis Vandcn-

dries, a Belgian resident in Dublin and

secretary of the Irish Amateur Athletic

Union, I hobbled around the famous

night spots of Paris. Knowing I was out

of training for at least a month, I had a

great night smoking cigars and sampling

the i7/t. I had started out the evening

hobbling, but I had developed a distinct

roll by the time I got back to our hotel.

A month later I was back in training.

After six days I ran my first race, a mod-

erate 4:06.4 mile at London's famous

White City. I then attempted the ridicu-

lous and took on Brian Hewson of Bri-

tain, another four-minute miler. before

a partisan home crowd in Dublin two

days later. The result was disastrous. I

finished 75 yards behind him in 4:20,

the slowest mile I ever ran in my life. I

learned my lesson and decided no more

racing for the remainder of the sum-

mer. for obviously my layoff and injury

had affected me more than I thought. I

continued to do light training, and on

my return to Villanova in September,

two months before the Games opened.

I was moderately fit. Jumbo Elliott ap-

preciated that my poor miles in Dublin

were a result of the injury in Paris. He
still believed that even with two months’

training we could win the 1,500 meters

in Melbourne. At this stage, believe it

or not, I still did not know if I was

going to be selected for the Irish team.

The Irish Olympic Council had not is-

sued any further statement since June

and to date had not selected a team.

This was utterly ridiculous. It meant

that the aspiring Olympic hopefuls, in-

cluding myself, were training in the hope

and belief we would be selected, but

nothing more. It was a tremendous wor-

ry. 1 mention this to highlight the dif-

ferent approaches of the small country

and a track power like the U.S. Where-

as Ireland's team was still unannounced,

the U.S. team had been selected at the

final Olympic tryouts the previous June,

and the team would gather shortly on

the West Coast for collective training

prior to going down to Australia well

before the Games would open. I would

arrive in Australia, as it turned out, only

three days before the opening ceremo-

nies—a very brief period in which to

become acclimatized.

At Villanova that fall I trained as I

had never done before, while at the same

time carrying a full schedule of lectures.

It meant I had to live the life of a re-

cluse. for my training program called

for two workouts a day. There was no

time for dates or any sort of social life.

Even movies were out. It was train, train,

train, with eating, studying and sleeping

fitting into the daily pattern in that or-

der. There was one good side effect. In

view of my heavy training program I

was put on the training table for all

meals with the football squad. The big

200-pound-plus linemen could hardly

believe that such a skinny little Irish-

man could put so much away at table. 1

took quite a ribbing, all of it good hu-

mored—not that it would have made
much difference, for I was not inclined

to engage in fisticuffs with any of those

ballplayers, even the littlest of them.

Finally, in October. I learned from a

newspaper report that I had been named

to the Irish team for Melbourne. 1 did

not get any official communication,

letter or otherwise, from the council

until the day before I left New York on

the first leg of the long trip down un-

der. But my mind was eased. I knew I

was now going to the Games, and I was

continued
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Texaco presents the Winter Olympics
From February 4-18 on ABC-TV, we’ll be bringing you the Winter Olympics
from Grenoble, France. And we’ll be showing you how Sky Chief

is localized to give better mileage, whenever and wherever you drive.

We ll show you how Texaco divides the country into 26 different

driving areas, according to altitude and climate differences that affect

gasoline mileage. (We call it The United States of Texaco.)



...and Localized Sky Chief Gasoline.
And you’ll see how every gallon we send out has met the

highest quality-control standards.We mean it when we say: You can
trust your car to the man who wears the

Texaco star. Texaco sells more gasoline u.y .TT]
than anybody else. We re first . . . and we |TEXAGU |

think that's a big responsibility.
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people to financial

security since 1845.

Maywe showyou
the way?
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(In fact, we were the first life insurance

company with an Agent west
of the Mississippi.)
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to New York Life policy owners. And
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owners is now at an all-time low.

If you're looking for financial security,

you couldn't find a sounder source. Talk

to your New York Life Agent. He can

shed a lot of light on the subject.

New York Life Insurance Company
51 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10010

Life, Group and Health Insurance,
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even more determined than ever to win.

My workouts under Coach Elliott's

ever watchful eyes were progressing

most satisfactorily. By the end of Oc-

tober I was performing better in train-

ing than ever before. I had the assis-

tance and encouragement of all niy

teammates during my training sessions.

Johnny Kopil and Alex Breckenridge.

no mean milers themselves, were particu-

larly helpful. In my more strenuous

workouts they would each run an al-

ternate lap with me. pushing me to the

limit ofmy endurance. All the time Jum-

bo was drumming into my brain his par-

ticular philosophy on running to win.

“There is only one place to finish." he

would say, "first. The rest are nobodies.

It is not sufficient to run well, better

than you have ever run before. Ron.

and perhaps take a place. If you want

the glory, if you want to go down in

history, you must win.”

I knew Jumbo believed in me. This,

above all, gave me great confidence.

His attitude regarding winning really

sunk home. He had me worked up to

such a pitch that nothing else was going

to satisfy me. I wanted to win and I

would win, for him, my country and

myself. Jumbo, my teammates and my
father were probably the only ones who
gave me more than a snowball’s chance

in hell. The press had written me off

because of my poor showing in Dub-

lin the previous August. In their opin-

ion Landy was the favorite, with the

other members of the four-minute club,

Bailey. Hewson. Tabori and Nielsen,

tipped to fill the minor placings. Roz-

savolgyi, the Hungarian who was now
the 1,500-meter world-record holder,

was also listed among the favorites. But

I was not concerned. I knew I was fitter

than I had ever been before in my life-

far fitter than when I had run my own
four-minute effort the previous June.

What did it matter what the press and

the experts thought? I was in my most

positive frame of mind ever as a result

of Jumbo's buildup. Nothing had been

neglected. My body and mind were con-

ditioned as never before— to strain to

breaking point, if necessary, for victory.

Still without official communication

from the Irish Olympic Council, I learned

from the grapevine in early November
what the travel arrangements for the

Irish party to Australia were. I was to

link up with the team in New York and

travel on from there with them. They

were due in New York from Dublin on

the second Sunday in November. On
Saturday morning I still had heard noth-

ing from the Irish Olympic Council.

My travel tickets had not yet arrived,

though I knew they would. Nothing

was going to prevent me from going to

Australia now. The Villanova post of-

fice closed at noon on Saturday, but I

arranged with the postmaster to let me
come back to check again in midafter-

noon. When I did, a special-delivery

letter awaited me. It was from the sec-

retary of the Irish Olympic Council and

he enclosed the air tickets, full instruc-

tions regarding the trip and sundry iden-

tity cards and documents. Better late

than never, I thought, but certainly not

in the best interest of an athlete trying

to prepare for competition.

The next day I traveled to New York

and checked in for my flight to San Fran-

cisco, where the Irish team would train

for a few days before continuing on to

Australia. The flight I was to take had

originated in Shannon, and the Irish

team was on board. I met my team-

mates for the first time in the tourist-

class cabin of that old Super Constella-

tion. They were a grand bunch of lads,

with one girl, Maevc Kyle, included.

Altogether, our Irish Olympians num-

bered 12—one yachtsman, three athletes,

seven boxers and a wrestler. Yet among
us we were to bring home to Ireland

one gold, one silver and three bronze

medals, on average the best perfor-

mances of any country in the Games.

We stopped off in San Francisco and

worked out in Berkeley at the University

of California. Brutus Hamilton, the

university's track coach and one of the

finest gentlemen I have ever met, helped

me with my workouts. At the end of

the week, following my final session

under his care, he told me there was

just one other thing we had to do. He
instructed me to go down the track about

20 yards from the finishing line. He then

pulled out a piece of finishing tape from

his pocket, attached it to the post,

stretched it out over the track and said.

"Come on, run through it." I obeyed

and amid our laughter Mr. Hamilton

explained that he believed an athlete

should practice everything, even break-

ing the tape. I was then fully prepared

for Melbourne.

We left San Francisco on November

17, only five days before the Games were

to open, and headed down for Melbourne

via Honolulu. Fiji and Sydney. In the

early evening of November 19 we ar-

rived in the Olympic city to a tumultu-

ous welcome from a myriad of Irish-

Australian societies, with Irish pipers

and colleens, dressed in national cos-

tume, on hand for the occasion. The
Irish down under were thrilled to see

their old country represented in the

Games and extended to us the heartiest

of good luck and best wishes. We ar-

rived at the Olympic Village and settled

in immediately, tired and needing to

rest up after our long journey. But be-

fore going to bed we raised an Irish flag

outside our quarters. As it so happened,

it was the largest flag put up— the other

nations had standard-sized ones— and

before we knew it every newspaperman

in the village was outside photographing

it. It caused a sensation. Next morning

matters were put right—or wrong, de-

pending on which way you look at it

—

when the camp commandant came along

with the proper-sized flag, took our big

one down and went through a formal

ceremony of unfurling the new flag.

My first days in the village were filled

with meeting members of other nations'

teams with whom I was acquainted. It

was great seeing my teammates from

Villanova, Charlie Jenkins and Phil

Reavis, both competing, of course, for

the U.S. Charlie had a store of informa-

tion on my opponents; he had done some

research for me. He told me Landy was

having trouble with his legs and Bailey

trouble with his nose and that the

one-two threat of the Australians was

considered weakened. Rozsavolgyi and

Tabori of Hungary and the British team

of Hewson. Wood and Boyd were all

thought highly of by the experts.

The tension in the village itself was

electric. All about me were lean, strained

faces with eyes sunk deep from the rig-

or of long hours of training. Everywhere

there was talk of who would win this

and that, all of which, if you listened to

it, would only make you twice as ner-

vous and tense. For the most part I

kept to myself and my Irish teammates.

Shortly after my arrival in the village I

met the three Britons, Hewson, Wood
and Boyd. Despite our centuries of differ-

ences we Irish and British were friendly

toward one another. They were all talk

about who was going to win the 1,500

meters and mentioned everyone’s name,

practically. I gathered they were in a

state ofhigh tension and when they asked

continued
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me who I thought would win I an-

nounced blandly, “Myself.” I might as

well have insulted the Queen, it had such

an effect on them. One of them actually

screamed. The last thing they wanted to

hear apparently was one of their com-

petitors saying he was going to win.

Admittedly, I said it more out of bra-

vado than in belief I could do it. But in

cold-war terms the Irish had put one

over on the British again.

On November 22 the opening cere-

mony of the XVI Olympiad took place.

Sixty-seven nations’ contingents of ath-

letes paraded into Olympic Stadium

before a capacity crowd exceeding 100,-

000. Even if one were never to win an

Olympic medal, the memory of the open-

ing ceremony would last a lifetime in

one’s mind, I believe. Somehow every

athlete I have spoken to on the subject

has expressed the same sentiment. There

is something very special, historic and

significant in being sent by your coun-

try to an Olympic Games, and this reali-

zation comes to you as you participate

in the opening ceremony before the eyes

of the world. The taking of the Olympic

oath, the fanfares of trumpets, the choirs,

the lighting of the Olympic flame, the

releasing of the doves of peace carrying

their message that the Games are on

—

all combine to make a great spectacle

and an undying impression on the mind

of the participants. I was proud of my
heritage and my native land as I stood

erect in the Olympic Stadium, a priv-

ileged member of the Irish team.

I was not due to run until a week

later in the preliminary heats of the 1 ,500

meters. I did not go to the track and

field events for more than an hour each

day. I found the tension too great. I

had the thrill of seeing Charlie Jenkins

win the 400-meter crown and believe I

could have won the high jump with my
exultant leap as he breasted the tape.

The days flew by and I was preparing

myself mentally for the task ahead. I

reasoned I was as fit and strong as any-

one in the race. I was faster than most

over a half mile or quarter and a four-

minute miler to boot. I believed I had it

in me to win. I was almost alone in this

opinion, except for my coach, my fami-

ly and my closest friends. No one looked

for the reason for my defeats; the fact

that 1 was spiked in Paris and out of train-

ing for three weeks was completely ig-

nored. In retrospect, it is probably a

good thing not to be favored.

The heats of the 1,500 meters were

held on Thursday, but qualifying for the

final turned out to be a mere formality.

The first four in each of the three heats

went on to the final on Saturday. I

strolled home in third place in my heat

comfortably behind Merv Lincoln of

Australia and Ken Wood of Great Brit-

ain, with the much favored Tabori of

Hungary in the fourth spot. The other

qualifiers were Landy, Nielsen, Hewson,

Ian Boyd, Klaus Richtzenhain, Neville

Scott, Murray Halberg and Stanislav

Jungwirth. Rozsavolgyi, the world rec-

ord holder, was eliminated along with

Joseph Barthcl, the defending Olympic

champion; Dan Waern, the greatest

Swedish runner since Gunder Hagg; the

Germans, Gunther Dohrow and Sieg-

fried Herrmann; and all three American

contestants. Jim Bailey of Australia

scratched from his heat.

The final was wide open despite Lan-

dy’s position as favorite. There were

four other four-minute milers in the

field beside myself—Landy, Hewson,

Tabori and Nielsen—and I was younger

than any of them. Halberg and Scott of

New Zealand were comparatively inex-

perienced. Lincoln of Australia had

probably run too fast in winning his

heat. Richtzenhain of Germany and

Jungwirth of Czechoslovakia were un-

known quantities. Of the two other Brit-

ons in the race. Wood was considered a

dark horse, but Boyd hardly seemed up

to the class of the race.

Friday was spent resting and relaxing

as far as possible under the trying cir-

cumstances. Every moment my mind

was turning over analyzing my oppo-

nents. It was virtually impossible to de-

cide on the form of the field. Finally I

settled to my own satisfaction that Lan-

dy was still my greatest threat, with Hew-

son the next most likely to succeed in

beating me to my life’s ambition. I also

considered the possibility of an outsider

of the inspired sort who suddenly ap-

pears in Olympic finals and performs

way above himself, running off with the

laurels. It was this sort of inspiration I

was hoping for myself.

The day I had lived for dawned bright

and warm. It was difficult to remain

calm but I tried as best I could, for I
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knew every moment of anxiety used up

valuable energy. 1 resigned myself quiet-

ly to the will of God and prayed not so

much for victory but the grace to run

up to my capabilities. When I arrived at

Olympic Stadium I immediately went

to the warm-up area for the "roll call”

and to prepare for my race. One of the

first people I met was Charlie Jenkins

and in spite of the seriousness of the

occasion for me he could not restrain

himself from bursting into laughter when

he saw the anxiety written all over my
face. I’ll always remember what he said

to me: “Man, I know what you’re go-

ing through. I'm sure glad my ordeal is

over." He could well laugh with his

Olympic gold medal already secured

and with the possibility of another be-

fore him in the 1,600-mctcr relay final

later in the day.

Before I fully realized it, the race was

called and we were marched single file

through a dark tunnel out into the sud-

den glaring brightness of the Olympic

oval before 100,000 partisan fans ready

to cheer on their hero, John Landy. Yet,

as we moved across the stadium toward

the starting area, John came over to me
and wished me good luck. It was typi-

cal of this great sportsman.

It is funny how even in life’s most se-

rious moments one cannot help being

amused by some little detail: the three

British athletes were moving around as

if they were glued together, all ashen-

faced and looking as if they were going

to the gallows rather than the starting

line. I remember reprimanding myself

IRISH BUSINESSMAN ON HIS WAY TO WORK

and thinking I would not be so amused

if one of these Englishmen were ahead

of me at the finish.

There was one false start; we were

lined up again; the pistol fired and the

Olympic 1.500-meter final was on. In a

crowded field of 12 one had to avoid

trouble and I did this by running at the

back of the pack. After 400 meters in

58.9, Halbcrg was leading, with Hewson
nicely placed and a bunched field right

behind. Lincoln took the lead at the

800-mctcr mark in 2:00.3, with his com-

patriot Landy last and myself just in

front of him. At the bell the entire field

was fantastically gathered within a mere

six yards. Lincoln, Hewson and Richt-

zenhain was the order of the leaders. I

was back in 10th place but I was very

much in touch with the leaders, for the

pace at this stage of the race was not

troubling me. I knew I could not afford

to allow anyone to break into a lead at

this vital stage of the race so I moved

out wide to allow myself a clear run

about 350 yards from the finish. As we

went down the backstretch for the last

time Hewson was forging away in the

lead. Suddenly Landy sprinted and I

reacted immediately, slipping into his

wake and following him as we passed

the struggling figures of the other com-

petitors. I knew if I were to win I would

have to make one and only one decisive

move. I restrained myself as long as pos-

sible, and about 150 yards from the fin-

ish I opened up with everything I had.

Within 10 yards I was in the lead and

going away from the field. 1 knew nobody

was going to pass me, for my legs were

pumping like pistons, tired but not go-

ing to give in to anybody. My heart

swelled with joy as I approached the

tape 10 feet clear of the rest of the field,

and as I burst through I threw my arms

wide in exultation. I could hardly be-

lieve I had won. My eyes swelled with

tears, and I dropped to my knees in a

prayer of thanksgiving. John Landy,

who finished third, came over to me,

helped me to my feet and warmly con-

gratulated me. The Australian crowd

was showing its sportsmanship by gen-

erously applauding me.

It was the happiest day of my life. I

had set out to win the Olympic 1, 500-

meter crown, and with the help of Jumbo
Elliott I had achieved my goal. The rest

of my athletic career would always be a

sort of anticlimax. I was plagued by in-

juries later on and I never again had

the same driving ambition. But on that

day in Melbourne I was grateful to so

many people—my parents, my early

coaches in Ireland, Jumbo and John

Landy—who had inspired me with confi-

dence and example.

From now on I was an Olympic cham-

pion. To this very day the aftereffects

linger on. Whether it is New York, Lon-

don, Paris or Dublin, I enjoy the friend-

ship and the welcome of athletes and

officials alike. 1 have long since retired

from active participation but I find that

every sports fraternity I encounter ren-

ders me respect because I am an Olym-

pic champion. It is as if you are a living

part of history. One can break world

records, as I did in my time, and they

are forgotten. But when you win an

Olympic title you live on as part of the

sport after you retire from active com-

petition. There are responsibilities to

live up to also. I am always conscious

of the need to give youth good example

by word and action. 1 believe as an Olym-

pic champion I should keep in good

physical trim— I don’t want to hear

someone remark about me one day,

"See that fat slob over there? He won
the Olympics way back in 1956.” And
the answer, “No, not him. You’re kid-

ding me."

A great subject of debate in Ireland

even to this day is, “Would Delany have

won the Olympics if he had not gone to

Villanova?" I think I can answer that

question once and for all. There is no

doubt in my mind that I would not have

won an Olympic title if 1 had remained

in Ireland. I benefited and developed

under the expert tuition of Jumbo El-

liott. I learned tactical sense from my
many skirmishes on the board tracks.

And above all I competed against the

best competition available week after

week, year after year, throughout the

U.S., whether it was a native son like

Tom Courtney or a foreign import like

John Landy.

I am eternally grateful that I was af-

forded the opportunity of living in Amer-

ica and attending Villanova University.

My education has helped me to achieve

a good standard of living in my own
country, and my athletic experiences

are enough to fill a lifetime with mem-
ories. I have more than reaped a rich

harvest for the effort I have put into

track and field! end
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Phillipe Cousteau, the 27-year-

old son of French Oceanogra-

pher Jacques Cousteau, is trying,

like his father, to document life

in the sea. Jacques does it the

hard way, but Phillipe is going

him one better—or one worse.

He intends to film the mating

and birth of the gray whales

while flying, by parasail, a few

feet above them. Practicing in

San Diego Bay recently, Phillipe

was slammed into the water and

knocked unconscious when his

towlinc broke, but he left on

schedule for the gray whale’s

mating ground, Scammon’s La-

goon, in Baja California. One
hopes he took a stronger tow-

line. Scammon's Lagoon is full

of sharks.

“Obviously, dahling, he threw

it from San Francisco to my
apartment," Tallulah Bankhead

recently told a friend, explaining

how the baseball Willie Mays
had autographed for her made

it to New York. For all Tallu-

lah knows, he really did throw it,

since, as she points out, "Dah-

ling, I don't get my own mail. I

don't go down to the letter box

—my mail is brought up to me."

Mailed, hurled or sent by dog-

sled, the baseball arrived, with

“Tallulah” and "Best wishes,

Willie Mays" written on it. Tal-

lulah kissed it, adding a little

lipstick, and now the ball is “hid-

den away” with some other

prized possessions. Miss Bank-

head has been a Giant fan since

Willie was a boy and a Willie

fan from the time he was grown

enough to play for her team.

"He thrills me," she says, "the

way Caruso used to."

"It was the first time I ever went

to El Morocco without getting

stoned," Rocky Graziano report-

ed recently. The historic occa-

sion was a luncheon held to cel-

ebrate the launching of Weight

Watchers Magazine, a monthly

publication that has just gone

on sale for 5W a copy. The
launching was accomplished

without champagne, since not

drinking champagne is one of

the things weight watchers do.

but Rocky and the other assem-

bled guests were offered Bloody

Bloody Marys (Bloody Marys

sans vodka). Dolphin's Delights

(clam, tomato and celery juices).

Mint Tulips (mint leaves, low-

calorie sweetener and low-cal-

orie ginger ale) and Sauerkraut

Juice Cocktail (lemon juice, car-

away seeds and sauerkraut

juice). "Six of these," says Len

Mogel, publisher of Weight

Watchers Magazine, "and you

don't get bombed." Bombed,

no. Pickled, yes.

Anyone who wants to Buy Brit-

ish but has all the Pears Soap

and Bovril he can use might send

for a Ride-A-Roo, shown left

and below Emanuel Shinwell,

M.P. and Miss Lillian Board.

The Ride-A-Roo is a red rubber

ball, almost five feet around,

with a handle. "The rider strad-

dles the ball, grasps the handle

and bounds up and down," our

correspondent advises, "being

careful not to bound over back-

ward.” Miss Board, Britain's

star quarter-miler, says dubious-

ly, "I guess it's quite good fun,

but it does take a fair amount
of lung power to keep it going.

I mean, you’ve really got to make
your legs work at it," and 83-

year-old Shinwell, "Father of

the House of Commons," says,

"I did enjoy bouncing on the

ball, but I’m not sure I con-

formed to all that is required.”

These seem rather cautious rec-

ommendations, and when one

learns in addition that the ball

has "a nasty tendency to ex-

plode” one is tempted to forget

the whole thing.

During his tour of New Hamp-
shire, Governor George Rom-
ney's sporting efforts were unim-

pressive (he undertook to show

a women's bowling league how
it is done and had to roll 34 balls

to knock down 10 candlepins),

but he was looking a little better

in Wisconsin last week. He
turned up at the Milwaukee

YMCA at 6:30 a.m. to run and

play basketball. The Y's assis-

tant physical director, Norbcrt

Grisar, said that the governor

managed to make a few shots

“from 20 to 25 feet out, and

that's pretty good.” As for the

jogging, “He told us he feels run-

ning consistently is more impor-

tant than running hard every

four or five days.” No doubt

Romney disapproves of those

who say they don't run at all.

They are keeping busy in Ca-

nadian YMCAs, too. Governor-

General Roland Michener, 67,

recently led off the Cross-The-

World run (we do not know why
it is called the Cross-The-World

run, unless the Y members all

belong to the International Flat

Earth Society) in a Montreal

gym, where members propose

to jog and sprint 40,000 miles.

This will take them, symbolical-

ly, through 36 countries. His

Excellency's two laps got the

project off, symbolically, to a

good start. Practically, the run-

ners have 1,120,098 laps to

England's Prince Andrew will

become a cub scout next month

when he joins eight friends in

the 1st St. Marylcbonc pack,

which is already meeting, for se-

curity reasons, in the ball supper

room of Buckingham Palace.

"Mainly it was because we were

the group nearest the palace and

seemed to have the right reli-

gious orientation," says Pack

Leader Leonard Clark. Reli-

gions represented arc Anglican,

Roman Catholic and Jewish,

and the cubs' fathers include a

chief fire officer, a bank care-

taker and an upholsterer.

Though he cannot join formally

until after his eighth birthday.

Andrew will attend his first meet-

ing this week. “Just to go along

with the rest, learning to tie

knots and that sort of thing,”

as a palace spokesman puts it.

Learning to tie knots may teach

the prince a great deal, but he

will never have the test in self-

reliance that is going to face his

fellow cubs when they have to

meet the den mother.
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golf / Mark Mulvoy

Young tigers

in the

pro jungle

|\ Jlarty Fleckman (below) swings a golf
* V I club the way Byron Nelson taught

him, hits a golf ball farther than Arnold

Palmer and plays with equipment de-

signed by Jack Nicklaus. So perhaps it

should not be difficult to understand why
Fleckman is rated a top prospect among
a group of rookie professionals who
this year have given the tour its best

young look since Nicklaus himself came

along in 1962 and won the U.S. Open.

Fleckman, of course, is the same fel-

low who last year, as an amateur, led

the U.S. Open at Baltusrol after three

days before collapsing with a final-round

80. "Sure, I still think about that Sun-

day afternoon," Fleckman said last

week. “I had no real confidence, that’s

all. And when 1 started off poorly every-

thing came apart. I know one thing;

that wasn't the first 80 I ever shot in a

tournament, and it won't be the last

one cither."

Fleckman. who is 23, is only one of

seven young golfers and two somewhat

older ones who comprise what Billy

Casper claims is "easily the best crop

of new players ever to hit the tour at

once.” The most experienced pro among
the group is Britain's Tony Jacklin, 23,

the son of a lorry driver in Scunthorpe,

England. Jacklin has been a professional

since 1962, but qualifies as a rookie since

he has never been on the tour. A sound

player, as he proved at the Masters last

year when he finished in a tie for 16th,

Tony decided the U.S. tour would be

more rewarding than the European cir-

cuit and will concentrate his competition

here this season. Another skilled for-

eigner is 19-year-old Bobby Cole, still

at home in South Africa but expected

to join the tour shortly. Cole, who weighs

only 135 pounds and cannot swim—he

reportedly almost drowned a few months

ago while on a fishing trip in Australia

with another of the year's interesting

youngsters, Peter Townsend—won the

1966 British Amateur and last year’s

monstrous eight-round rookie school

tournament held by the PGA in Palm

Beach Gardens, Fla.

Many of the rookies arc graduates of

amateur and collegiate programs in the

U.S. Bob Murphy, 24, looks like Billy

Casper before the buffalo diet, but he

has won both the U.S. Amateur and

NCAA championships. Rick Rhoads,

23, went to Southern California, where

at 135 pounds he never was a threat to

O. J. Simpson but managed to score

pretty well just the same. Last fall he

won the Caracas Open. Ron Ccrrudo.

22, Jim Grant, 25, and Bob Smith, 25,

never have won any major champion-

ships, but all have strong, sound games.

Smith, in fact, is sponsored on the tour

by Ed Lowery, the Monterey, Calif, au-

tomobile dealer who started Ken Ven-

turi. The two somewhat older rookies

are Deane Beman, 29, and Lee Elder,

28. Beman has won both the U.S. Ama-
teur (twice) and the British Amateur.

Not a long hitter, Deane is exception-

ally accurate (he reached 100 of the

first 108 greens in regulation at the rook-

ie school in Florida) and has a remark-

able short game. Elder is practically

unknown. He plays out of the Langston

Golf Course in Washington and now
joins Charley Sifford and Pete Brown

as the only Negro regulars on the tour.

Last year Elder won 18 of 23 tourna-

ments on the Negro United Golf As-

sociation tour, and in his first two events

this year he won S2.300, including SI,300

at the Crosby, where he finished tied

for 19th. "Lee has a complete game,"

says Casper, who played with him at

the Southern California Open early in

January.

Fleckman's golfing background is

just as solid. He played at the Univer-

sity of Houston—which has its own
alumni club on the tour—won the

NCAA championship and was a mem-
ber of the Walker Cup team last year.

More than anything, however, it was

his showing in the Open that convinced

Fleckman that he could play the tour

regularly. So in October he attended

the PGA’s rookie school and earned his

ATP (Approved Tournament Player)

degree, something that can be more re-

warding than a Ph.D. Then he went to

Lafayette, La. to play in the year’s last

tournament, the Cajun Classic.

Normally a rookie suffers the follow-

ing misfortunes when he joins the tour:

1) He shoots 81-79 and misses the 36-

hole cut in a tournament. He packs his

clothes and clubs, maybe even his fami-

ly, drives most of the night to the site

of the next tournament and practices all

Saturday and Sunday. 2) He tees off at

6:54 a.m. in the pretournament qualify-

ing round on Monday and shoots a 77.

Since 163 golfers are competing for 27

places, he does not quite make it and

does not sleep well that night. 3) He
spends six hours at the practice tee on

Tuesday, then begins to worry about

his confidence when another pro says to

him kiddingly, "With that swing, no

wonder you're having problems.” 4) He
thinks about his swing, decides he has

to change his game and goes home, wher-

ever that is, to practice for six months.

He may never muster the nerve to try

the tour again.

Fleckman, however, avoided all this

with one burst of brilliance. At the Ca-
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jun, in his first official pro event, he bird-

ied the 71st and 72nd holes of regula-

tion play and the first hole of a playoff

against Jack Montgomery to win the

$5,000 first-place money. The cash was

only incidental, however, because the

victory also automatically exempted

Fleckman from the weekly qualifying

ritual for all events on this year’s tour.

“That exemption is worth about $25,-

000. a lot of sleep and no ulcers." says

Rocky Thompson, a pro who has been

on the tour for four years but still has

not earned a qualifying pass for him-

self. “Marty doesn't have to worry about

one bad round or one bad tournament

because he can play again the next day

or the next week. You don’t really know
what it feels like when you’ve got to go

out on a Monday morning and shoot a

69 just to get into a tournament."

It was not without some soul-search-

ing that Fleckman decided to make the

jump from amateur to pro last fall. “I

considered three factors," says Fleck-

man. “My game was I good enough

to go out and make a living playing on

the tour? My capital— where was I go-

ing to get the finances to survive until I

won some money? And my wife—be-

cause a wife can make or break you on

the tour. Fortunately. Sandy—yes, she

was my high school sweetheart back in

Port Arthur. Texas—and I both are

nonconformists and do what we want

all the time. And she always dresses

properly and things like that, so I don’t

have to sit around a clubhouse won-

dering what she looks like and where

she is today. I couldn't play golf if I

had that on my mind every day.”

When Marty was at the University of

Houston he could hit the ball as far as

anyone, but it rarely came down in the

fairway. Enter Byron Nelson, a master

of disciplined golf. “Dave Williams,

our coach at school, wrote to Mr. Nel-

son," says Fleckman. “Dave told him

that I wanted to be a great player. The

next week I went to a pro-am in Odessa

and introduced myself to Mr. Nelson,

and he watched me play a few holes.

Then he had to leave, and I didn’t sec

him the rest of the day. I was leaving

immediately for a tournament in the

Midwest, so I called him and asked if

he could give me anything to work on."

That was in 1965. Since that time Nel-

son has counseled Fleckman countless

times, and only two weeks ago. at the

Crosby, Marty spent more than an hour

swinging a club in Byron's suite as the

old shotmaker tried to stop him from

sliding through the ball too soon before

impact and consequently hitting every-

thing well to the right. Some touring

pros think that Fleckman’s swing is too

stationary, that he docs not move his

body through the ball well enough, and

that he flips the club during his down-

swing. However, as Casper says, "No one

has a perfect swing. Everyone should

have a swing of his own. And Fleck-

man's swing is fine for what he does."

Despite the stories that appeared dur-

ing last year’s U.S. Open, the Fleckmans

are not millionaire Texans who bathe in

oil. They arc in the lumber business,

and neither Marty's father nor any rel-

atives are sponsoring him on the tour.

“There’s only one way to come out

here," he says, “and that's with your

own money. So I borrowed S6.500 from

a bank and bought a new car right away.

I had only S500 left, with another loan

application ready to be filled out. when

Babe Hiskey and I each won SI. 140 at

the Haig & Haig four-ball last No\cm-

ber. Since then I guess I've been pretty

lucky."

It costs Fleckman and his wife be-

tween $350 and $400 a week to make

the tour, but he manages to save a few

dimes by filling his pockets with sugar

packets from clubhouse grillrooms.

Since turning pro. Marty has earned

almost S8.000 in prize money. He also

signed with MacGregor for a cash bonus

and now uses their “VIP" Nicklaus

clubs, with two slight modifications in

the forging. He has not yet become af-

filiated with any clothing manufacturer,

but he has acquired an agent to handle

such matters, should they arise.

Life on the tour has been pretty much
what Fleckman expected it to be. "You
make your own friends, go your own
way and do what you want," he says.

"Everyone has been pretty good. When
I turned pro I remember that Jack Nick-

laus made a special trip to the tee to

wish me good luck, and that's something

I didn't expect anyone to do. No ore

out here plays up to anyone else, that's

for sure. Why should they? At the Open

last year some writers said that Palmer

snubbed me. He didn't. He said ‘Hi’ to

me when he saw me. What do people

expect? All I expected was 'Hi.' I’m cer-

tainly not going to go around and play

up to any other pro. And I don't expect

anyone to play up to me." ind
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Can you change
the course

ofyour cold?
A cold may have to run its course

— hut you don’t have to run with it.

Take control of your cold with
Contac ‘ and this simple plan: when
you discover you're getting a cold,

don't wait. Take Contac. And keep tak-

ing it until your cold is gone.The 600-

and-more “tiny time pills" of good

medicine in each Contac capsule
work even hotter this way— to check
sneezes, sniffles, and runny nose.

Can you change the course of your
cold? You'll sec. Next cold, take

Contac for your whole cold.

Contac — the sooner, the better.
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James Laboratories. Philadelphia.
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TRACK & FIELD / Pete Axthelm

Boos and a

beating

for Tommie
TOMMIE SMITH (59) SWINGS WIDE IN A VAIN ATTEMPT TO CATCH WINNER JIM KEMP (RIGHT)

Tommie Smith stood on the lowest of
' the three award platforms on the floor

of the Los Angeles Sports Arena. The
names of Jim Kemp, the surprising win-

ner of the 440-yard dash at the Los An-

geles Invitational Track Meet, and Vince

Matthews, who placed second, were

announced. Then Smith's name echoed

from the loudspeakers, and the crowd

booed. Smith took the attach^ case that

was the third-place award, smiled and

turned to shake Kemp's hand. Then he

paused, tall and erect in his blue sweat

suit, as Kemp, looking slightly embar-

rassed, hurried ofT the winners' stand.

Meet officials and other athletes frowned

and stared into the crowd in disbelief.

Only Smith seemed unperturbed as the

booing continued.

“I think I expected it to happen," he

said afterwards, "and in some ways

maybe I’m kind of glad. I think I would

have been disappointed if I had gotten

no reaction from people like these. If

they felt upset enough to boo me I guess

I must have had a pretty strong effect

on their consciences."

Indoor-track audiences have been

known to voice their displeasure with

star athletes who have bad nights, but

Smith knew very well that he was not

being booed because he had taken 50

seconds to run a distance that he has

handled in indoor world -record time of

46.2. After all. Bob Seagren had failed

to win the pole vault, and Randy Mat-

son didn't even make it to the final round

in the shotput. yet neither of these world-

record holders was booed. Smith, on

the other hand, heard scattered boos

when he was introduced before the race

and then deafening cheers when it be-

came clear that he was losing— the only

time he has ever been beaten in an in-

door quarter mile.

Smith and his close friend, Lee Evans,

are among the leaders of the proposed

Negro boycott of this year's Olympics,

to protest racial discrimination in the

U.S. Few athletes, and fewer reporters

and track fans, have agreed with them.

In the two months since Tommie de-

clared himself for the boycott he has

listened to many calm, rational argu-

ments against his position. "Most
people want to advise us," Smith said.

“They say that they agree with our

complaints about discrimination but

that we’re fighting it the wrong way.

We still think that we're using the best

means we have." Last weekend, in the

most dramatic moment of an otherwise

unspectacular meet, he confronted the

first raw emotional reaction to what he

is doing.

"I heard the boos as I lined up," he

said, "but I didn’t stop to think about

them. 1 had other things to worry about.”

His main worry was his starting posi-

tion in the inside lane, a disadvantage

in the indoor 440. From the staggered

start the inside runner must race at full

speed into and around the first turn or

else lose the pole position to an outside

man and risk getting boxed in.

Kemp, a talented runner who is at

his best indoors, burst off the blocks in

the third lane, went all-out and beat

Smith around the turn. "When I looked

to the inside," Kemp said, "I didn't sec

Tommie. So I cut over to the pole and

just kept running."

For the rest of the race, people wait-

ed for Tommie to turn on his great speed,

but he never had a real chance to get

going. "Twice when I wanted to move 1

was boxed in," he said. "They certainly

didn’t do it intentionally. It’s just the

way indoor track is." Smith finally eased

back and tried to go around the leaders

on the outside, but he lost ground on

the turns and failed to close very much
on Kemp and Matthews.

"I heard all that wild cheering as I

came toward the wire," said Kemp.

“Usually you hear that when somebody

is closing very fast. 1 looked for Tom-
mie, and I was surprised when I saw

that he wasn't catching me."

Kemp's time was a slow 49.5. "I think

that new Tartan track may have been a

little slower than regular boards," he

said, “but I'm thrilled to beat Tommie
no matter how slow the race was."

He became a little less thrilled when

he realized that all the cheering was less

for his clever race than it was for Smith’s

defeat. A 23-year-old Negro from Bir-

mingham. Ala., Kemp was obviously

uncomfortable in his role as a kind of

substitute white hope of the crowd.

"That booing was terrible," he said. "I

respect Tommie as an athlete, and I re-

spect his opinions. I'm just sorry that a

good race has to be turned into a po-

litical thing."

Kemp has remained out of the boy-

cott debates. "First of all, I'm in the

Army, and I'm in no position to say any-

thing. Besides, l don't know enough

about it to get involved.” His back-

ground gives him a unique view of ra-

cial problems. "I grew up with a white

boy as my best friend," he said. "I know

that sounds strange in Alabama, but we

happened to have parents who raised us

to think all people arc the same. We
were just country kids who never were

taught to discriminate or hate. I know
continued
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Unless he is one of the few retarded kids lucky

enough to get special education, Herbie will

be a kid all his days. For the luckier ones— the

ones who can get special education—prospects
are getting brighter:

Recently, at a special school on Long Island, 37
retarded children graduated from high school.

Most of them will go on to live normal lives in

the community. Most will hold down good jobs

and never be identified as retarded again.

Recently the White House was supplied with its

engraved formal glassware. Glassware made
by retarded workers.

So science, skill, sweat and a lot of love are

beginning to make a difference.

Still, there are problems. Not enough facili-

ties. Nor enough trained people to man those

facilities.

Yes, there are still some kids who aren't helped

soon enough. Or can’t be helped at all. Not

now, anyway. But we will get to them tomorrow.

We will.

For more information, write for a free booklet.

Address The President’s Committee on Mental
Retardation, Washington. D.C. 20201
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TRACK continued

that the problems Tommie is concerned

about do exist, but I’ve never been close

enough to them to feel the way he docs."

Smith took the loss gracefully. "I'm

not that disappointed,” he said. "I met

two very fast men. and I got beat. That’s

all there was to it. I guess I can accept

it more easily than a lot of the people

in the crowd could."

The race was Tommie's second of the

winter. He had won a slow 300-yard

dash in San Francisco two weeks earlier

and had been cheered by the crowd.

‘‘Maybe the people in San Francisco

know me a little better," he said, ‘‘so

they can respect my right to speak out

on something I believe in. Down here,

obviously, the people didn’t feel that I

deserved that respect.”

In postrace interviews Smith was again

offered free advice along with the report-

ers’ questions. One man gave him a long,

soft-spoken lecture about Negro profes-

sional athletes who have decided "to

live their own lives and not get involved

with other people." Tommie listened

patiently and then said, "I just don’t

see it that way. Those guys can take

their big money and ignore the people

who don't have anything. I can’t help

seeing what’s happening to others.” At

the moment he is particularly worried

about what has happened to his friend

and co-leader of the boycott movement,

Professor Harry Edwards of San Jose

State. "Harry has been ‘under investiga-

tion,’” he said, "and they held back

his salary for a while. If he can go through

all that, I guess I can stand a few boos."

A widespread Olympic boycott now
seems very remote. The athletes who
proposed it will have another meeting

during the spring season, and it is possi-

ble that Smith and Evans eventually

will abandon their lonely crusade be-

cause of lack of agreement from enough

other Negroes. But as of now neither

has changed his mind. Over and over in

Los Angeles, Smith was asked if he

wasn't having doubts about the whole

thing. "No,” he answered, slowly and

carefully, "I haven't had any second

thoughts at all. Incidents like the one

tonight only make me more convinced

that I’m doing the right thing. I realize

now that a lot of people are hoping I’ll

lose races so that they can stop paying

attention to what l have to say. But 1

won’t let them bother me. I’ll go on

and try to win and stand up for what I

believe in.” end
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Spouting Scripture instead ofstatistics, mixing Milton with backwoods

banter. Bill Currie—a man sporting an omniscient memory and an

omnipresent Piedmont drawl—inundates Carolina with play-by-plays on the

air and everythingfrom sermons to bawdy ballads off it



THE MOUTH continued

When they were through in-

troducing just about every-

body there in the Moose Lodge in Monroe, N.C. the

Door Closer Capital of the World—and were finally down

to Joe Ross and Spud Smith, who were co-chairmen of the

festivities, Bill Benton, the M.C., brought forward the

man they really were all waiting to hear. "And now, la-

dies and gentlemen," Bill Benton said, "the Mouth of the

South." Bill Currie rose and, following the sound of his

voice, found his way to the microphone.

Lord, but that old boy can talk. He makes 125 speeches

a year, sometimes three a day. They can be folksy and

amusing, like the one here in Monroe for Industrial Appre-

ciation Night. They can be inspirational and uplifting, if

the audience is. say, for the high school lettermen. Currie

can make the boys cry and the parents, too, and some-

times the teachers. And for a few more dollars the Mouth

of the South will cry himself. “I can cry as good as old

William Jennings Bryan himself," he says. His speeches

before stag assemblages arc steeped in vulgarity and keep

the boys guffawing to each other in the men's rooms for

the rest of the week.

If a preacher asks Bill to come over and address a

church group, Currie is just as liable to come over and

preach. He gives hell to the Episcopalians and hell and

brimstone to the Baptists. "The hand of God is upon this

man," the Baptist minister cried out after Currie had let

his congregation have it. Currie agreed. The hand was, in

fact, oppressive. Currie was still hung over from the night

before.

He does all this speaking on the side. For a steady job

Currie handles two sports shows a day on WSOC-TV
Charlotte, interview shows with various North Carolina

coaches and a dozen or so play-by-play football games a

year. Last season he did 74 college basketball games. Most-

ly he works alone, without a color announcer. "A color

announcer," Currie says, *is a guy who is paid to talk

when everyone goes to the bathroom."

He undoubtedly is the most controversial and popular

(or unpopular) sportscaster in the South since the late

Clurc Mosher and probably the most famous college

announcer in the whole country. WSOC pushes him like

he was the hottest thing since Hadacol. There are 109

billboards with Currie's face on them in the Charlotte

area, which is about one Bill Currie billboard for every

3.000 people. His picture is on most of the packs of matches

in town as well as on restaurant sugar-cube wrappers,

making him. he says, "the Charlotte area's last line of

defense against LSD." Next they are planning to put his

face on catsup envelopes, and an entrepreneur wants to

use Currie’s name for a new restaurant.

While the face is all over Charlotte, the mouth is all

over North Carolina. Currie’s games are broadcast on the

Tar Heel network, which is the largest state college net-

work in the nation and which includes as many as 62

stations. Currie's voice wafts into every membrane of the

Tar Heel State, from those shiny coastal resorts through

the amber waves of tobacco and pines of the Piedmont

into the crevasses and moonshine hollows of the Blue

Ridge.

Currie's Tar Heel network is, theoretically, a vehicle of

the University of North Carolina, but that turns out to be

only a point of wireless embarkation. After he is through

blocking out the Tar Heel schedule Currie scouts around

and fills up every free night with any other game he can

unearth. Duke, Wake Forest, N.C. State, Davidson, even

into South Carolina for Clemson or Furman— it doesn’t

make any difference. The Mouth of the South broadcasts

them all.

The rest of the time he is speaking in person. The night

after the Moose Lodge in Monroe it was Gastonia, and

then Greensboro. He's knocked 'em dead in Kannapolis,

Shelby, Paw Creek, Spring Hope, Scotland Neck and

Haw River. The Fourth of July he was the star in the pa-

rade at Faith. He even has his own agent now and once

he even dared follow Norman Vincent Peale’s act. Most

places, of course, they know him well before he gets to

town. They knew him in Monroe, for instance, because

there is a group of 30 or 40 basketball nuts who gather

regularly to hear every single Tar Heel game. Someone

keeps the pictures of the Atlantic Coast Conference play-

ers and the statistics of the game on the blackboard, but

the rule is that cathedral silence must be maintained when

Currie is doing the play-by-play. For one thing, he is so

unpredictable no one wants to miss anything. The o.her

thing is the game.

It is the same way at banquets. Here one minute in Mon-

roe he is spewing folksy old stories about cows and coun-

try stores and commodes. He says "taler" and "down the

road a piece" and "from tooth to toenail" and "more

money than a show dog can jump over" and things like

that, but just as quickly he might start quoting Shake-

speare and Spinoza and poet laureates of the state and not

only quoting Milton, but citing where the quote came

from in Milton, as he had done the night before in Char-

lotte. The words suddenly pour out as if they came from a

thesaurus. "What are you doing to me?" one distracted

listener wrote Currie. "One minute you're saying, ‘He

done turned it over,’ and the next minute you are describ-

ing a man's look as 'imploring' or ‘woebegone.’"

And Currie regularly uses even better words than that.

Yes, indeed he does. In fact, realizing that it will be impossi-

ble for him to keep up this broadcasting pace for too

many more years, Currie eventually wants to retire to the

academic cloisters. Unfortunately, before he can become a

professor he will need to return to college for another

semester or so to gain a bachelor's degree.

He is, however, a true man of learning. Last winter, in

continued
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THE MOUTH con.tnurd

those occasional moments between games, he managed to

read and study every word that Plato ever wrote. He has

read most of the great classics and philosophers. He owns

six sets of encyclopedias. “On a rainy day," he says, “all

the book salesmen get together and say, 'Let's go see Cur-

rie and make some money.' " He is writing a book him-

self. It is a literate, somewhat vulgar, somewhat disjointed

collection of reminiscences and thoughts. It is thoroughly

entertaining, and a publisher is panting with anticipation,

waiting for Currie to finish it.

His knowledge of the basics and nuances of the major

religions is such that he is often referred to as “Reverend

Currie." Feeling that they would put him in his place,

members of the ACC Sportswritcrs Association asked him

to give the invocation before their annual meeting. Though

stunned, Currie promptly rose, shifted to his best preach-

er’s voice and. one by one. graphically asked forgiveness

for those present. To wit: “Please forgive Bill Jones for

trying to pick up the blonde waitress in Durham last Oc-

tober 12. . .
." They never asked him to do the invoca-

tion again.

More seriously, the Reverend has not only read the

Bible in its entirety, but he has also read the Book of Mor-

mon. He spends long road trips discussing religious phi-

losophy with Dean Smith, the erudite North Carolina

coach. “Bill puts a lot on," Smith says. “The truth is, he

is really one of the deepest men I have ever met."

Because he is more entertaining and offers a greater

variety in his choice of subject matter, he attracts a wider

range of listeners than do most sports announcers. Wom-
en are among his greatest fans. A man came up to him

before he spoke at a Charlotte banquet. “My wife isn't so

smart,” the man said, shaking his head, "but she thinks

you’re the greatest announcer around."

“Well, I think she's pretty smart," Currie replied, “ex-

cept I wonder how she got stuck with you.”

"Y’all come up to Charlotte any time at all you want to

kiss me," he told the claque of female admirers who sur-

rounded him after his speech the next night in Monroe.

"Look,” he explained later, “women are just as loyal,

and they count just as much in the ratings as all the guys

who know the earned run averages."

However, the Mouth of the South is not to be confused

with your matinee idols. He has a pleasant country visage,

with a full head of sandy hair and blue puppy-dog eyes.

He tends to chubbiness when not on his Mctrccal and

bourbon diet (“No, madam. I don't mean the two togeth-

er”). He is 43 and possesses no athletic ability whatsoever.

He prefers a golf cart when he plays, which he does all the

time, diligently but without discernible improvement.

He is the first to admit that he is, technically, not much

better as an announcer. “First of all," he says, “I'm just

too damn southern. A really good announcer, one of

those guys with the rolling sonorous tones, told me once:

‘Currie, your voice sounds like it just dropped the reins

and came up out of the furrow.' ” His voice is a little

lower now from all the work it has gotten, but he used to

sing high tenor with a gospel quartet for the noon hymn

of the day for the sick and shut-in in High Point. Actual-

ly, his success strictly is in what he says, and there arc no

listeners neutral to Bill Currie. Like him or not. he is a

voice in the crowd of all those Brylcreemed, Barbizoned,

toneless mastiffs who wallow in the sameness and sta-

tistics of sports "audio."

The folks in Catasaqua, Pa. chipped in last year to ob-

tain the Carolina basketball broadcast, since one of the

Tar Heel stars, Larry Miller, comes from Catasaqua.

“They loved him at home," Miller says. “Sometimes they

weren't quite sure what Bill was doing— it's kind of a

different broadcast he gives you—but he was a big hit.

and they’re bringing all the games in this year.

“You know, on the team Bill he makes us call him

Bill instead of Mr. Currie— is thought of strictly as one of

us, and I think he’s the greatest guy on the team. You can

talk to him about anything, no matter how personal. He’s

like an adviser, and yet he’s one of us. Of course, that

kind of lulls you when you go on the air with him. He

doesn't ask what you’re used to. One time he was interview-

ing me with Bobby Lewis, and all of a sudden he said,

'Do you think you’re as good as you’re supposed to be?’

Now what do you say? But he got me out of it. He never

leaves you embarrassed for too long."

“Sports announcers nowadays arc about as colorless as

a glass of gin," Currie says. “They arc so immersed in

themselves, so determined to pontificate about what really

is nothing more than a game that they have forgotten that

sports are supposed to be fun.

"Most of them are like a bunch of barbers cutting each

other’s hair. They emulate each other and fawn over each

other on the air, and the same dull, successful ones show

up everywhere. It is just as Matthew wrote: ‘Unto every-

conllnued

In his car Currie passes one of 109 billboards bearing his likeness.
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THE MOUTH continued

one that hath shall be given, and he shall have abundance;

but from him that hath not shall be taken away even that

which he hath.' The broken-down old ballplayers are the

worst, but almost all are equally appalling. Do you notice

how they always say thank you to each other every time?

You know, like: 'What do you think of that, Fred?’
" ‘Thank you, Jim. He's one of the hardest runners

we’ve seen in this great game of football in a long time.'

“ ‘Thank you, Fred.’ That’s what they call an analysis.

I was watching some golf tournament the other day, and

one of those guys. Beard or someone, sinks a putt. He

sank a putt. But on television now such an carthshaking

event veritably beggars analysis, so they sent it right down

to Cary MiddlecolT. I’ll never forget it. He says: ‘Thank

you, Jim. Yes, that was a real pressure putt. A key one.

And, Jim, he’s one of the grandest guys on the tour. Back

to you.’ If this is really what is wanted, I guess there is

just no hope at all for a bull artist like myself.”

He leans back and easily talks of himself, as candidly

and critically as he would of some strange foreign object.

The public happy-go-lucky image is as severely juxtaposed

to the private man as his country drawl is to his fluid com-

mand of the classics. Currie's ulcerated stomach has hem-

orrhaged four times, the last one being almost fatal. He is

separated from his wife. Unduly fearful of hoodlums, he

carries a loaded pistol most of the time. His office is dominat-

ed by a huge, macabre 5-foot-by-4-foot picture of himself

lying flat out in a splendid half-closed coffin. He is wink-

ing. (The picture so frightens the janitors that they will

not enter his office to clean it up.) ’’Bill is on about 90%
of the time," says his close friend Jack Callaghan, the

station’s program director. ‘‘You have to be prepared

when suddenly he isn’t.’’ Yet, despite some dark thoughts,

Currie—who has undergone extensive psychiatric treatment

—always is fully in command of himself. He possesses

great self perspective. He is very contented.

“I really can’t announce," he says. ‘‘I just try to project

warmth and folksiness as a defense mechanism against

trying to do it the right way and failing. I am not really

this easygoing, you know. The first time I spoke in public

I had to absolutely force myself. It was just the high

school debating team, but to me the audience looked

about 50,000 and all of them Popes. I wasn’t any better

when they first put me on the radio in High Point, but

they gave me S10 a game, and it was root hog or go hun-

gry. Basically I am timid and shy, so every time I am in

public it is unnatural for me.”

Currie possesses almost total recall—if he likes some-

thing. And, indeed, once he memorizes something it never

leaves his mind but just falls into a deep recess, where it

lies dormant among the other miscellaneous information

there until a cue in conversation or a ball game suddenly

makes it surface, intact. His most stirring and most request-

ed renditions are of Casey at the Bat, Dangerous Dan

McGrew (legitimate and blue versions), If, Thantopsis and

various Biblical and Shakespearean passages; but his

full repertoire includes ditties, homilies, nonsense rhymes,

aphorisms—homely and wise—slogans and more than 1 ,000

songs. He figures he can sing almost any song that has

been high on the Hit Parade since 1935.

Currie assimilated many of the poesies from his par-

ents, both of whom were given to such expression. His

father, William Hay Currie Sr., was a traveling salesman

specializing in soap, pianos and zithers. His favorite

adage was: ‘‘Don’t get mad, get even." He bought a

circus once, but tired of it, strolled away from it some-

where in Arkansas and came to High Point, where he

settled down to sell insurance and marry Margaret Bil-

lings of Durham.

Bill was an only child, a good student, but a better

journalist. At 13 he was on the staff of the High Point

daily. The Enterprise. At 14 he was making up the paper,

and at 16 he was able to earn a full scholarship to nearby

Catawba College as the school's sports publicity director.

The war interrupted, and he never did come back to

Catawba. Anyway, because of his close identification with

Carolina, most people perfunctorily assume that Currie

went to Chapel Hill. Unless pressed, he avoids the subject

so as not to discourage the assumption. After the war (he

was a commissioned bombardier who never left the States)

Currie came home to be a police reporter on The En-

terprise. As far as the police were concerned this meant

keeping a reciprocal eye on Currie. “I have a habit of

getting mad when I sit down at a typewriter,” he says.

One day a lady of little refinement was honored with a

disorderly conduct fine for threatening a neighbor’s chil-

dren that she would ‘‘stomp their guts out.” When she

inquired, Currie told her that he did indeed plan to put

her name in the paper. Whereupon she replied that she

would ‘‘stomp your guts out, too.” Currie rose to protect

himself from her umbrella swipe and fell down the court-

house stairs. Shortly thereafter he became sports editor.

He was no less immune to trouble in that capacity. He
wrote that the High Point star pitcher had broken train-

ing. The pitcher threatened Currie for that, and when

Currie reported the threat the pitcher was suspended by

the Dodger organization for the balance of the season.

This did not sit well with cither the pitcher or the pop-

ulace. The home-town folks overturned Currie’s car.

Luckily he was not in it. Instead he was in the process of

getting mugged by the pitcher himself down near the third-

base line. He later was lucky to escape from an ugly mob
brandishing knives and blackjacks. The constabulary, who
had not always approved of Currie’s journalistic instinct,

found more important matters with which to occupy

themselves during these incidents.

It was about this time that the South first began to hear

its Mouth on the radio. Soon Currie was doing the play-

by-plays of the minor league club in Winston-Salem for

the magnificent sum of S2 a game, home or away. It was
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in Winston-Salem one afternoon that the pitcher, who

was also the team's playing manager, was getting hit hard.

The manager signaled the bullpen for a replacement for

himself. “John Carey has just relieved himself on the

mound,” Currie told his fascinated listeners. Nevertheless,

he was able to develop his first Tar Heel network during

this period, and he even obtained backing and built his

own station in High Point—WNOS. He covered every

sporting event in the state, even doing the play-by-play of

a marble tournament. He sang gospel and hillbilly,

strummed a guitar, sold commercials, deejayed and man-

aged the station. He also took some editorial positions. In

short order Currie came out against the school board, the

United Fund and the temperance movement. These at-

tacks may best be described as brave but foolhardy.

Currie promptly was sued by the United Fund, vilified

by the school board and financially pressured by the temper-

ance interests. When Currie broadcast in favor of liquor

stores for High Point his advertising precipitously dropped.

He decided it was time to sell the station, but one day,

just before he left, Currie drove over to Greensboro. He

parked outside the package store that was closest to High

Point. There he noted down the license number of each

vehicle that drove up sporting the bumper sticker: keep

high point pry for Christ. Currie then checked his list

with the Bureau of Mptor Vehicles and read the names of

the liquor purchasers over the air. The list included two

ministers, several deacons and Sunday School teachers

and a wide variety of advertisers who had removed their

commercial messages from WNOS rather than associate

their product with an advocate of the demon rum.

Currie sold the station for a dandy profit, then prompt-

ly went broke when he bought two weekly papers. He was

able to stay one step ahead of the bank only because he

and a friend, equally insolvent, would trade S500 checks

with each other each Friday. The checks, drawn on dis-

tant banks, took several days to clear, giving Currie and

his friend time to restore their balances, get in debt again,

exchange checks and repeat the sequence.

To create some interest in his moribund gazettes, Currie

hired a clairvoyant to try to solve some of the more enchant-

ing High Point murders. The effort failed but it led Cur-

rie into writing true murder mysteries for most of the

nation’s leading cops-and-robbers journals. He still main-

tains this sideline, and his official WSOC biography notes

proudly that Currie has been “termed for this endeavor

by Charlotte Police Chief John Ingersoll as a ‘muckrak-

er.' ” He has, however, actually been incarcerated only

once, when he set up a sort of murder-case Tar Heel net-

work for a celebrated trial.

What Currie did was bug the courtroom. He was broad-

casting the proceedings all over the state until someone

squealed to the judge. He was angry enough, but when he

called Currie to the bench and learned that the offending

wire ran directly under his own chair, the judge became

infuriated and dispatched Currie to jail for contempt.

Currie was, however, providently lodged in the cell next

to the famous defendant himself and came away with a

real "inside” scoop for his listeners.

Currie finally abandoned his papers and went to Ra-

leigh to manage station WRAL. He stayed there for seven

years, taking it to No. 1 in the market. He also continued

to do play-by-plays for the Tar Heel network, though he

no longer ran it, and he became convinced that he would

rather announce than manage. So one day his boss, an

earnest proponent of civic responsibility, demanded that

Currie lend his local prominence to the Civitan Club by

assisting in the organization’s fund-raising, door-to-door

toilet paper sale. Currie said he would buy S25 worth of

toilet paper himself, which would be more than he could

continued
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THE MOUTH continued

sell. ‘‘1 am jusl one of these people who can’t sell toilet

paper,” he explained. The boss would not relent. So, over

toilet paper Currie quit.

He went to a station in Wilson, reformed the crumbling

Tar Heel network, and then shifted it to WSOC's aegis

when he moved there four years ago. Three of those four

years he won the state’s Sportscaster of the Year award;

he also won it in 1959. No other announcer has ever won

it twice. He has also won an award in Charlotte for his

work with youth. He does not talk much about that,

though, for it would embarrass his supposed posture

as a cynical reprobate.

T here is little else that he will

not talk about. Despite his

reputation as a big mouth, however, Currie is better de-

fined as a conversationalist—which is to say that he knows

how to listen. His interviews are good, because he asks

provocative, different questions and then shuts up if he

receives a response in kind. "People like to listen to me, 1

think, because I communicate," he says, sliding into his

secondhand Lincoln Continental, pistol at his side, off

for another speech. "The world at large is being taken

over by what I call club talk. This concerns an endless

babble about three subjects: golf, cards and the Saturday-

night dance. I play golf, I play bridge. 1 play gin rummy.

In high school, anyway, I was voted the best dancer in my
class. Games are to be played. Music is to be played. They

are not to be employed as the human race's last means of

communication.

"Butclubtalk is takingover the country. Sports announc-

ing is basically just amplified club talk now. The corpora-

tion man is spilling over into it. For instance, symptomat-

ic of the organizational man in both sportscasting and

writing is the overemphasis with the damn coach. You

must glorify the executive, not the performer. Everything

is concentrated on the managerial aspects. I want to talk

to the players. 1 want to bring these kids onto television

and show that they are not jockstraps with numbers on

their backs. Tell about them—not just what they did. but

who they are. Those are people out there playing games.

They have parents and girl friends. They run out of money.

Hunk courses and occasionally get in trouble. Don't give

me statistics. They appeal only to the 5
' lunatic fringe of

sports fans who know all the damn statistics and records

anywi.y. An announcer is covering an event— the com-

plete scene. He should tell you what you're missing. Paint

the whole picture. Tell 'em what the band is playing, how

the hot dogs taste and what color drawers the cheerlead-

ers are wearing.

"Now 1 don’t think it is all the announcers’ faults. Pri-

marily it is the directors, the real organization men. They

arc technicians. That is how they develop. They have no

concept of entertainment. Just techniques. What they try

to say on television now is this: look at us, we have all

this fantastic equipment and incredible technique, and we

are going to show you sports fans this afternoon that we

can use every goddam bit of this equipment, incidentally

bring you the game and not mess it up.

“This is heresy, I know, but I question the rationale

behind using the instant replay and the isolated camera

and all those things all the time. Now who on God's green

earth really wants to see, in slow motion, how the tackle

moved out? Now you think about that. People have been

going to football games for 100 years, and no one has yet

watched a tackle. Why? Well, tackles arc dull things to

watch. Television says, now we have this isolated camera

and we are damn well going to show you how the tackle

moves out. They say it will heighten your understanding

of the game. Maybe, but not of the event. All this wonder-

ful equipment, and they concentrate on the wrong, dull

things. Maybe I'm wrong, but it bores me. It bores all the

women and a lot of men not in that lunatic fringe. The

best way to execute me is to bore me. No wonder everybody

drinks so much."

Of course, as Currie accuses others of not being entertain-

ing enough, his detractors accuse him of being too entertain-

ing, at the expense of the action. “If l ever neglect some-

thing on the field, then I admit it, and I am wrong." he

says. "Don't mistake what I say. I don't pretend that my
style, my banter is anything but the glockenspiel in the

band. It is nothing but the dingdong in the din."

Currie’s rule of thumb is the later the game, the closer

the score, the fewer the jokes. But if it is a rout, there is

no telling to what lengths he will go to avoid getting too

involved with the insipid action. He'll recite a poem, say

hello to somebody in an Elks Club somewhere, speculate

on his chances of reaching the men's room soon or just

plain entreat his audience to bear with him and this awful

contest. "Hang on," he’ll say, "and I promise to tell a

funny soon." Or, "Don't y'all leave now folks, 'cause I’m

liable to goof up something soon, and you shore don’t

want to miss that.”

For that matter, Currie enjoys his flubs as much as any-

one else docs. In his office, on a wall across from his

funeral portrait, he has posted this sentiment by a fellow

North Carolinian, Josh Billings: "The glory consists not

so much in winning as in playing a poor hand well." F'or

a guy who earns his living talking all the time with a voice

that sounds like it just dropped the reins and stumbled

out of the furrow, this is a very apt motto.

It is also, really, a very moral expression as, in fact,

Currie is a much more moral man than he likes to let on

just a cool, card-playing restatement of that corny old

saw that decorates the office walls of corny old coaches

everywhere. In Bill Currie’s case that would read: “When

the great scorer comes to mark against your name He

writes not whether you won or lost, but how you called

the game." end
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'Have a snowball. ‘Pack up fora United Ski-liftHoliday.

Say you don’t even know what a

stem is?

Or a parallel Christie?

Terrific

!

Thing is, you don't have to

know how to ski to have a snow-

ball of a time in the Rockies on

a United Ski-lift Holiday.

You can swing with the crowd
at the discotheques.

Get a beautiful tan.

Harmonize with the group to a

cool guitar.

Lunch on the slopes with new
friends, new faces.

You can even learn to ski.

Come on.

Winter’s nowhere. No time. No
place.Till you’ve been on a United

Ski-lift Holiday.

And that's no snow job.

Discover United’s Ski-lift Holi-

day plan. Send S1.00 to Dept.
SI-1, P.O. Box 477, Des Moines,

Iowa 50302 for our new 178-page

Guide to Western Skiing (a $1.95

value), plus information on air

fares, and special rates for lodging

and lifts.

.

e ŷ
the

fnendly skies

United.

"Skiing is believing."



RIA ILL - So PROOF • STRAIGHT BOURBON WW$*£Y

and enjoy a true

bourbon of Hiram
Walker quality.

Relax. Spend ten

minutes with Ten High.

Sip it slow and easy.

Discover 86 proof

straight Bourbon whiskey

ail over again.

Hiram Walker style.

At a welcome price!

Hiram \Valkerk



FOR
THE RECORD

A roundup of the eporta information

BASKETBALL NBA: PHILADELPHIA (35-14) lost

two of three gsmes and had its Eastern lead cut in

half to I >/i games over BOSTON (32-14). which
won three of four as Sam Jones and John Haslicck
combined for 226 points. DETROIT (26-24). which
was 2-1 for the week, got 31 points from Dave
Bing to beat the Warriors 117 109 and 36 more
from Bing in a 133-119 win over the Supcrsonics.
CINCINNATI'' (24-23) big man. as usual, was
Oscar Robertson. He had 32 points in a 128 120
victory over the Pistons. 27 in a 148 121 win over
the Warriors and 36 in a 129-126 victory over the
Rockets. The three wins increased the Royals'
streak to sis. boosted them over the .500 mark for
the first time in 1 1 weeks and left them just half a
game out of third place. NEW YORK (22-28)
won only one of three, coming from 16 points be-
hind in the second period to defeat the Bullets III
109. BALTIMORE (17-30) ended its seven-game
losing skid, thanks to 33 points by Gus Johnson
and 32 by Earl Monroe in a 1 18 115 upset of the
Celtics. ST. LOUIS (36-14) eked out three wins in
four games and padded its lead in the West to fisc

S
mcs. SAN ERANCISCO (32-20) lost four of
c games but. worse yet. lost Center Nate Thur-

mond (possibly for the rest of the season) when he
tore ligaments in his knee. LOS ANGELES <24-

22) won both its games. CHICAGO ( 1 8-32 (dropped
three or Tour, SAN DIEGO (14-36) lost two of
three and last-place SEATTLE (14-37) split four.

ABA: Fourth-period spurts enabled MINNESOTA
(30-15) to beat Anaheim 119 115 and Oakland
123 117 and move into first place in the East, u
lew percentage points ahead of PITTSBURGH
(31-16). Overall, the Muskics were 3-1 for the week,
the Pipers 2-1. Chico Vaughan scored 40 points as
the Pipers beat Indiana 137 1 0 1 and then got 31 in

a 132 126 win over New Orleans. NEW JERSEY
(23-24) won three games, making it seven in a
row, to take third place from INDIANA (24-27).
loser of five straight. KENTUCKY (17-29) was 2-

2. beating Houston 1 15 102 when Jim Ligon put in

30 points, and the Pipers 107 106 when logon scored
on a layup with four seconds to go. Western leader
NEW ORLEANS (29-16) won two. lost two and
had its lead trimmed to two games over DENVER
(24-16). The Rockets rail their winning strc.ik t..

six games by taking three straight. DALLAS (24-

16) swept four games and moved to within 2V4
games of first place. Fourth-place OAKLAND
(15-28) lost three times and led HOUSTON (16-
JO). which won once in four tries, by half a game.
ANAHEIM (15-32) dropped three games despite
the efforts of Ben Warley. who totaled 1 1 1

points,
and Steve Chubin, whose 22 assists in one game
set a league record.

bobsledding A Swiss crew Pilot JEAN W1CKI,
HANS CANDRIAU. WILLY HOFMANN and
Brakeman WALTER GRAF won the four-man
European championships, beating out a Rumanian
team on the final day in St. Moritz.

FIGURE SKATING—TIM WOOD of Bloomfield Hills.

Mich, was a surprise winner at the U.S. champion-
ships in Philadelphia, where he gained his first

national men's title (page 22).

football -Last-quarter touchdowns decided both
pro All-Star games, with the NFL's WEST team
getting three late scores, including a 70-yard return
of an interception by Richie Petitbon, to beat the
East 38-20 and the APL’s EAST squad coming up
with two TDs—one on a pass by Joe Namath. the
other on a plunge by Namath in the final min-
utes to defeat the West 25 -24.

GOLF KERMIT ZARLEYof Seattle, who went into
the last r.ound trailing Dave Marr by four strokes,

shot a 65 to beat him by one stroke and win the
Kaiser International in Napa. Calif.

hockey NHL: Only two points separated the top
four teams in the East. BOSTON (23-14-6) won
two of three games, beating the North Stars 9- 2
and the Flyers 4-2. and pulled into a tie with CHI-
CAGO (20-12-12) for first place. The Black Hawks
opened the week by scrambling back from a 2 0
deficit in the second period to gain a 2 2 tic with
the Blues, their seventh game in a row without a
loss. Thereafter, the Black Hawks had a hard time-

getting a goal, losing to the Rangers 4- 2 and to
MONTREAL (21-14-9) by a 3—1 margin. For the
Canadiens, who earlier had whipped the Red Wings
6-1 on Jean Beliveau's hat trick, it was their sev-

enth straight win and llth game without defeat.

That left them just one point behind the leaders
and one in front of TORONTO (21-14-8). The
Maple Leafs stopped the Bruins 4-2 and beat the

North Stars 5- 1 . A 3 4) win over the Seals gave
NEW YORK (20-15-8) a 2-1 record for the week
and left the Rangers four points off the pace. DE-
TROIT (17-19-7) lost twice, extending its winlcss
streak to seven games. PHILADELPHIA <20-16-
6) built its lead in the West to six points with two
wins in three games, once scoring three goals in

1 : 17 to defeat the Seals 6 3. Rapid-fire scoring also

helped LOS ANGELES (18-21-4) and PITTS-
BURGH (16-21-7) move up one notch apiece m
the standings. The Kings, who won twice, put in

four goals in the second period to Mop the Rang-
ers 5- 2 as they climbed to second place. Another
second-period outburst, in which the Penguins
scored five times in seven minutes, helped them
beat the Red Wings 8-5, finish l-l-l for the wick
and, move into third place ahead of MINNESOTA
(14-19-9), which lost four straight. ST. LOUIS
(15-21-61 had a win and a tic. while last-place OAK-
LAND (8-27-10) lost two. tied one.

FACES IN THE CROWD
MATT LYNETT. 12. of
Williamsvillc, N.Y. and
a high-scoring center

on the Amherst Peewee
ice-hockey team, jour-

neyed to Canada with

his ciub and helped it

win championships in

two tournaments in

four days by getting a

dozen goals in seven

games.

iorSeracinG Bill Shoemaker guided Horse of the
Year DAMASCUS ($2.20) to a two-length win
over Most Host in the $56,950 San Fernando Stakes
at Santa Anita.

The winner of the first major race of the year for

3-year-olds was FORWARD PASS ($12.20). who
took the Hibiscus Stakes at Hialeah by five lengths
over Wise Exchange.

skiing JEAN-CLAUDE KILLY of France took
the lead in the World Cup standings with 80 points

by winning the Hahnenkamm combined title at the

pre-Olympic races in Kit/buhcl, Austria ( page 20).

Upsets highlighted the women's Silver Jug meet in

Bad Gaslein, Austria where FLORENCE STEU-
RER of France defeated teammate Maricllc Goit-
schel in the slalom and OLGA PALL of Austria

uutraced Christ! Haas, her compatriot and 1964

Olympic champion, in the downhill- Leading Ameri-
can finishers were Karen Budge of Jackson. Wyo.,
who was 15th in the downhill, and Rosie Fortna

of Warren. Vt.. who was fourth in the slalom in

which five U.S. girls placed in the top 10.

track A FIELD Surprises abounded at the Los
Angeles Invitational meet (page 56). where the list

of losers included world-record holders Tommie
Smith. Bob Scagten, Randy Matson and Ralph
Boston. Smith was third in the 440-yard run. which
was won by JIM KEMP in 49.5. Scagrcn cleared
16' 6’ in the pole vault, but was second to ERKKI
MUSTAKARI of Fresno State, who reached the

same height and had fewer misses. Matson failed

to even qualify for the shotput finals, won by
GEORGE WOODS with a toss of 66' 5%’. BOB
BEAMON of Texas at El Paso beat Boston by

more than a foot in the long jump with a leap of
26' I The next night Beamon defeated Boston
again at the NAIA open championships in Kansas
City and set a world mark of 27' I' to boot.

mileposts NAMED: As play-by-play an-

nouncer for the Cleveland Indians. HERB SCORE.
34, replacing Jimmy Dudley, who held the job

since 1948. Score, a left-hander and onetime strike-

out sensation for the Indians, won 20 games in 1956.

then had his career cut short the following season

by a line drive that struck him in the eye.

NAMED: As executive vice-president of the new
Kansas City baseball team in the American League.
CEDRIC TALLIS. 53. who served as vice-pres-

ident of the California Angels and set up much of

the successful organization of that team when it

joined the league in 1961.

AWARDED: Franchises in the NBA to PHOENIX
and MILWAUKEE for $2 million apiece. The two
new teams will start play next season.

HIRED: As head coach of the San Francisco 49crs.

DICK NOLAN. 35, former comer back for the

Giants and Cardinals and. for the past five years, a

defensive coach for the Cowboys.

SELECTED: By the Cincinnati Bcngals. who will

begin play in the American Football League next

season. 40 players from the other teams in the

league. Among the most prominent players picked
were: Running Back COOKIE GILCHRIST from
Denver; End CHRIS BURFORD and Linebacker
SHERRILL HEADRICK from Kansas Citv;

Running Back BOBBY BURNETT from Buffalo;

Linebacker FRANK BUNCOM and Kicker DICK
VAN RAAPHORST from San Diego; and Flank-
er ROD SHERMAN from Oakland.

ANDREW McGUFFIN,
the wrestling coach at

South Glens Falls
(N.Y.) Central School
since the sport's incep-

tion during the 1958-

59 season, has never

seen the Bulldogs lose

a dual meet against a

league opponent, a

string of victories that

now numbers 83.

CINDY SEIKKULA. a

9-year-old speed skat-

er from Minneapolis,

won peewee champion-
ships at four meets, in-

cluding the Park Board
Silver Skates event on
Lake Nokomis, where,

despite sub-zero weath-

er. she finished first in

all four of her races

from 1 10 to 440 yards.

CHARLES MONTAGUE.
a 6' I* guard for the

C. F. Pope High School

basketball team in Bur-

gaw, N.C., where he is

a junior, broke his

school's record by 15

points when he tossed

in 68 in a 112 87 win
over Bladen Central

High School in Eliza-

bethtown.

ED oostd yk, 18. an
exchange student from
The Netherlands,
scored 32 goals in 14

games for the Nyack
(N.Y.) High School

soccer team, then added
three more, including

the game winner with

30 seconds left in over-

time. to win the Section
9 title.

DICK STOEFFLER, of

Costa Mesa. Calif.,

who during his career

had bowled four sanc-

tioned 299 games but
never a perfect one, be-

came only the fourth

person in American
Bowling Congress his-

tory (dating back to

1895) to roll back-to-

back 300 games.
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BASKETBALLS WEEK
by MERVIN HYMAN

THE SOUTH ! . NORTH CAROLINA ( 1 1 • 1 )

2. TENNESSEE (10-2) 3. VANDERBILT (12-3)

There was no way that Georgia could possi-

bly win in Lexington. Because Kentucky

would be on the road the rest of the month,

school officials decided to honor Adolph

Rupp as the winningest college coach in

history. Never mind that a win over Geor-

gia would be only The Baron's 770th one

less than Kansas' Phog Allen. They were

certain the Wildcats would get Rupp the

record in their next two games. Before 1
1
,600

in Memorial Coliseum, including many
former players who showered praise on the

old coach, Georgia cooperated nicely, los-

ing 104-73. But the kudos for Coach Rupp
turned out to be premature. Auburn, beat-

en by Vanderbilt 74-65 earlier in the week,

refused to roll over and play dead. Alex

Howell ruffled the Wildcats with a succes-

sion of long shots for 25 points and, when

sophomore Mike Casey foolishly fouled

Auburn's Tom Perry in the backcourt with

38 seconds to go, Kentucky was in trouble.

Perry calmly made two free throws, and

sailing in close, Columbia's Heyward
Dotson scores on short pop against Cornell.

the Tigers held on to win 74-73. "We blew

it." admitted Rupp disappointedly

The one thing Tennessee docs best is play

defense. The Vols clearly demonstrated

that when Florida came to town. Their 1-3-

1 /.one swarmed all over the Gators' talent-

ed 6' II' Neal Walk and held him to 16

points. He got only one field goal the entire

second half, and Tom Boerwinkle, Tennes-

see's 7-footer, had his best game ever. Boer-

winkle scored 27 points as the Vols won
67-52 for their 31st straight at home.

Florida got another shot at Tennessee in

Gainesville, where many a good team has

suffered the miseries of the road (Vanderbilt

and Kentucky, for instance), and this time

things were different. Walk escaped the

Vols' zone to score 38 points, and the Ga-

tors took Tennessee 59-46.

The Ohio Valley race had barely begun,

but already Western Kentucky was just

about out of it. The Hilltoppers lost their

third game, to Morchead 88-72, while Mur-

ray State, despite a 74-67 loss to East Tennes-

see, held on to first place by beating Austin

Peay 91-82. But there was some solace for

Western. It edged Dayton 75-74 in over-

time and then beat La Salle 84-79.

Florida State, the South’s best indepen-

dent, cornered Georgia Tech with a zone

defense, forcing the Jackets to shoot from

outside and, without ailing Guard Phil Wag-

ner, Tech was helpless. Dave Cowens (lipped

in 21 points, and FSU won easily, 73_57.

THE EAST i.st BONAVENTURE (13-0)

2. COLUMBIA (11-3) 3. ST. JOHN'S (12-3)

"It's like playing Ali Baba and the Forty

Thieves,” said St. John's Coach Lou Car-

ncsecca. He was referring to St. Joseph's

and its celebrated ball stealer, quick-hand-

ed little Billy DcAngelis, a guard whose

talent for pilfering had accounted for 44

steals in 1 3 games. But that was before Car-

ncsecca's Redmen beat the Hawks 80-72.

St. John's attacked patiently, and DcAngelis,

nursing a sore ankle, failed to steal the ball

even once. He and the other St. Joe's play-

ers were too busy defending as John War-

ren scored 20 points and sophomore Joe

DePre 19 for the disciplined Redmen.

St. Joseph's had better luck with its own
shooting game against Boston College.

While Mike Hauer, who got 17 rebounds,

outmusclcd BC's big Terry Driscoll under-

neath the baskets, Dan Kelly, another little

guard, routed the Eagles' zone defense with

29 points, and the Hawks won 76-67.

The hottest Philadelphia team, though,

was Villanova. One reason was Johnny

Jones, who scored 27 points as the Wild-

cats demolished Penn 75-45. Another was

Coach Jack Kraft’s "ball” defense, a slick

combination of man-to-man and zone. Il

stopped Virginia Tech, a run-and-shoot

team that came into the Palestra with a six-

game winning streak. Jones got 24 more

points, and Villanova won its seventh

straight. 78-61. Tech Coach Howie Shannon

was impressed. "They do as good a job as

any team I've ever seen," he marveled. “You
think you have a shot and you don’t."

Undefeated St. Bonavenlure had its hands

full before beating old rival Canisius 71-65.

The Griffs' strategy was to play the Bonnie

guards tight to keep them from shooting. It

worked. They got only nine shots and made

two. But 6' 1

1

' Bob Lanier's 25 points saved

the game for St. Bonaventure. St. Peter's,

however, lost for the first time, 88 78 to St.

Francis of Lorelto, Pa. That left LIU the

only other unbeaten team in the East. The

Blackbirds outscorcd Philadelphia Textile

76-65 for their 12th win.

Columbia, which earlier had lost to Cor-

nell by 17 points in Ithaca, murdered the

Big Red 93-51 in New York. Cornell tried

to collapse around 7' Dave Newmark in

the middle, a dubious ploy that left the pass-

ing lanes open. So Newmark. when he was

not shooting over the smaller Red defend-

ers for 22 points, passed off to Roger Wal-

aszck and Jim McMillian, who scored 43

more between them.

DePaul made the mistake of giving Ni-

agara’s Calvin Murphy the outside shot

when Rich Shcalcy, who was guarding Mur-

phy. got into early foul trouble- It almost

cost the Blue Demons the game. Calvin

scored 36 points, and DePaul had to go to

a late freeze to save a 79-72 victory.

Army, looking like somebody's tourna-

ment team—the NIT, probably —rolled

over Dartmouth 76-58 for its 1 Ith win, but

Navy had troubles. The Middies lost to

Maryland 76-62 before beating Seton Hall

68-58. Rutgers, with Doug Brittelle shooting

in 39 points, beat Boston U. 74-68, while

Holy Cross smothered Springfield 96-81,

and West Virginia, which had whipped Pitt

90-64, trounced Penn State 88-66.

THE MIDWEST i . MARQUETTE (12-2)

2. NOTRE DAME (13-3) 3. CINCINNATI (11-3)

Cincinnati seemed to be sitting pretty in

the Missouri Valley race when the Bear-

cats beat Bradley 77-66. But then starter

Gordon Smith went to the hospital with a

tom Achilles' tendon in his right foot and

Jim Ard came down with pneumonia. With

Louisville coming up. Coach Tay Baker

was worried. He was right. Louisville's zone

clamped down hard on Cincy. Westley Un-

seld scored from underneath, and the Cards
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gol a six-point lead. Then substitute Dean

Foster began picking the Louisville zone

apart with outside shots, and soon Cincin-

nati's full-court press began to take its toll.

The Cards folded under the pressure, and

Cincy stole enough passes to win 82-72 and

take over the conference lead. “If Cincy

doesn't win the conference, they should be

given a saliva test," said Louisville's John

Dromo. "I'd just like to have Baker's

bench."

Still, there were plenty of challengers,

including Louisville. Drake also looked

tough. The Bulldogs scored eight straight

baskets off fast breaks against Iowa State

and defeated the Cyclones 72-67. Wichita

State, however, lost to Southern Illinois 81

72. The improving Salukis concentrated on

Warren Armstrong, and he scored only

four field goals.

With eight minutes to go, Kansas was

coasting along with a 58-46 lead over Mis-

souri. Suddenly, Bruce Sloan, Vernon

Vanoy, Jo Jo White and Greg Douglas

fouled out, and then Missouri outscored

the Jayhawks ll-l. But Rodger Bohnen-

stiehl's foul shot with two seconds to go

put Kansas ahead by a point. Then an amaz-

ing thing happened. Missouri tried a despera-

tion pass to Tom Johnson past mid-court

and Kansas' Phil Harmon went for the in-

terception. He fouled Johnson instead.

Johnson made two free throws, and the

Tigers won 67-66. "I’m looking for some-

body to shoot me,” said Harmon discon-

solately. That was not all the bad news for

Kansas, either. The Jayhawks also lost to

Kansas State 73-56.

About the only thing sure in the Big Ten
was that it was anybody's race. Northwest-

ern, after beating Minnesota 77-71 for its

third win, had a relapse in East Lansing.

Michigan State missed its first IS shots while

Coach John Bcnington writhed on the bench.

But Heywood Edwards came in to pick up

the Spartans, and they went on to win 75-

62. Ohio State, meanwhile, destroyed Michi-

gan 103-70. Earlier in the week Wisconsin

had beaten Michigan State 70-68 as Joe

Franklin poured in 38 points, and Purdue,

with Rick Mount scoring 33, battered In-

jun.
i
89-60.

Western Michigan's joy ride finally came
to an end in the Mid-American. Bowling

Green put the Broncos in their place (third)

with an 83-67 victory. That gave the tall

Falcons a tie for first with Toledo, which

took Ohio U. 74-66. Miami of Ohio, with-

out two starters and two subs who were

suspended by Coach Tates Locke for New
Year's Eve indiscretions, beat Xavier 72-65

and Kent State 79-68.

Dayton, slipping badly, lost to DcPaul

70-65 but Notre Dame, off to its best start

in 14 years, took Butler 82 77 as Bob Whit-

more threw in 40 points and Bob Arnzen

scored 27. Coach Johnny Dec was thrilled.

What he said was, "We're just a bunch of

skinny kids who enjoy playing with finesse

rather than force.”

THE SOUTHWEST I. HOUSTON

(17-0) 2. NEW MEXICO STATE (15-2) 3.

TEXAS AT F.L PASO (10-3)

There was hardly a sad eye in the house as

Houston upset UCLA 71-69 (page 16) be-

fore 52,693 in the Astrodome to end the

Bruins' 47-gamc streak. The hometown

fans, however, could be forgiven for their

lack of sympathy for UCLA. They were

too busy extolling all the Cougars, and es-

pecially Elvin Hayes, who scored 39 points

and made the two winning free throws.

Over in El Paso, 8,501 filled County Col-

iseum to watch UTEP take on New Mex-

ico State. For them, it was a distressing

afternoon. The determined Aggies, with

Richard Collins and Sam Lacey gobbling

up rebounds, took the boards away from

the young Miners and beat them. 76-64.

"That's sophomores for you," said Coach

Don Haskins sadly. "One week we play

like gangbusters and the next week, pow!"

West Texas State, which had won only

one game all season, should have been a

breeze for Oklahoma City. It looked that

way, too, when the Chiefs opened up a 10-

point lead. But Sim Hill, who scored 31

points, got the Buffs back in the game and

then led them to an 88-85 victory. It was

getting by Kentucky's Phil Argento, Alex

Howell hits long one in Auburn victory.

enough to rouse Coach Abe Lemons. "We're

just not makin' any effort," he complained.

"We're just standin' around and not play-

in’ basketball anymore."

Southwest Conference teams were busy

with final exams, but Texas A&M found

time to knock Texas out of a tic for second

place. The Aggies, with Billy Arnold scor-

ing 36 points, came from behind to surprise

the Longhorns 88-87. Texas Tech put down
Arlington 93-83 in overtime.

THE WEST I. UCLA (13-1) 2. NEW
MEXICO (16-0) 3. WYOMING (I 1-4)

A note for posterity: UCLA, playing with-

out Lew Alcindor, beat Portland 93-69 for

its 47th straight victory. Then UCLA left

for Houston, and all the Pacific Eight ac-

tion was up north. It hardly posed a threat

to the Bruins. Washington State trounced

Oregon 85-66, Washington defeated Oregon

State 68-56, and then the winners and los-

ers paired offagainst each other. Washington

State beat Washington 75-70 and Oregon

State added to Oregon's troubles, winning

60-49.

After Coach Rene Herrerias suspended
6' 11" Center Bob Presley “permanently"

for disciplinary reasons, California managed

to get by Portland 74-61. But Herrerias

apparently had some second thoughts about

Presley. He will be back for Cal’s next game.

What's up in Albuquerque? Well, the big

topic is unbeaten New Mexico and Coach

Bob King's new offensive philosophy. The

natives can remember when the team la-

bored tediously around the key and an out-

side shot was as rare as snow on Central

Avenue. The Lobos still like to exploit their

cozy patterns but they grow impatient much
sooner than they used to, and then the bombs
begin to fly. Like last weekend. Guard Ron
Nelson, although ailing with the flu and

sometimes doubled up with cramps, scored

15 points, mostly from outside, as New
Mexico put down Utah 72-66. Two nights

later Brigham Young’s Stan Watts threw

up a 1-2-2 zone that shifted into a 2-3 to

protect the baseline, and it took the Lobos

a while to adjust. But soon Steve Shrop-

shire's passes began penetrating to Howie

Grimes, who scored six crucial baskets.

Nelson (who got 25 points) and Ron Beck-

er popped in shots from the side, and the

Cougars fell 84-69. Despite his team's suc-

cess, King was not yet ready to claim the

Western AC title. "Until someone wins on

the road, nothing's been decided," he said.

Wyoming, meanwhile, took over second

place in the WAC. The aggressive Cow-

boys, with Mike Eberle, Harry Hall and

Carl Ashley scoring heavily, beat Brigham

Young 81-70 and Utah 81-72 in Laramie.

Coach Bill Strannigan also was leery about

the race. "Looks like we might have a five-

team tie," he said. end
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/ 9 HOLE THE READERS TAKE OVER
EAST OF EDEN

Sirs:

You dirty dogs! Having spent the greater

part of November in Tahiti, Moorea and

Bora-Bora and, finally, having suppressed

my Polynesia-mania to the point where it

only hurls when I smile, what am I confront-

ed with but a 10-pagc spread on paradise in

the January 15 issue of Sports Illustrated

(Paradise on a Precipice). In glorious color,

no less! And this is not to mention Coles

Phini/y's great article on Erwin Christian,

who graciously showed us the splendors in

the lagoon in Bora-Bora.

Now I ask you, is that any way to run a

magazine?

Carole Kircher

Chevy Chase, Md.

Sirs:

Regarding your January 15 issue featuring

Band-Aid bathing suits, don't you feel a

sense of responsibility to the moral develop-

ment of your impressionable young readers?

Just what kind of sports arc you people

illustrating, anyway"’

Mrs. John J, Herb
Tonawanda, N.Y.

Sirs:

I strongly object to your sending covers

like this into my home.

Mrs. F. R. Funk
La Crosse, Wis.

Sirs:

What next? Gorcn’s bridge page with a

naked queen of hearts? The Celtics take a

shower? C'mon. With six curious offspring

about, I wish you'd have more ovcrclad

goalies and fewer underclad girlies.

Joyce Rogers

Portland, Me.

Sirs:

My steady girl threatens to cancel my SI

subscription if there arc any more covers

like that.

Mike Grenier

Lawrence, Mass.

Sirs:

When my sons chide me, a grandfather,

for having a girlie magazine in my den and

my wife, after seeing me reading the many
issues of Sports Illustrated, suddenly asks

what kind of a new magazine I received

that date, I have had it.

When my subscription to your magazine

expires, I do not know. But we will both

know whenever it is because that is the final

issue as far as I am concerned.

Joseph Nagy Jr.

Livonia, Mich.

Sirs:

Stop, stop, you heartless, impious fiends!

Every year in the depth of winter and, invari-

ably, during a cold snap when the mercury

is approaching 50 below and the pines arc

splitting apart and the furnace oil is sludg-

ing in the fuel lines, you bring out an issue

featuring the latest in swimwear, modeled

on some lush Caribbean or South Pacific

isle with crystal-clear blue waters lapping

at glistening white sand beaches. Here the

ice has been on the lake for three months

and will remain for another four.

Besides your cruel reminder of better

days and elsewhere, I must object on moral

grounds to your full-page pictures of tropi-

cal cuties in swimming suits so small and/

or transparent as to be difficult to sec, After

all, if God had wanted girls to run around

nude, they’d have been born that way.

Joel T. Deweese

Bemidji. Minn.

Sirs:

Paradise should be left to literature and

the imagination, not coldly assayed by jour-

nalists. Nevertheless, the story was quite

good; and, oddly enough, it is seemingly

misplaced articles like this that make Sports

Illustrated the excellent publication it is.

Eli Goodman
Philadelphia

UNCOMMONWEALTH

Sirs:

I wish to set the record straight about

your Scorecard item "Fine- weather

Friends" (Jan. 15). You stated that back in

October almost every politician supported

the building of a new stadium in Boston.

This was a false generalization, for only the

politicians from the Greater Boston area

took such stands. The representatives from

central and western Massachusetts were the

ones who voted the proposed stadium down.

The idea that we should pay for a stadium

to be built more than 100 miles from here

is absurd. We who will get little use from it

should not be forced to bear the burden of

its construction. The Boston people want

it, and let them have it.

As for Massachusetts' right to have a big

league baseball club, take a look at this

year's attendance figures and see what state

deserves a ball club more than ours. We led

the American League in attendance in 1967.

Wise up next time and get all the facts be-

fore you write such a misleading article.

James C. O'Connell
Springfield. Mass.

Sirs:

Your editorial stand on the Boston stadi-

um is well taken. The state legislature has

again failed the sports fan and the business

community. To say. however, that Massa-

chusetts does not deserve the joys (and sor-

rows) of her teams is ridiculous. Boston is

major league in sports. Let no one doubt it.

The stadium's failure is a question of prior-

ities. Massachusetts and Boston have crush-

ing problems with which to deal. If anyone

thinks Fenway Park is outdated, he ought

to see Boston schools. Boston sports facili-

ties arc second class; but this state's men-

tal-health facilities are 10th class.

We have things to do in Boston and Mas-

sachusetts. The enjoyment we get from our

teams makes our jobs easier. But we can-

not sacrifice those jobs for the sake of com-

mercialism in sports. Wc will have our stadi-

um some day. Until then someone must

sacrifice.

George H. Warren
Cambridge, Mass.

SPORTSMAN (CONT.)

Sirs:

As a subscriber ofyour magazine for sever-

al years now, 1 must say that I have always

agreed with your choice for Sportsman of

the Year. And once again I agree with you

wholeheartedly. Many times I have also

disagreed with letters in the 19th Hole, but

I have never read a "masterpiece" like James

T. Kelly's comment on Carl Yastrzemski in

the January 15 issue. If Mr. Kelly had seen

even one Red Sox game this year, he would

have to say that Carl gave 100'
; effort to

his team, if not more. If he had heard Ya-

strzemski speak, it would be obvious to

him that Yaz has plenty of respect for oth-

er ballplayers in the league and realiz.es that

they also are valuable. I don't think that

any objective baseball fan could honestly

say that Yastrzemski was "out to reap the

benefits of personal glory."

Peter Bear

New York City

HOT STOVE BOWL

Sirs:

With all of the letters in the 19th Hole

(Jan. 15) on hot-chili cooking and freezing

football games, perhaps some enterprising

group could schedule a “Chili Bowl" in

Green Bay on the coldest day of the year.

The shivering fans could sample and judge

the chili during the first half of the game,

and. at halftime, the losing team would be

allowed to partake of the hottest winning

concoction! This could be a new medical

breakthrough in warding off frostbite. I

can see the headlines now: packers pep-

pered BY SOUPED-UP FOUR-ALARM FOE

IN CHILI BOWI .

Lu Meredith

San Diego
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YESTERDAY

The Day

the Gipper Went Out to Win

One for $200

Notre Dame myth and Hollywood corn made a football Galahad out of

George Gipp, but Galahad had a practical side by RICK TALLEY

E
verybody old enough to remember

Pat O'Brien as Knutc Rockne knows

that the Irish of Notre Dame went out

from half time to "win one for the Clip-

per," i.e., famed Halfback George Gipp,

as played by one Ronald Reagan. But

would you believe that the Gipper went

out to win one for the Irish of Rock-

ford's west side? As a pro?

Well, he did, and the date was No-

vember 23, 1919. It marked the end of

a sports era in this city at the top of Il-

linois—and the beginning of a local leg-

end. At the lime Gipp was a halfback

for Notre Dame with another season of

college eligibility remaining ahead of

him. But that didn't stop him from

playing pro ball under the name Baker

and picking up a check for SI 00 (which

he wagered into S200).

Seven other Fighting Irish, including

the entire Notre Dame backfield and

Center Slip Madigan. provided Gippcr's

supporting cast. They, too, were amply

rewarded.

All eight played for a team known

sometimes as the Grands, sometimes as

the Badgers, that represented Rockford’s

west side. The Amateur Athletic Club

(AAC) represented the city's east side,

and the game played that day in 1919

was the second that year in an annual

scries for Rockford's championship.

The rivalry between the two sides was

intense. For years the Irish of the west

side had nurtured a smoldering hatred

of the Swedes on the east side. In years

past they had met in the center of the

bridge spanning Rock River and fought

out their rivalry with fists and clubs.

Now the battles were transferred to the

gridiron, but they were no less furious.

From the time the "city series" began

in 1908, it was not uncommon for the

winner of a championship to parade

down enemy streets after the game, carry-

ing a mock coffin in solemn procession.

At times the parades themselves would

result in further battling and flurries of

bare-knuckled encounters on street

corners.

It wasn't uncommon in the early 1 900s

for college football players to pick up

extra money by hiring out under as-

sumed names on Sundays, and in 1921

when some players from Notre Dame
were spotted in a "Sunday game” in

southern Illinois they were banned from

any further college athletic compe-

tition.

Fortunately, the Gipper and his team-

mates were not caught. And after their

great victory over the Swedes, three of

them—Gipp. Quarterback Joe Brandy

and Hnd Dave Hayes— returned to spark

Notre Dame to a second successive un-

defeated season in 1920. But that is get-

ting ahead of the story.

By 1919 Rockford's intracity football

feud had reached a stage of climax. In

the year's first game on November 16

the Badgers (i.e., the Irish) won 6-0.

Coach George Kiltcringham scored

their winning touchdown before more

than 3,500 persons who stood along the

sidelines.

Two days later The Rockford Morning

Star carried a story that suggested some

lack of ethics on the part of the losing

Swedes in preparation for the series'

second game: "The good ship ‘Mandy

Lee’ was never so completely loaded up

as the AAC football team in preparation

for the second game," said the sports

page item. "Stars from Camp Grant

have been added to the AAC roster,

including Lieutenant Red Barcalow and

Lieutenant Wagcnknight.”

Camp Grant was a large U.S. Army
installation located south of Rockford.

Barcalow was an ex-Purdue fullback

and a fine drop-kicker. Wagcnknight

was advertised as a smooth, shifty quar-

terback.

When the Badgers' Player-Coach

Kiltcringham read the story, he com-

mented: "That’s good! The more the

merrier."

Later in the week betting odds fa-

vored the AAC 5 to 4. Wagering was

heavy and Kiltcringham made sure the

odds favored his opponents when he

checked into a hospital on Friday with

a "stomach ailment."

"We still have enough men from last

Sunday," Kiltcringham stated from his

hospital bed. "We do not need any oth-

er substitutions to fall back on."

When Sunday arrived, however, the

Badgers had fallen back all the way to

South Bend, Ind., and their lineup

included a young man named Baker

who bore a startling resemblance to

George Gipp. Kittcringham, who made

a remarkable recovery from his illness,

was on the sidelines as his new left half-

back ran like a demon, threw a 10-yard

touchdown pass and drop-kicked a 35-

yard field goal to win for the Irish 17-9.

The right halfback—man by the name

of Smith—scored two touchdowns.

There were those who thought he looked

a lot like Arthur (Dutch) Bergman, who
is now the general manager of the Wash-

ington, D.C. Stadium. Bergman is one

of the few Notre Dame players from

that game who is still living. Another is

Joe Brandy, the quarterback.

"It was a tough game," recalls Berg-

man. "As a matter of fact, I broke my
leg. But I walked on it until I got back

to school Monday. The coach [Knutc

Rocknc] took one look at the swelling

and told me to go soak it in a bucket of

hot water. Later I talked him into let-

ting me get it X-rayed. Sure enough, it

was broken—the tibia, just below the

knee.

“Rockne wanted to know how I hurt

it. He didn't remember any injury from

Saturday's game [when the Irish had

battered Purdue 33-13], I told him I

had been hurt against Purdue but didn't

realize it at the time. I guess he believed

continued
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The Gipper continued

me because he later helped me get my
first coaching job [at New Mexico

A&MJ."
Brandy recalls how the players were

paid.

"Madigan made the arrangement

with the Rockford coach [Kittering-

ham]," he said. “When they offered us

SI 00 apiece, we said, ‘Only if you'll wa-

ger it on us to win.' Well, when we got

there the first thing we did was check

on the wager. The money was down,

and when we won we each collected S200.

It was the most money I'd ever had in

my life. We never considered losing and

going home broke.

"Nobody ever reported us, either. I

think Rockne may have found out, but

he turned his head the other way. He
didn't want to lose Gipp for his senior

year, and he'd have lost me. too."

Bergman added: "It was the only game

I played under an assumed name, and I

think it was the only time for Gipp. I'm

not so sure Rockne didn't know about

it later. I do know' Rockne used to play

with the Fort Wayne Friars, under an

assumed name, when he was a coach."

Brandy says it wasn't hard for the

Notre Dame players to make their Rock-

ford encounter.

"I remember how we worked the deal.

We all gave Rock excuses about going

home for the weekend. Then we met in

Indianapolis after the Saturday game at

I’urdue. Early Sunday morning we

caught a train to Chicago, then another

one out to Rockford. They met us on

the rear steps of the train and hid us

out at a hotel. That’s where we dressed,

in a hotel room. We had to bring our

ow n headgear and shoes, and they gave

us jerseys.

"Madigan played center, Hayes

played one end and Grover Malone

played the other end. I was quarterback,

Gipp was at left half. Bergman was right

half and Fred [Fritz] Slackford was

fullback. We even brought a substitute

[George Fitzpatrick, halfback] in case

anyone got hurl."

Bergman adds: "They furnished the

tackles and guards. We told them. ‘Just

block straight ahead. Don't pull or you'll

murder us.'
”

In Rockford Eugene J. W'elch, ex-

Badger player and official, recalls the

day vividly: “I was one of three guys

who met the Notre Dame players at the

Illinois Central station," he says. "They

got in at 1 1 :30 a.m., wearing dark glasses

and getting off the train separately. We
hustled them into a bus and took them

to the old Nelson Hotel. Funny thing,

too. Tony Haines, the AAC coach, was

on the same train, coming back from

officiating a game in Michigan. He didn't

know about the Notre Dame players,

of course, and when we saw him we
just said ‘hi’ and tried to act inconspicu-

ous. Then we rounded up our boys and

hid them until game time."

Folke Bengston. later to become Rock-

ford's police chief, recalls playing with

the Irish imports.

"I was the regular center, but they

put me at right guard because they

brought Madigan. To this day I'm not

sure who all played for our team. L do
know it was a bloody battle."

Losing Coach Haines, a Yale Uni-

versity football standout in 1908 and a

Big Ten official for 34 years, adds:

"I knew what we were up against when

they ran onto the field. I had worked

Notre Dame games. I recognized Gipp.

Our referee that day. Fred Gardner of

Rochelle, III., had worked the Notre

Dame-Purduc game the day before. He
knew what was happening, but he never

told on the Notre Dame boys. Neither

did I. No one was ever barred."

Rockford newspapers didn't blow

any whistles on the Notre Dame play-

ers. either. The next day's Reeister-Ga-

zette, however, did carry a black-type

editorial on the sports page that said:

"Local football fandom has been

wandering through a maze of speculation

covering the identity of the Grand foot-

ball players who put over the victory on
the AAC. It was no ordinary bunch of

gridiron talent that had been imported

for the fray. That much was evident af-

ter the smooth-w orking back field had

been in operation for two plays. The
backs played too well together not to

have been in operation all season, and

they maintained this pace through all

four quarters, show ing some of the nifti-

est football that has been seen on the

local field in many a day.

"Claims are made by the AAC camp
that the Grands for the greatest part

were made up of university regulars

who arc disputing the championship

of the Middle West with Illinois. The
only wonder is that the score against

the AAC was not of greater propor-

tions. As far as settling city honors

the scrap certainly did nothing of the

kind . . . for not over 50 percent of the

talent engaged were Rockford products."

The east-side Swedes, who lost more

than money on the contest, understand-

ably felt they had been bilked. "This

was just a gambling proposition," re-

calls J. A. Lengquist. who played with

the AAC. "It hurt us to lose. There

was a lot of bad feeling after that. You'd

think, though, that the great Notre Dame
team could have beaten us worse than

17-9."

Coach Haines agrees: "Actually, if

one of our ends hadn't missed a signal

on a pass play, we could have beaten

them. It was a helluva game."

Apparently, the Notre Dame players

were hampered by some questionable

officiating. They were penalized 110

yards, and The Rockjortl Morning Star

game story commented:

"To the credit of the Grands it must

be said they did not deserve the pen-

alties inflicted upon them, most of them

being called by Referee Osborne, whose

work in the second game was even poor-

er than the first."

Winning Coach Kitteringham's post-

game comment:

"There was no understanding or

agreement that I was to use one Rock-

ford player or 1 1 Rockford players.

Football is football, and I know the fans

wanted to sec good football. When the

report got out that the AAC was load-

ing up, we turjied to our reinforcements."

The "reinforcement" players climaxed

their unbeaten, untied season (9-0-0)

after leaving Rockford by beating Morn-

ingsidc College in Iowa 14-6 with two

feel of snow on the field on Thanksgiving

morning.

Bergman, with a broken leg, missed

the final game. For Gipp, Madigan.

Slackford. Brandy. Hayes, Malone and

Fitzpatrick, it was the third game with-

in six days.

As for the intracity series, it failed to

survive the bitterness of that game. A
year later the Rockford Amateur Athlet-

ic Club was founded, using players from

both the Irish and the Swedish parts of

town. This team represented the whole

city of Rockford in games against other

localities and the old Badgcr-AAC ri-

valry. though far from forgotten, was

never again actively fought out.

"That's the sad part about that game,"

says Enfred Enrickson, who was cap-

tain of the Swedes the day Gipp beat

them. "It killed that type of football in

Rockford." end
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2-door Bird. 4-door Bird. Both with

midsummer fireworks styling.

Power up to o sizzling 429 cu. in.

Thunder Jet V-8. New, roomy Flight Bench

Seats. Or jaunty buckets, if you fancy.
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Don't wait. The time to fly is now.
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Come up to the Kool taste.

Taste extra coolness
every time you smoke.


